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ABSTRACT

Over the last decades Information Technology (IT) has become an enabler for nearly
all businesses from industrial production to finance. The IT resources required for
these business activities are usually provided by local and remote data centers.
Although most resources are still hosted in companies’ proprietary data centers,
cloud computing initiated a paradigm shift in IT service provisioning from owning
to leasing resources and services. Today, over 50% of German companies use cloud
services while shifting services into the cloud has become an emerging trend.
Cloud computing, which is often referred to as the fifth utility in addition to water,
electricity, gas, and telephony, provides commoditized computation resources that
are available any time on demand in the required quantity.
However, in contrast to other commodities, a single quality level is insufficient
for IT service provisioning. Instead, the required quality for a provided IT service
depends on the various functional and non-functional requirements. For example,
highly interactive applications such as cloud gaming require a high quality level in
terms of latency.
Providers of cloud services have to face a highly competitive market. Cost advantages in cloud computing are primarily achieved by utilizing large centralized data
centers at low-cost locations. However, this kind of resource provisioning impacts
the quality of service of different types of services such as the aforementioned
interactive multimedia services that possess strict quality of service constraints.
Hence, infrastructure providers have to face a trade-off between cost reduction and
adherence to the required Quality of Service (QoS) attributes.
Apart from how services are provisioned, the way of consuming IT services also
changed substantially over the last years. Mobile devices have begun to replace
locally installed desktop computers at an accelerated pace. By utilizing these mobile
devices, service providers are confronted with two major challenges: (i) a cellular
network connection, which potentially causes a higher and more fluctuating latency
and (ii) severely limited resources compared to local Personal Computers (PCs).
These two aspects restrict the utilization of multimedia services, e. g., cloud gaming.
To address these challenges, we present two novel approaches for (i) resource
planning on a global level for multiple services with heterogeneous QoS characteristics and (ii) the augmentation of the centralized cloud infrastructure with locally
installed resources to provide viable multimedia services to mobile devices. As the
first major contribution, we introduce the Cloud Data Center Selection Problem
(CDCSP). This problem describes the data center placement and resource selection
on a global scale. We consider the role of a cloud provider, who aims to dimension
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resources in a cost-minimal fashion under the consideration of multiple services
with different QoS attributes. Based on a mathematical optimization model, we
propose the exact solution approach CDCSP-EXA.KOM. Due to the high complexity
and the resulting computational effort to find the optimal solution, we propose and
analyze four heuristic approaches to identify the most appropriate one for the given
problem. As a first heuristic, we propose an approach based on linear program
relaxation, CDCSP-REL.KOM. Furthermore, to take the specific structure of the
problem into consideration, we develop the custom tailored CDCSP-PBST.KOM
approach, which is based on a prioritized processing of demands and supplies.
To further improve the results, we combine multiple heuristics to a Best-of-Breed
approach, named CDCSP-BoB.KOM. Finally, as a metaheuristic improvement procedure, we propose the tabu search approach CDCSP-TS.KOM. To assess the practical
applicability and performance of these optimization approaches, we analyze them
in detail and compare their performance in a quantitatively.
The second major contribution of this work addresses the augmentation of the
centralized cloud infrastructure with local resources to provide services to mobile
devices. Therefore, we formulate the Dynamic Cloudlet Placement and Selection
Problem (DCPSP), as a multi-period resource planning problem, which includes
local characteristics, such as space for hosting resources and available network
bandwidth. We focus on a cloud provider who aims to augment the centralized
infrastructure using local resources to improve the QoS guarantees for mobile used
applications. We formalize the problem as a mathematical optimization model and
derive the exact solution approach DCPSP-EXA.KOM. Due to the high complexity
that is caused by an optimization over many time slots, we propose the heuristic
optimization approach DCPSP-HEU.KOM. We assess the performance of these two
approaches by the means of quantitative evaluation.
In summary, the contributions of this thesis provide the means for a cost-efficient
and QoS-aware resource selection in cloud infrastructures. We contribute the formalization of the problems and algorithms to support the efficient planning of future
cloud infrastructures in environments with a multitude of heterogeneous services
on a global scale. Furthermore, to enable mobile users to consume multimedia
cloud services, we propose an optimization model and algorithms to augment a
global centralized infrastructure by local resource units.
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K U R Z FA S S U N G

In den vergangenen Jahrzehnten hat sich die Informationstechnologie (IT) zu einem
wesentlichen Produktionsfaktor für nahezu alle Branchen von der industriellen
Produktion bis zu Finanzdienstleistungen entwickelt. Obwohl nach wie vor die
meisten dafür notwendigen IT-Ressourcen in unternehmensinternen Rechenzentren
bereitgehalten werden, hat Cloud Computing in den vergangenen Jahren einen
Paradigmenwechsel eingeleitet, bei dem sich ein Wandel vom Besitzen von ITAusstattung hin zum Leasen solcher vollzieht. Cloud Computing, bei dem ITRessourcen jederzeit standardisiert in beliebiger Menge verfügbar sind, wird dabei
oft mit Wasser, Elektrizität, Gas und Telefonie vergleichen. Im Gegensatz zu diesen
grundlegenden Gebrauchsgütern sind für IT-Dienstleistungen sehr unterschiedliche
Qualitätsniveaus erforderlich, welche auf den verschiedenen funktionalen und
nicht-funktionalen Anforderungen der bereitgestellten Dienste basieren.
Cloud-Anbieter offerieren ihre Dienste in einem hochgradig kompetitiven Markt,
was eine kosteneffiziente Bereitstellung von Cloud-Ressourcen erfordert. Kostenvorteile werden dabei primär durch sehr große und zentralisierte Rechenzentren
erzielt.Durch eine geringe Zahl weit entfernter Rechenzentren wird jedoch die
Latenz für viele Versorgungsgebiete deutlich erhöht, was sich negativ auf die
Nutzbarkeit interaktiver Multimediaanwendungen auswirkt. Aus diesen Gründen
muss ein Anbieter von Cloud-Infrastrukturen eine geeignete Abwägung zwischen
Kosteneinsparungen und einem angemessenen Qualitätsniveau finden.
Neben der Art wie IT-Dienstleistungen bereitgestellt werden, hat sich auch die
Art wie diese konsumiert werden grundlegend in den vergangenen Jahren geändert. Anstelle lokal installierter Desktop Computer werden immer häufiger mobile
Endgeräte, wie Smartphones, eingesetzt, was zu weiteren wesentliche Herausforderungen für die Dienstanbieter führt. Zum einen verursacht die Nutzung des
Mobilfunknetzes höhere und stärker fluktuierende Latenzzeiten, was die Nutzung
multimedialer Cloud-Anwendungen weiter einschränkt. Ferner, sind diese Geräte
durch eine limitierte Ressourcenausstattung, hinsichtlich der Rechenleistung und
der Akkukapazität eingeschränkt.
Um die Herausforderungen einer geeigneten Ressourcenbereitstellung zu adressieren, werden im Rahmen dieser Arbeit zwei neuartige Ansätze präsentiert. Im
Rahmen des ersten Kernbeitrags wird das sogenannte Cloud Data Center Selection Problem (CDCSP) untersucht. Der Schwerpunkt dieses Problems liegt in der
Platzierung von Rechenzentren und der Auswahl von geeigneten Ressourcen auf
globaler Ebene aus Sicht eines Anbieters von Cloud-Infrastrukturen. Ziel eines
Anbieters ist dabei die kosteneffiziente Bereitstellung von Ressourcen unter Be-
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rücksichtigung verschiedener Dienstgüteanforderungen. Basieren auf einem in
der Arbeit eingeführten mathematischen Optimierungsmodels, wird der exakte
Lösungsansatz CDCSP-EXA.KOM hergeleitet. Aufgrund des hohen Rechenaufwands dieses Lösungsverfahrens, werden vier verschiedene heuristische Ansätze
untersucht. Das erste Lösungsverfahren, CDCSP-REL.KOM basiert dabei auf dem
allgemeinen Prinzip der LP-Relaxation. Um die spezifische Struktur des Problems
besser adressieren zu können, werden weitere, speziell zugeschnittene heuristische
Verfahren entwickelt und untersucht. Das erste nutzt dabei eine prioritätsbasierte
Verarbeitung von angebotenen und nachgefragten Ressourcen. Dieses Verfahren
wird um einen sogenannten Best-of-Breed Ansatz ergänzt, der in der Lage ist
mehrere einzelne Verfahren zu kombinieren. Abschließend wird das metaheuristische Verbesserungsverfahren Tabu Search zur Lösung des Problems mittels des
Lösungsansatzes CDCSP-TS.KOM untersucht. Um die praktische Anwendbarkeit
der Verfahren und ihre Leistungsfähigkeit zu bestimmen, werden sie im Rahmen
einer quantitativen Evaluation analysiert und miteinander verglichen.
Der zweite Kernbeitrag dieser Arbeit befasst sich mit der Erweiterung der zentralisierten Cloud-Infrastruktur um lokale Ressourcen. Hierfür wurde das Dynamic
Cloudlet Placement and Selection Problem (DCPSP) formuliert. Dieses Mehrperiodenmodell beinhaltet wesentliche Charakteristika der lokalen Standorte, wie dem Platzangebot zu Ressourcenbereitstellung und der verfügbaren Netzwerkbandbreite. Der
Schwerpunkt der Betrachtung liegt auch in diesem Fall auf dem Cloud-Anbieter,
dessen Ziel die kostenminimale Erweiterung seine Infrastruktur ist, um die Garantien hinsichtlich der Dienstqualität mobil genutzter Anwendungen zu verbessern.
Basierend auf der mathematischen Formalisierung des Problems wird der exakte Lösungsansatz DCPSP-EXA.KOM vorgestellt. Aufgrund dessen hoher Zeitkomplexität
durch die genutzte periodenübergreifende Optimierung, wird das heuristische Lösungsverfahren, DCPSP-HEU.KOM, entwickelt. Die Leistungsfähigkeit der Ansätze
wird anschließend im Rahmen einer quantitativen Evaluation untersucht.
Zusammenfassend bieten die Beiträge dieser Arbeit die Mittel für eine kosteneffiziente Ressourcenbereitstellung unter Berücksichtigung einer hohen Dienstqualität.
Zur Bereitstellung von Ressourcen auf globaler Ebene wird das bestehende Problem
formalisiert und es werden geeignete Lösungsverfahren entwickelt um zukünftige
Cloud-Infrastrukturen planen zu können. Um ferner auch für mobile Cloud-Nutzer
multimediale Dienste mit einer hohen Dienstgüte bereitstellen zu können, werden
ein Optimierungsmodel sowie geeignete Algorithmen zur Erweiterung der globalen
Infrastruktur um lokale Einheiten untersucht.
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INTRODUCTION

C

loud computing has enjoyed increasing popularity over the last decade. The
basic idea of this paradigm was already announced in 1961 by MIT Professor
John McCarthy: "Computing may someday be organized as a public utility just
as the telephone system is a public utility [...] Each subscriber needs to pay only
for the capacity he actually uses, but he has access to all programming languages
characteristic of a very large system" [52].
It required decades and numerous significant developments to come close to
the realization of this vision – one of them was the Internet. With the ARPANET
(Advanced Research Projects Agency Network), the first packet switching network,
communication between computers had its first appearance in 1969 [132]. To manage
the increasing size and complexity of the ARPANET, TCP/IP, DNS, and other
cornerstone protocols needed to be developed [170]. In 1991, the Centre for Nuclear
Research (CERN) launched the World Wide Web (WWW) to share linked information
in a client-server architecture. With the release of the Mosaic browser, the Internet
was accessible to the general public [132]. Also in the early 1990 Eric Schmidt, at
this time Chief Technology Officer of Sun Microsystems, forecasted the “Computer
in the Cloud” [131]. It took until 1999 when Salesfores became the first company
that delivered Software as a Service (SaaS) over the Internet. According to later cloud
computing definitions, access to their software services was offered as subscription,
not as a purchasable license that was a common practice at that time [90].
The development of cloud computing rapidly gained momentum, when big
players, such as Amazon, Google, IBM, and Microsoft launched their services
about ten years ago. A recent study shows, that more than half of the German
companies utilize cloud computing [142] and it still is a major development topic
for IT companies [157]. Cisco Systems, Inc., a leading IT company, predicts a 26%
Compound Annual Growth Rate for cloud workloads from 2015 to 2020 [32].
Along with the increasing quantity of provided cloud services, the significance
of non-functional quality requirements, i. e., Quality of Service (QoS), grows substantially. For example, over the last years, multimedia applications such as cloud
gaming and desktop-as-a-service have been gaining popularity [9, 33]. Such applications require low latency and high bandwidth. Furthermore, they may require
specific hardware accelerated graphics within servers [30, 40]. For future application
scenarios, such as the tactile Internet, QoS requirements are predicted to exceed the
current ones by far [51].
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Along with cloud computing and multimedia applications, increasing user mobility is another trend that has been arising in the past few years. Before the
breakthrough of smartphones, which started with the introduction of the first
iPhone about 10 years ago, mainly desktop computers were used to access local
and remote services. Today, most people rely on smartphones in their daily life.
For 2016 the number of used smartphones in Germany has been estimated at 49.2
million [163]. Mobile devices are used – among other things – to access a variety of
cloud applications. Because of their characteristics, especially in terms of network
connectivity, the provisioning of multimedia cloud services and guaranteeing the
adherence of their QoS attributes is a challenging task.
Currently, we are closer to McCarthy’s vision of commoditized IT services than
ever before. As the fifth utility, computing is available in a similar fashion such
as water, electricity, gas, and telephony, i. e., available any time on demand in the
required quantity [24]. Because of the wide distribution of cloud services, especially
in the business context [32], they have become a crucial part of many supply chains.
Hence, providers need to guarantee the adequate service delivery including the
corresponding non-functional characteristics.
However, in contrast to the four other commodities, quality requirements for IT
services are much more diverse. A single quality level, as would be sufficient for
drinking water or electricity in private households, is insufficient for IT service provisioning. Consequently, dimensioning the right amount of appropriate resources
is a challenging task for cloud infrastructure providers. They are confronted with
various trade-offs regarding costs, capacities, locations, and QoS attributes.
The first trade-off when provisioning cloud resources arises between centralization and decentralization. In cloud computing, cost advantages are achieved
through the construction of data centers at low-cost locations and by economies of
scale, i. e., consolidating similar resources in huge centralized data centers [7]. This
approach saves costs, but leads to poor provisioning of multimedia services, such
as cloud gaming [30]. Since latency is directly impacted by the distance and the
number of hops between the data center and the users, small regional data centers
may be an appropriate solution. Nevertheless, low latency comes at the expense
of substantially higher costs because the need to provide distributed data centers
near to the users [60]. Hence, a cloud service provider has to balance between
centralization, which results in lower cost, and lower latency provided by regionally
placed computation resources. Accompanied with this decision, the cloud provider
needs to dimension the right amount of provisioned resources. Over-provisioning
decreases the revenue the provider. However, an underestimated amount of resources may lead to overload and outages, and, thus, to violations of service level
agreements or dissatisfied customers. This may lead to a decreasing number of
customers or so called penalty cost.

1.1 contributions

The resource provisioning for mobile multimedia services is an even more challenging task. Using cellular communication, such as Long-Term Evolution (LTE),
the provisioning of IT services may suffer from a high latency compared to Wi-Fi
[162]. Further limitations are battery capacity and the cost for using cellular communication techniques [104]. Thus, local resources, connected via Wi-Fi are desirable
for mobile cloud computing. Furthermore, all the dimensioning decisions have
to be made in an environment, which is characterized by fluctuating demand for
numerous applications with various QoS constraints.

1.1

contributions

Infrastructure providers are caught between the requirements to reduce costs due
to a highly competitive market and the objective to provide an appropriate service
quality to different applications and users. In this thesis, we address two major
research challenges: (i) the cost-efficient and QoS-aware resource selection on a
global scale and (ii) the local resource provisioning to provide multimedia services
to customers utilizing mobile devices.
The first contribution addresses the problem of cost-efficient and QoS-aware
selection of cloud data centers. Given the cloud definition, resources are available
on-demand, in any required quantity, and at any time. Hence, we formulate a
static optimization problem that considers a constant amount of provided resource
capacities over a given planning period. To analyze the efficiency of the selection of
cloud data centers we formalize the underlying Cloud Data Center Selection Problem
(CDCSP) as a mathematical optimization problem. The resulting model constitutes
the exact solution approach for this problem. Due to the intractability of this
approach, i. e., the high computational effort required for large problem sizes, we
develop suitable heuristic approaches with polynomial complexity. First, we analyze
greedy priority-based approaches that are characterized by low computational effort,
but reduced solution quality. For an improved solution quality we propose a bestof-breed approach that includes several greedy heuristics. Additionally, we adopt
and assess the metaheuristic tabu search, that significantly improves the solution
quality while sustaining polynomial computational complexity. Furthermore, we
provide a detailed comparison of all solution approaches.
The user behavior regarding the consumption of application services has changed
over the last years towards mobile devices, such as smartphones. These devices
are characterized by limitations regarding their network connectivity which may
result in high battery drain, higher latency, or low transmission rates. Hence,
locally provided resources, i. e., cloudlets, provide the means to address these
challenges. In this thesis we present our model that augments the global cloud
infrastructure using local resources. In contrast to the large-sized cloud data centers
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– with their assumption of abundant computing resources, local resources are
strongly limited by their computational power and network capacity. Hence, a
dynamic optimization approach is required that is able to address fluctuations
in demand over multiple time periods, e. g., to capture the different utilization
characteristics over a day. To address the challenge of planning and efficiently
utilizing such augmented infrastructures, we formulate the underlying Dynamic
Cloudlet Placement and Selection Problem (DCPSP) as a mathematical optimization
model and, thus, provide an exact solution approach. Furthermore, we develop a
heuristic optimization approach that calculates a solution with polynomial time
complexity. Within the evaluation we assess and compare the provided approaches
with respect to their performance.

1.2

thesis organization

The remainder of the thesis is structured as follows: Chapter 2 provides an overview
of the basic concepts of this thesis. First, we introduce the foundation of cloud
computing, including service and deployment models, market roles, and enabling
concepts and technologies. We give an overview of Quality of Service aspects in the
context of multimedia service provisioning and cloud computing. Furthermore, we
detail costs and pricing schemes occurring for different service models.
Chapter 3 presents an overview of the related work, on data center placement
approaches. Here, we specially focus on Quality of Service issues and therefore we
discuss corresponding cloudlet approaches. Resource allocation, as closely related
topic, addresses the efficient utilization of existing resources. Hence, we give an
overview of the major scientific publications in this research area.
Chapter 4 details the first main contribution of this thesis, the formalization of the
Cloud Data Center Selection Problem (CDCSP) and the development of appropriate
solution approaches. Within this chapter we address the challenges of cost minimal
and QoS-aware data center selection on a global scale. We provide an optimization
model that enables calculating an exact solution for the problem. Furthermore,
we present appropriate heuristic solution approaches to solve this problem in
reasonable time. We evaluate and compare these approaches.
Chapter 5 provides the second main contribution of this thesis, the formalization
and solution of the Dynamic Cloudlet Placement and Selection Problem (DCPSP). Here,
we focus on local data centers, i. e., cloudlets, where we consider a time-depended
service demand. Therefore, we provide a resource planning approach that addresses
the challenges of resource scarcity and time fluctuating workloads. We formulate
the corresponding optimization problem and provide an extract solution approach.
Additionally, we detail a heuristic approach to address these challenges. Chapter 6
provides a summary of the thesis and outlines directions for future research.

2

F U N D A M E N TA L S

I

n this chapter, we present basic concepts and necessary fundamentals of this
thesis. In Section 2.1, we give an overview of cloud computing and its basic
concepts. Section 2.2, deals with relevant cost and pricing schemes within the
different service models of cloud computing. Section 2.3 introduces the concept
of Quality of Service (QoS) and explains the corresponding attributes for cloud
computing.

2.1

cloud computing

Cloud computing as an umbrella term for on-demand computing services was initially
inspired by the cloud symbol often used to represent the Internet within network
illustrations [122]. Over the last years, numerous authors proposed definitions and
tried to identify the core characteristics of this new IT paradigm. In the following, we
give an overview of the respective definitions and characteristics of cloud computing.
First, in Section 2.1.1 we present selected definitions and state their key aspects.
Section 2.1.2 describes relevant service models, followed by Section 2.1.3 which
explains the commonly used deployment models in cloud computing. Lastly, in
Section 2.1.4, we give an overview of the main stakeholders, i. e., market participants
in cloud computing.

2.1.1

Definition and Key Characteristics

Vaquero et al. [180] are among the first to propose a unified definition for cloud
computing. Based on a survey of more than 20 definitions the authors derive
the following one: "Clouds are a large pool of easily usable and accessible virtualized
resources (such as hardware, development platforms and/or services). These resources can be
dynamically reconfigured to adjust to a variable load (scale), allowing also for an optimum
resource utilization. This pool of resources is typically exploited by a pay-per-use model
in which guarantees are offered by the Infrastructure Provider by means of customized
SLAs." The authors state that there are no common features used by all definitions.
The most commonly used features are scalability, pay-as-you-go pricing and the
virtualization of resources [180].
According to Armbrust et al. [6], cloud computing encompasses hardware resources and application services. Regarding hardware provisioning, which the
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authors denote as cloud, they find the following novel aspects in cloud computing
compared to traditional IT provisioning: (i) the illusion of infinite, on-demand
available compute resources, (ii) the avoidance of up-front investments, and (iii)
short term availability of resources charged depending on their utilization. Furthermore, if hardware resources are publicly accessible and charged in a pay-as-you-go
manner, the authors use the term utility computing.
Similar key characteristics are identified by Buyya et al. [24]. In their work, the
authors characterize cloud computing by (i) a resource pricing in a pay-as-you-go
manner, (ii) resource elasticity and the illusion of an infinite pool of resources,
(iii) on-demand self-services, and (iv) virtualized resources. Services are accessible
whenever required, independently of the location where they are hosted [24].
According to the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), "Cloud
computing is a model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network access to a
shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications,
and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management effort
or service provider interaction. This cloud model is composed of five essential characteristics,
three service models, and four deployment models" [125]. The authors describe the
following key characteristics: (i) on-demand self-service, (ii) service provisioning
via the Internet, (iii) pooled resources that are served to multiple consumers, (iv)
rapid elasticity to scale resources according to the demand, and (v) a measured and
controlled resource usage.
As previously mentioned, publications set different priorities in their definitions
[180]. Nevertheless, the most frequently cited publications, also discussed in this
section, deliver a rather homogenous picture of cloud computing including the
following main characteristics:
• Resources are available in any quantity out of a common resource pool.
• Resources are accessible any time from any place through the Internet.
• The required resources can be scaled up or down on-demand according to
the current demand.
• They are provided as virtualized resources.
• Based on measurements of their utilization, resources may be charged in a
pay-as-you-go manner.
Furthermore, all definitions include different service and deployment models, as
explained in the subsequent sections.

2.1 cloud computing

2.1.2

Service Models

In the context of cloud computing, the term Everything as a Service (XaaS) is used
frequently. This represents the idea that every required IT component or software
application can be provided as a service, which may include Communication as
a Service (CaaS), Databases as a Service (DBaaS), Desktop as a Service (DaaS),
or Hardware as a Service (HaaS) [103, 149, 154]. Nevertheless, most scientific
publications usually refer to three main service models for cloud computing: (i)
Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), (ii) Platform as a Service (PaaS), and (iii) Software
as a Service (SaaS) [43, 125, 192, 197].
2.1.2.1

Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS)

This service model forms the lowest and most basic layer, which provides processing,
storage, and network capabilities. By the means of these resources users, such
higher level software service providers are able to deploy, run, and offer their
software products. IaaS users, such as IT administrators, have full control over the
virtualized resources and hence over operating systems and deployed applications
[125]. Infrastructure resources are usually hosted in large-scale cloud data centers
and provided on-demand in the required quantities [180].
Apart from frequently mentioned virtualized resources, some authors divide
this service model into additional layers or types. Lenk et al. [114], for example,
distinguish between a physical resource set and a virtual resource set. The physical
resource set refers to hardware resources offered by a hardware vendor. These
physical resources build the foundation for the virtualized resources upon this
layer. Youseff et al. [192] introduce a basic layer named cloud software infrastructure
layer, which is built upon hardware resources (HaaS) and includes computational
resources (IaaS), data storage (DBaaS), and communication (CaaS).
From our point of view, the fundamental idea behind the considered service
model is the abstraction from physical hardware resources by the means of virtualization. Hence, an IaaS provider offers scalable, virtualized resources by relying on
a sufficient quantity of physical hardware resources hosted in various data centers.
2.1.2.2

Platform as a Service (PaaS)

The next higher layer provides platform services. It offers capabilities and tools for
development, testing, deployment, and hosting of applications [43]. Furthermore,
platforms often provide services to support marketing, distribution, and operation
of applications [15]. By the means of such platforms, services are made accessible to
a broad range of clients over the Internet. With an increasing usage of an application,
the platform automatically scales the underlying resources without requiring an
intervention of the software developer [184]. In contrast to infrastructure services,
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developers are not required to maintain the underlying infrastructure, such as
updating operating systems or development tools.
2.1.2.3 Software as a Service (SaaS)
On the highest level, software services are provided to the customers [43]. These
services are accessible by various devices, such as PCs or smartphones, over the
Internet. Therefore, common thin client interfaces, such as web browsers, or specifically developed interfaces, e. g., mobile applications, are used [125]. In contrast to
traditional software licensing, users usually pay a usage-independent periodical fee,
e. g., on a monthly basis (cf. Section 2.2.3). The applications are hosted within the
cloud and might run on top of services offered by PaaS or IaaS providers [8]. Both,
providers and users can benefit from using this model. By offering an application
using a centralized cloud infrastructure, software installation, maintenance, and
versioning are easier to handle for providers. Furthermore, users can easily access
an application independent of location, time, or utilized device [6].
2.1.3 Deployment Models
Deployment models refer to different access types of cloud deployments. They
specify the group of users that is granted access to services and the relationship
between provider and user regarding the organizational affiliation. Four main
deployment models can be distinguished: public cloud, private cloud, community
cloud, and hybrid cloud [125], as discussed in the following.
2.1.3.1 Public Cloud
Public cloud providers offer their services to everyone willing to pay for it. This
openness to the general public is the key characteristic of public cloud computing [103]. Here, providers may be business enterprises, academic institutions, or
government organizations [125]. Within this deployment model, cloud providers
and customers belong to different organizational units, whereby no dedicated
contract between these two parties is required. A customer enters into a contract,
when he/she accepts the contractual agreements as stated in Service Level Agreements (SLAs) [12]. According to Mell and Grance multiple customers are served by
shared resources [125], requiring highly standardized services [80].
2.1.3.2 Private Cloud
This deployment model refers to an exclusive service provisioning within a single
organization. Provider and customers may belong to the same organizational
unit, but also third parties may provide private cloud services [125]. According to
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Zhang et al. [197] private clouds provide the highest degree of control regarding
performance, reliability, and security. However, since proprietary server farms are
required, this model might not benefit from all advantages associated with cloud
computing, such as economies of scale [6] or no up-front capital costs [197].
2.1.3.3

Community Cloud

By the means of this model, multiple companies or organizations exclusively share
a common cloud infrastructure. Such community clouds are formed based on
shared interests or goals, such as security or compliance requirements. In contrast
to a private cloud, it can be owned and operated by one or more of the involved
companies, a third external party, or a combination of both [125].
2.1.3.4

Hybrid Cloud

According to the NIST definition [125], hybrid clouds are compositions of two
or more distinct cloud types, i. e., private, public, or community clouds. This
deployment model aims to address the limitation of both, public and private clouds.
On the one hand, the model offers better control and security over data, since an
organization can decide which data is appropriate to be transferred to a public
infrastructure or which data requires higher levels of security and privacy. A public
cloud, on the other hand, offers a wide range of instantly available and freely
scalable resources [197]. Therefore, Baun et al. [12] propose the utilization of public
infrastructures for peak loads. Under normal circumstances, a company uses its
own private IT infrastructure and only in case of internal resource scarcity, external
resources are leased.

2.1.4

Cloud Market Participants

Apart from the already stated service and deployment models, cloud computing can
also be seen from a business-oriented perspective. Therefore, literature distinguishes
between various market participants. To the best of our knowledge and regarding
the relations for IT service provisioning, all publications agree on two major roles: (i)
cloud infrastructure providers and (ii) users/customers. These two roles are closely
tied to the corresponding service models. Cloud providers offer infrastructure
services [7, 113, 155] and, thus, can in general be assigned to the IaaS layer. Referring
to the service model, these actors can be seen as the first link within the value chain
of cloud service delivery. They acquire physical IT infrastructure and hardware
to offer scalable infrastructure services (cf. Section 2.2.1). The last link within the
cloud value chain are customers that buy and use the applications offered by SaaS
Provider [7, 113]. These customers can be private people or companies. However, in
literature, there is no consensus about these last market participants. According to
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Schubert et al. [155], who refer to cloud as infrastructure services only, cloud users
are only large companies that outsource their IT infrastructure to the cloud.
Between (IaaS) providers and users literature pose different roles. Based on the
three layer service model and the assumption that users are software consumers, an
additional role is the SaaS provider [7, 113]. These providers develop and operate
applications. Therefore, they might utilize services from platform providers [113,
155]. So far, all market participants can be referred to in corresponding service
models. Above these, aggregators, resellers, or brokers combine existing services to
create new offers for their customers [113, 155]. For example, they bundle resources
originating from different providers to offer greater quantities, increase performance,
reduce prices, or ensure SLAs [27, 99, 120, 138]. Lampe [103] summarizes all these
additional roles between provider and user as intermediary.

2.2

costs and pricing models in cloud computing

Regarding the common NIST definition of cloud computing [125], one of its basic
characteristics is the pay-as-you-go pricing schema for used resources (cf. Section 2.1.1). Based on a literature review, we identified that this pricing scheme is
commonly assumed in the scientific community [106]. In this section we provide
deeper insights regarding the cost and pricing schemes arising on different abstraction levels. Here, we focus on three major market participants, i. e., IaaS providers,
SaaS providers, and SaaS users as stated in [6]. Generally, IaaS providers have to
invest in basic infrastructure, such as data centers, physical hardware components,
and software licenses to offer a virtualized infrastructure to their customers, e. g.,
SaaS providers. Building on this virtualized infrastructure, SaaS providers offer
software services to their customers, such as companies or private people. Consequently, in this section we describe the costs and pricing schemes that occur for each
of these market players. First, we give an overview of costs regarding the physical
environment, which is required to offer virtualized infrastructure (cf. Section 2.2.1).
For higher level services – in contrast to the absolute cost – pricing schemes play
the most important role when offering services. Therefore, we focus on pricing
schemes that are relevant for SaaS providers to use virtualized infrastructure and
for customers to use software services (cf. Section 2.2.2).
2.2.1 Cost of Physical Infrastructure
In cloud computing, infrastructure services are mostly provided in terms of ondemand virtualized resources and charged in a pay-as-you-go manner. Virtualized
resources are provided on top of physical hardware, such as servers and routers.
In context of an IaaS provider, which offers virtualized hardware resources, such
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Table 1: Sizes of data centers and the estimated number of racks (based on [189]).

Data center size

Number of racks

Computer room

1-5

Small data center

5-20

Medium data center

20-1,000

Large data center

1,000-10,000

Mega data center

>10,000

as CPU, RAM, and storage, the primary infrastructure components are cloud data
centers. Bauer and Adams [11] define a data center as a physical space that is
environmentally controlled to enable proper operation of IT hardware. Such a space
offers (redundant) components for power supply and cooling. Furthermore, it is
physically secured to prevent unauthorized access and it is well connected to the
public Internet. To secure the stored information firewalls and security appliances
are used. Additionally, load balancers distribute traffic across the servers. The size
of a data center varies from a computer room with a few servers to a mega data
center with over 10,000 racks [189]. Table 1 illustrates different data center sizes.
Over the last years the number of data centers, the used space, and the number of
servers have grown rapidly. For example, in Germany the area used for data centers
increased by 42% to 1.8 million square meters from 2003 to 2013. Furthermore, in
2013 a total of about 51,100 data center locations were determined in Germany [83].
Operating data centers results in different types of costs, which are described
in the subsequent paragraphs. Generally, costs can be divided into two groups: (i)
capital expenditures (CapEx) and (ii) operational expenditures (OpEx). CapEx are
costs that occur for establishing a new data center location, e. g., cost to acquire
property, cost for building a data center, as well as costs for IT equipment such as
servers, storage, and network equipment. Expenses for software, maintenance, or
warranty also belong to this group [18, 60, 189]. According to Wu and Buyya [189],
costs to build up new capabilities, e. g., for research and development to ensure
the long-term success of a company, also belong to the capital expenditures. OpEx
summarize the costs of all operating activities. While CapEx are costs to acquire
inventory, OpEx can be seen as costs to turn inventory into products and services.
Examples for such costs are: utility consumption such as electricity, maintenance
costs, rental fees, employees’ salary, and administrative expenses [60, 189].
For providers, the quantification of total cost is an important factor to calculate
profitability. Various publicly available sources of information provide a rough
estimation of the total cost and their distribution among different cost types. It
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should be noted that the sources do not provide uniform conclusions. A detailed
overview of costs is most likely unpublished information only accessible to the
provider itself. Nevertheless, based on our literature review we derive an overview
of the cost composition for operating data centers in this section. To compare
arising expenses, all costs need to be normalized on an annual basis due to different
amortization periods. For example, long lived capital cost for facilities are indicated
with an amortization period of fifteen years, while servers are indicated with an
amortization period of three years [64, 68].
In their work, Greenberg et al. [64] consider a data center with about 50,000
servers. Therefore, the authors identify four major cost components: servers, infrastructure, power usage, and network. In their calculation the authors determine the
share of CapEx for servers to be about 45%. The basic data center infrastructure
costs which include expanses for power delivery and cooling supplies, are estimated
to account for about 25% of the total cost. The energy, which is required for running
the infrastructure and servers, is estimated with about 15%. Thus, it is the main
contributor to operational cost [198]. The final major cost factor are the network
components. It is estimated to account for about 15%, including hardware, link,
and transmission cost. Furthermore, the authors estimate that the operational costs
for staff are relatively low making up for less than 5% of the total cost [64].
Hamilton [68] uses a slightly different classification, but the values are roughly at
the same scale. The author estimates the share of monthly costs as follows: about
53% expenditures for servers, about 23% for power and cooling infrastructure,
about 19% for energy cost, and about 5% for other infrastructure expenses.
The study by Koomey [101] results in a different cost allocation. The author
estimates the shares for annualized CapEx to three quarters of the total cost and for
the annualized OpEx to one quarter. Here, the largest part of annualized CapEx
are the costs for site infrastructure which accounts for about 42%, followed by the
expenses for IT equipment with about 34%. The energy cost, again the highest
single operational cost factor, causes cost of about 11% of the total cost.
The considered publications present different figures for the propositions of
various cost types, although all focusing on large scale data centers. The reasons
behind these differences are manifold. Two explanations for varying data center
costs are given by literature: (i) the Tier level and (ii) the data center size. The Uptime
Institute defines four different Tier levels [177]. The Tier level is determined by the
site availability and thus the overall IT availability in a data center. For example,
data centers on the lowest level (Tier I), do not offer redundant power and cooling
components, a planned maintenance requires a system shutdown, and failures of
site infrastructure cause an interruption in data center operations. In contrast, the
highest level (Tier IV), requires, for example, at least two independent electrical
systems and multiple distribution paths to simultaneously serve the computing
equipment [177]. Since primary drivers for construction cost are power and cooling
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capacity [176], a higher Tier level and thus higher availability guarantees, directly
correlates with infrastructure capital costs.
The costs also depend on the size of a data center. In general, smaller data
centers are relatively more expensive in comparison to large data centers [175,
176]. Providers utilizing large data centers benefit from greater economies of scale
in many ways, compared to providers using smaller ones. First, they are able to
purchase equipment at high volumes and, thus, they are able to negotiate better
prices with suppliers [185]. Furthermore, huge data centers benefit from a high
degree of automation. By the means of management software, activities, such as
software deployment, monitoring, or dealing with errors, can be highly automated
[94]. Using a partial automated structure, such as in well-running companies,
Greenberg [64] states an IT staff to server ration of 1:100. A typical ratio in large
data centers is 1:1,000.
To summarize, the capital and operational costs of data centers depend on
various factors. Publicly available sources give a rough estimate on the cost types
and their absolute and relative values. Nevertheless, the sources do not give uniform
conclusions regarding these aspects, caused by numerous options when designing
and operating data centers. However, literature roughly shows a cost allocation of
three quarters for CapEx and one quarter for OpEx.

2.2.2

Pricing Schemes for Virtualized Infrastructure

With cloud computing, consumers are able to shift their CapEx into OpEx, i. e.,
avoiding investments for physical hardware and instead leasing resources ondemand when required [189]. However, in general, buying hardware resources is
always cheaper then leasing them, since a provider adds profit surcharges to earn
money. This holds especially true for high and constant resource utilization. Thus,
cloud computing is more beneficial for low, fluctuating, or uncertain demand [185].
Since the market for cloud services is highly competitive, IaaS providers have
to offer their services at attractive prices and by the means of appropriate pricing
schemes. Therefore, in our work [106] we analyzed pricing schemes for virtualized
infrastructures, i. e., virtual machines. We found three predominant pricing schemes
for virtualized infrastructure offers: (i) pay-as-you-go, (ii) subscription, and (iii)
freemium. According to Weinhardt et al. [184], pay-as-you-go is the most frequently
used and simplest pricing model in cloud computing. Here, a user pays a fixed
price per resource and time unit, which is usually one hour [106].
When using the subscription pricing model, a user signs a contract that defines
services, prices, and the time period. In contrast to pay-as-you-go, time periods
of one or more months are common [151]. The last of the three pricing schemes,
freemium, is a combination of the words free and premium. It is often used by
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application developers, which offer the basic features of a product free of charge.
For richer functionality or the removal of advertisements, a subscription fee is
charged [102]. In case of IaaS, VMs with limited resources are offered at no price.
The freemium pricing model can be seen as a marketing tool and may serve as an
incentive for costumer to get to know a specific product [169].
To gain insights regarding the practical relevance of different cloud pricing
schemes, we analyzed publicly available pricing information of 48 IaaS providers.
Out of this sample, 81% of the providers offer pay-as-you-go pricing, 50% offer
subscription models, and 39% of the providers use freemium as pricing scheme
[106]. Note that a single provider may offer multiple pricing schemes.
2.2.3 Pricing Schemes for Software Services
The absolute costs, a consumer has to pay for utilizing software, depend on the
used products as well as on the license model, i. e., pricing scheme. Due to the
huge amount of available software products and their possible customizations in
a business context, no overview regarding absolute costs can be given within this
thesis. The relevant question of interest in research and for practical applications
comes down again to the choice of appropriate pricing schemes. Thus, in this
section we give an overview regarding this topic focusing on cloud computing. The
content of this section is primarily based on our recent work [75].
Software, in general, belongs to the group of digital or information goods, which
are characterized by high production costs for the initial product, but low expenses
for all subsequent copies [67]. In contrast to traditional goods, other types of price
differentiation and other pricing schemes are required for selling software as well
as providing software as a service via the cloud. Therefore, SaaS providers require
appropriate pricing schemes to remain competitive and to ensure revenue [112].
Using these schemes, SaaS providers aim to map the economic value for their
customers to their own provisioning cost. Focusing on cloud computing, we classify
three different types of pricing schemes based on [112]: (i) usage-independent, (ii)
usage-dependent, and (iii) hybrid pricing schemes.
By utilizing usage-independent pricing schemes, users have to pay a fee independently from the actual use of the software product. Criteria for pricing are, for
example, the number of users or the number of required servers [110]. Here, the
major advantage for customers is the planning certainty regarding the arising
costs [36]. Furthermore, we distinguish three different types of usage-independent
pricing schemes: (i) flatrate, (ii) freemium, and (iii) one-time payment. Flatrates offer
unlimited access to software services, where all offered functions are included and
the user is required to pay a monthly fee. In practice, providers usually offer limited
flaterate models. Hence, the number of users, usage time, or the functionality is
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restricted [23]. As already described in Section 2.2.2, by the means of freemium
models, services are offered at no cost with limited functionality or with included
advertising. Such offers are usually combined with usage-based offers, such as
additional storage. For instance, Dropbox1 offers a freemium service with respect
to storage space and charges the enhancement to higher values. Corresponding to
traditional licensing models for software products, utilizing one-time payments, a user
pays once for a product and acquires permanent usage permission. As literature
shows, SaaS providers use this pricing model only jointly with usage-dependent
models in hybrid pricing schemes [23].
By the means of usage-dependent pricing schemes, only the consumed units are
charged. Thereby, these pricing schemes reflect the cloud payment characteristic
pay-as-you-go. Here, users with low service usage benefit from lower cost compared
to power users, which have to pay higher fees. Literature distinguishes between
three types [23]: (i) storage-based, (ii) transaction-based, and (iii) time-based models.
Using storage-based pricing, the total cost depends on the amount of required
storage. As already mentioned, a popular example for this kind of pricing is
Dropbox. Examples for transaction-based pricing are cost per number of orders or
per accounting transaction [23]. This type of pricing might be relevant in business
context, but from our point of view, referring to public cloud computing, it is not of
relevance. The same holds true for time-based models, where the charged prices
differ depending on the time of day or the time of year [23]. Again, to the best of
our knowledge, there is no practical relevance for this type of price differentiation
regarding the provisioning of software services. While usage-dependent pricing
schemes may be beneficial for the consumer with less utilization, providers have to
face challenges, such as an unpredictable income stream and a high administrative
overhead for measuring the consumption [112].
Hybrid pricing schemes represent a combination of usage-independent and usagedependent models. For instance, a user acquires a software license pays a one-time
fee and is charged with an additional monthly fee for support [112]. By utilizing
these pricing schemes, providers are able to ensure a stable stream of revenue.
To assess the practical relevance of the pricing schemes for SaaS providers,
Lehmann et al. [111] analyze a sample of 84 providers regarding these three
categories. Most providers, 46%, offer usage-independent models, 35% provide
hybrid models, and only 7% of them charge their services based on the usage. For
the remaining 12% the pricing model could not be specified.
In service provisioning, costs are part of attributes that characterize a service.
Apart from these costs, further additional non-functional quality attributes are
described in the subsequent section.

1 www.dropbox.com
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2.3

quality of service

In general, (cloud) services can be characterized by their functional and nonfunctional attributes. Functional attributes describe the function of an application,
i. e., the defined tasks an application or a service is capable to fulfill [92, 150]. In
contrast, non-functional attributes describe the characteristics of a service while it
is executed [150]. The compliance with these attributes has a significant influence
on the decision to use cloud applications or move locally hosted applications into
the cloud [115]. In this section, we focus on non-functional requirements with the
purpose to provide a common understanding of relevant terms and to give an
overview of relevant Quality of Service (QoS) parameters in the context of cloud
computing. Therefore, we present a categorization scheme for QoS attributes in
Section 2.3.1. In Section 2.3.2 we give an overview on Service Level Agreements.
The content of this section is mainly based on our recent work [75].
2.3.1 Definition and Categorization of Non-Functional Requirements
Since the term Quality of Service (QoS) is used in different contexts, no general definition exists. Regarding network operations, the International Telecommunication
Union (ITU) [171] defines QoS as: “Totality of characteristics of a telecommunication
service that bear on its ability to satisfy stated and implied needs of the user of the service”.
In general, with the goal to "satisfy stated and implied needs of the user", it can
also be applied to all kind of services. Nevertheless, Glinz [55] showed that there is
no common understanding about the categorization of QoS attributes. Furthermore,
due to the heterogeneity of multimedia applications, currently used QoS attributes
for this class of services differ from the traditional attributes that describe communication systems [164]. Therefore, based on the categorization schemes of Berbner [17]
and Siegel et al. [160], we deduct the categorization schema presented in Figure 1.
At the first stage we distinguish between QoS attributes and costs. Costs are part
of non-functional characteristics since the price determines whether a service is
used by a customer or not [17]. Because of its importance, we already discussed
this topic separately in Section 2.2. According to Berbner [17], we further segment
the QoS attributes into quantitative and qualitative attributes.
2.3.1.1 Quantitative Attributes
The common characteristic of all quantitative attributes is that they can be measured at least on an ordinal scale. We further group the quantitative attributes
in the following three subgroups: (i) performance, (ii) quality assurance, and (iii)
agility. Performance is a quality measure that is commonly used in the majority
of related publications [55]. Here, we distinguish between two attributes response
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Figure 1: Categorization of non-functional requirements (based on [17, 75, 160])
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time and throughput. The response time represents the time between sending a
request and receiving the corresponding answer [194]. It is comprised of the time a
client needs to process the user input before sending a request to a remote server
and the time to process the server response and show the results on the display.
Additionally, network latency is also a part of the overall response time. Network
latency corresponds to the time required to transfer data to a provider and the
response back to the user. Finally, the provider itself requires time to execute or
process user requests [30]. The second QoS attribute, throughput, is closely related
to the execution time and describes the number of requests a system can handle in
a given time interval or in average [137].
In the context of multimedia applications, the performance, especially latency,
is a crucial factor regarding the quality perceived by users. It directly influences
the revenue of market participant, such as online shops, since customers quickly
flee an online shop for the reason of high latency [93]. Furthermore, the latency
requirements directly correlate with the degree of interactivity of an offered application or service [85]. For interactive applications, such as desktop services, literature
identified a maximum value of 150 milliseconds for a good usability [173]. For
gaming a threshold of 100 milliseconds is proposed [136]. However, this value
depends on the played game and even the performed actions within a game. For
example, for first person shooter games a value of about 75 milliseconds might
influence the gameplay negatively [14]. Recent publications suggest a threshold for
latency of 80 millisecond for mail applications and 20 milliseconds for cloud gaming
[165]. For future application scenarios even latencies of about one millisecond are
expected, which requires computation resources within a distance of 15 kilometers
to the user [51].
The category quality assurance indicates how likely it is, that a service is provided
as specified [160]. We separate between the three different quality measures: (i)
availability, (ii) reliability, and (iii) robustness. Availability describes the percentage
of time a service is instantaneously usable and delivers correct results [53, 63]. It is
closely linked to the reliability which expresses the number of correct executions
in relation to all service invocations in a defined time period [139]. Finally, the
robustness represents the degree to which a service can provide correct functionality
even with invalid, incomplete or conflicting inputs [144].
Based on [160] we use agility as a category to summarize the QoS attributes that
reflect specific cloud computing characteristics as stated in the definition in Section 2.1.1. Here, we distinguish between three attributes: (i) scalability, (ii) elasticity,
and (iii) portability. Scalability describes the capability of a provider to increase or
decrease the number of provided resources depending on the demand for a specific
service. By scaling resources up or down, a provider is able to process more or less
requests in a given time period. Thereby, this attribute substantially characterizes
the performance of a system [144]. One of the most important, cloud-specific QoS
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measures is elasticity. This criterion is essentially required in cloud computing
since limited resources are offered on-demand in an apparently unlimited amount.
Therefore, providers must be able to elastically scale them up and down. Elasticity
measures the responsiveness of a system to changes in parameters. Dustdar et al.
[47] distinguish three types of elasticity: (i) resource elasticity, (ii) cost elasticity,
and (iii) quality elasticity. Resource elasticity describes the adjustment of machine
characteristics, such as CPU, RAM, or network capabilities. The price elasticity represents the responsiveness of the price according to the service demand. Here, a
prominent example are spot instances offered by Amazon2 , which are sold in an
auction-based manner and, thus, cause higher cost during peak times. The quality
elasticity represents the property of adaptable result quality. Here, an example are
algorithms in data processing that are able to provide an approximation of a result
in short time [47]. Finally, the portability represents the ability to move a service from
one provider to another. This quantitative attribute measures the costs occurring
for such platform changes [119].
2.3.1.2

Qualitative attributes

Qualitative QoS attributes are characterized by the fact that there exists no metric to
measure their fulfillment. To assess these QoS attributes, customers – for example
– have to be surveyed by the means of questionnaires. We distinguish between
responsibility and accountability and security and privacy
The first category, responsibility and accountability, features the following three
subcategories: (i) reputation, (ii) compliance, and (iii) non-repudiation. Reputation
represents the opinion a customer has about a provider. This QoS criterion is the
only one that is exclusively given by the user and cannot be (directly) influenced by
the service provider itself [97, 118]. If customers associate positive experiences with
a service, the respective provider gains a higher reputation [17].
All private persons and companies are subject to legal regulations. The adherence
with legal regulations, as well as with company guidelines is called compliance
[148]. Rules a service provider has to adhere to are manifold. They depend on
the business activity, e. g., financial services, and the kind of processed data, e. g.,
personal-related data. In the latter case, German and European legal provisions
determine for example in which countries such data must be processed. Thus, apart
from performance attributes, legal regulations might determine resources that are
applicable for specific services. A provider has been held accountable for all actions.
Therefore, preconditions are traceability and verifiability of the actions and possible
failures [17]. Mechanisms such as logging ensure that a provider cannot deny
violations of regulations and agreements. This attribute is called non-repudiation.

2 https://aws.amazon.com/ec2/spot/
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The second qualitative category, security and privacy, deals with the confidentiality
of the information processed and hosted by a provider. To ensure data privacy
and avoid unauthorized access by third parties, a provider has to take action to
adhere to the following QoS requirements: (i) authentication, (ii) authorization, and
(iii) encryption [46]. Authentication is the ability of a provider to identify the user.
Known users subsequently can be granted with access permissions for specific
functions and data, which is call authorization. To secure data it should be stored
and transmitted using encryption algorithms. Such algorithms modify the data in
a way that it is only readable for authorized entities [13]. Both, responsibility and
accountability and security and privacy, are closely related and cannot be considered
independently. For example, IT compliance rules impose mechanisms to ensure
data security and privacy, such as authentication and authorization. Both are also
required to implement non-repudiation.
Such dependencies between single categories apply to many QoS attributes. Generally, as stated in the beginning of this section, no common definition of the term
non-functional requirement exists. Glinz [55] surveys various existing definitions and
finds major differences regarding: (i) definition, (ii) classification, and (iii) representation. The presented classification in the work at hand provides an overview of
QoS attributes that are especially important in the context of service provisioning
in cloud environments. Nevertheless, because of service diversity and their various
technical and legal requirements, we cannot claim completeness regarding the
presented schema.
2.3.2 Service Level Agreements
The expected levels of QoS characteristics between a provider and a customer are
expressed in the form of Service Level Agreements (SLAs). SLAs are used in nearly
all IT-related areas between organizations to define services and their quality level.
These contractual agreements are also used between business units within large
companies [121]. Traditionally, SLAs are plain natural language documents [121],
which consist of (i) involved parties, (ii) service level parameters, and (iii) Service
Level Objective (SLO) [156]. Regarding cloud computing, the involved parties are
usually a service provider and a service user. These parties agree on service level
parameters, i. e., the properties of a service, such as availability. SLOs define the
target level of a parameter that has to be achieved [178], e.g., an availability of
99.9%. Furthermore, SLAs determine costs and penalties based on the achieved
performance levels [13, 196]. The structure of an SLA is comparable to a traditional
contract, whereby SLOs do not use a commonly agreed structure [17]
Utilizing the deployment model of a public cloud from Section 2.1.3.1, a customer
usually agrees to an SLA, when he/she concludes to the contractual agreements as
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stated on the providers website [12]. Thus, in public cloud computing we do not
have individually agreed contracts but contracts in form of general terms and conditions. Since the involved parties agree on service level parameters and corresponding
service level objectives, the achieved values need to be monitored. Because of cloud
computing characteristics, such as shared and virtualized resources accessible over
the Internet, the determination of these values and the analysis of possible violations are challenging tasks, which can be addressed by reliable monitoring of cloud
services by the means of distributes software agents [86]. Furthermore, appropriate
monitoring systems need the capability to map low-level resource metrics, such as
downtime and uptime to high-level SLA parameters, such as availability [48].
In this chapter we presented the basic concepts required for the understanding of
this thesis. We started with an overview of cloud computing including its definition,
service models, deployment models, and market participants. Subsequently, we
analyzed different costs and pricing models, which occur in cloud computing.
Finally, we gave an overview of relevant QoS parameters. In the remainder of
this thesis we focus on cloud infrastructure providers with the optimization goal
of cost-minimal and QoS-aware service provisioning. Hence, we are focusing on
the service model infrastructure as a service as presented in Section 2.1.2.1 and
the deployment model of public cloud computing from Section 2.1.3.1. Since our
goal is cost minimization, we consider infrastructure and hardware costs as input
parameters for our optimization models. Furthermore, our optimization approaches
are open to all kinds of numerically comparable QoS parameters.
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loud computing has been a frequently discussed topic for over a decade, both
in scientific publications as well as in economical context. Within this broad
area, many open research problems are addressed. In this chapter, we focus on
related work that is closely associated to the work at hand. Our primary interest lies
in the placement and capacity planning of cloud data centers. In addition, we have
a closer look at the placement of edge resources, such as cloudlets. Furthermore,
we also include the topic of resource allocation in existing data centers. Here, we
focus on virtual machine placement and the placement of software components
in distributed systems. In Section 3.1 we have a closer look at the topic data center
placement. Here, we focus on optimization problems including exact and heuristic
approaches. In Section 3.2, we present cloudlet placement problems and their
integration in wireless area networks. Section 3.3 addresses the topic resource
allocation by the means of virtual machine (VM) placement. We summarize this
chapter in Section 3.4.

3.1

data center and server placement

In this section, we address the placement of data centers and the required hardware
resources. We include optimization approaches for the selection of appropriate
locations and the placement of servers. Although we focus on QoS-aware resource
provisioning we do not limit the analysis of the related work to this area and include
placement decision problems in general, as they shown a common methodology in
problem formalization.
To begin with, Goiri et al. [60] focus on the construction of new data centers. In
their work, the authors optimize the choice of appropriate data center locations
within the United States of America. With their approach, they minimize the total
economic costs for data center providers. These costs are comprised of fixed and
variable parts, e. g., costs for buying property, for the construction of facilities,
for energy, for cooling, and for labor. Apart from the costs, location decisions are
also influenced by other factors such as proximity to power plants and network
backbones. By utilizing their proposed optimization algorithms, the authors show a
cost reduction amounting to millions of dollars. Furthermore, the authors show that
in order to achieve a low end-to-end latency between data centers and customers,
infrastructure cost increases substantially.
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Among other scientific publications, the approaches in [60] may provide the most
practical benefits, since a sophisticated model for data center placement decisions is
provided. However, this work is limited when it comes to multiple services with
heterogeneous QoS requirements. For example, the authors state that lower latency
bounds result in substantially higher cost. Nevertheless, they assume a single latency
bound, which may result in a higher number of data centers, even if only a fraction
of the considered services require those stringent QoS guarantees. Furthermore, the
authors assume an average service demand. Considering different service types,
with fluctuating demands may allow more efficient resource provisioning. For
example, services with low QoS requirements could be migrated to distant data
centers during time periods with high resource utilization in local data centers.
The problem of providing multimedia services through large centralized data
centers is addressed by Choy et al. [30]. Regarding the latency constraints of cloud
gaming applications, the authors analyze the usability of Amazon’s public cloud
infrastructure. They find that a small number of centralized cloud data centers
and the deployed general-purpose hardware resources result in poor conditions
for multimedia service provisioning. As the result of their measurement study, the
authors show that only about 70% of the US households are able to reach the nearest
cloud data center with a latency of 80 milliseconds or less. Consequently, the authors
evaluate different strategies to enhance the current infrastructure by utilizing
additional cloud data centers or edge servers. They show that edge resources –
compared to relying only on (large) cloud data centers – are the most efficient
strategy to enhance the current infrastructure to provide multimedia services. In
contrast to our work, the authors simulate a possible distribution of data centers and
resources, but they do not use optimization algorithms for their decisions. Further,
the authors mention in their work, that different applications pose different latency
constraints. Nevertheless, their work focuses on a fixed latency constraint and the
heterogeneous landscape of different services is not considered. The authors also
do not consider capacity constraints and, thus, assume that the edge servers are
able to cover unlimited demand.
Larumbe and Sansò [107–109] address and orchestrate different aspects of data
center and software placement in their work such as the location of data centers,
locations of software services within the data centers, and related routing problems. As a use case the authors use a web search engine that consists of different
software components, i. e., user interfaces, web servers, and index servers. In their
publications, Larumbe and Sansò pursue different optimization objectives and solution approaches to address the problems. To begin with, in [108], a mathematical
optimization problem was proposed that minimizes the network delay between software components placed in geographically distributed data centers. Depending on a
given budget, the authors show the correlation between the number of data centers
and latency, which corresponds to the findings in the previously presented publica-
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tions. In their subsequent work, Larumbe and Sansò [107] extend their model by
considering cost, energy, and environmental constraints. They propose a multi-goal
optimization problem that minimizes the total economic cost. As before, an exact
optimization approach is used, which suffers from exponentially growing computational requirements. To address this drawback, the authors published a heuristic
approach using tabu search for this problem [109]. Depending on the weight of
the used coefficients, cost-efficient or delay-optimized solutions are achieved. Although the authors take different software components into consideration, they do
not consider multiple services with different QoS constraints. The authors further
consider an average demand, which is assumed to be constant over time. Similar
to our work, the authors use tabu search as a heuristic approach. However, we
determine, analyze, and evaluate problem specific parameters in detail to fit best to
the problems described in the work at hand. All previously described approaches
focus on (i) reducing the economic cost while ensuring a certain latency level or
(ii) reducing the latency itself. The subsequent research publications propose an
optimized decision making regarding failure resilience and disaster-aware data
center placement.
Chang et al. [28] provide an optimization model for choosing data center locations
in a military context. To this end, the authors formulate a linear program with the
objective to minimize the total distance between data center facilities and users.
To ensure high availability and failure resilience, the authors additionally propose
dual homing, i. e., applications are installed in multiple facilities in parallel.
Ferdousi et al. [49] propose a disaster-resilient cloud network to minimize the
overall risk of data loss. They provide an approach for disaster-aware data center
placement and dynamic content management. Using a static approach, the authors
initially place the data centers and assign the content which needs to be provided
to the customers. Additionally, they contribute a dynamic algorithm for content
management. To this end, they propose a heuristic algorithm which aims to adjust
the content placement by limiting the number of content rearrangements, satisfying
latency constraints, and reducing the number of replicas within data centers. The
authors evaluate their proposed approaches by generating a risk map for various
locations. They find that the risk decreases with increasing budget and low latency
requirements leads to a higher risk since data centers must be placed in close
proximity to each other.
In contrast to our work, the authors do not consider capacity constraints of
data centers and they consider latency requirements only within their (dynamic)
heuristic approach. Furthermore, latency constraints are only fulfilled if there is a
data center available, otherwise a higher latency is tolerated.
All of the reviewed publications propose approaches for data center placements,
hardware placements, and some of them for service placements. However, none of
them studies optimization approaches for provisioning of QoS-aware multimedia
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services. Furthermore, topics such as considering multiple services with different
QoS constraints and time variant demands have not been addressed so far.

3.2

cloudlet placement

After analyzing the placement of data centers, we provide an overview of cloudletbased placement approaches. Cloudlets are resource-rich compute units that are
located in close proximity to the user and can be viewed as small local data centers.
Because of their proximity to potential customers, cloudlets enable low latency
service provisioning.
Feesehaye et al. [50] analyze the impact of cloudlets on mobile applications.
The authors present a cloudlet-based architecture to reduce the propagation delay
and increase the throughput for different types of applications. The cloudlets
are connected in a peer-to-peer fashion and the mobile nodes, e. g., smartphones,
tablets, or notebooks, are affiliated to their nearest cloudlet. To evaluate their
results, the authors assess different kinds of applications, such as file editing, video
streaming, and collaborative chatting. With their approach the authors achieve a
delay reduction if the maximum number of hops between user and cloudlet does
not exceed two.
Ceselli et al. [26] analyze the placement of cloudlets within 4G access networks
in metropolitan areas. The authors place such compute units on base stations and
determine the number and capacity of required cloudlets. The authors analyze
scenarios for static and dynamic planning, including different methods of VM migration. Their optimization goal is to minimize the cost, which includes installation
cost and penalties for a low quality of service. The authors solve the optimization
problem using a heuristic approach. Using a dataset containing Internet traffic from
a mobile service provider, the authors determine the number of cloudlets that are
required to be deployed on base stations to fulfill application requirements with
different latency and link usage characteristics.
Since cloudlets mainly offer their services to mobile devices, Wi-Fi coverage plays
an important role. To handle the rapidly growing mobile traffic, Dimatteo et al. [44]
present an architecture to evaluate costs and gains of Wi-Fi offloading. The authors
simulate the deployment of Wi-Fi hotspots in San Francisco and analyze how many
access points are required to obtain performance improvements.
Our work improves many aspects of the works presented in [26, 44, 50]. In
contrast to the approaches presented in [44] and [50], we are realistically tied to a
set of fixed locations of Wi-Fi hotspots and cannot choose Wi-Fi or cloudlet locations
freely. In contrast to Dimatteo et al. [44], where the main goal lies in the reduction
of download delay, we focus on highly interactive applications and, thus, on the
response time.
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3.3

resource allocation in cloud environments

Many scientific publications focus on resource allocation in cloud environments.
These publications cover a broad research area, including placement of virtual
machines as one of the basic concepts of cloud computing. Recent surveys found
over 150 articles in this research area published over the past years [195]. According
to our research focus, we divide this section into the following subsections: Roles
and Locations, Costs, and Quality of Service.

3.3.1

Market Participants and Location Decisions

Regarding resource allocation, we can basically distinguish between the market
participants as described in Section 2.1.4. In the context of VM placement, the market
participant denotes the responsible party for placing VMs, which includes decisions
concerning the location of resources. In literature, such decisions are mostly made
by infrastructure providers and brokers. To begin with, the goal of an infrastructure
provider is either an optimized resource allocation in local data centers [19, 25, 66,
78, 96, 117, 123, 126, 129, 143, 183, 191] or in geo-distributed data centers [1, 98, 116,
141, 146, 158]. Based on these locality aspects different optimization goals can be
derived. While in local data centers the server consolidation plays a major role, in
geo-distributed data centers energy efficient resource allocation is of great interest.
Brokers, as resource resellers, access resources of multiple infrastructure providers
[16, 27, 99, 120, 134, 138, 159, 174, 182, 199]. Decisions regarding appropriate
resources are often depend on cost and QoS, which are described in detail in the
subsequent sections.

3.3.2

Cost

The term cost is used for negative effects, such as higher latency, loss of bandwidth
by additional traffic, or monetary cost. In this section we focus on monetary cost,
e. g., expenditures for hardware, energy, or leasing VMs. The aspects referring
to QoS attributes, e. g., latency or throughput, are analyzed in Section 3.3.3. Optimization goals with respect to cost are closely related to the number of data
centers, their distribution, and the considered market participants. For example, a
provider who operates multiple geo-distributed data centers is able to reduce cost
by increasing data center and server utilization, reducing network traffic, or using
locations with cheap energy supply. Within a single data center, cost savings are
mainly achieved by efficient server utilization. A broker, in contrast, achieves cost
savings by selecting the cheapest provider or the best fitting contract types.
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3.3.2.1 Cost Minimization for Infrastructure Providers within Single Data Centers
Considering only single locations, the major aspect for cost savings is efficient
server utilization. A higher server utilization, i. e., hosting a multitude of VMs
on a single server, results in a small number of required servers and, hence, in
lower energy consumption. However, an over-utilization of resources results in
an increased response time and, consequently, SLA violations or a degradation of
customer’s satisfaction. Several publications propose approaches to determine an
appropriate server load to adhere to SLAs [78, 191]. One way to achieve this goal
is the exploration of multiplexing approaches. Sizing servers according regarding
the peak loads of applications results in over-provisioning and additional cost.
Applications with different load characteristics can be combined, which results
in a lower number of required servers [2, 190]. The consolidation of VMs and,
hence, a lower number of required servers result in unused resources. In such cases,
energy can be saved by dynamically putting servers into standby or even completely
powering them off and on if required [117, 123, 183].
Further, efficiency can be improved by selecting servers depending on the application requirements. Hence, energy cost can be saved by using the most efficient
servers for heavy load applications [143].
3.3.2.2 Cost Minimization for Infrastructure Providers in Geo-distributed Environments
A major aspect regarding operational cost of data centers is the energy consumption. A provider that owns multiple geo-distributed data centers can reduce these
expenditures by choosing locations with low electricity prices or with better cooling
conditions, e. g., areas with lower temperatures [116, 146, 158]. Further aspects
considered in literature are the required data center capacities. Reducing the number of required data centers and servers result in increased efficiency and, thus,
in lower cost [1, 98]. However, consolidation and centralization of computational
resources may cause degradation in service quality. Hence, providers have to find
a good trade-off between cost savings and proximity to their customers. Keller et
al. [98] investigate resource allocation approaches to meet latency constraints and
reduce the number of required servers at the same time. Another aspect which
causes additional monetary cost is a high network load. Therefore, corresponding
placement approaches which reduce the inter-data center traffic are proposed in [1].
3.3.2.3 Cost-efficient Cloud Broker Approaches
In contrast to infrastructure providers, cloud brokers aim to optimize their cost by
selecting providers with reasonable prices and the best suitable pricing schemes.
Using placement algorithms, brokers are able to optimize their VM deployment
among different clouds to reduce cost, increase performance, or improve QoS
guarantees. Regarding the cost, we distinguish between two groups of approaches.
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The first group uses a single pricing scheme, i. e., finding the provider that offers
the cheapest on-demand prices. Cost can be reduced by efficiently using different
predefined VM instance types [174] or finding the lowest on-demand prices for VMs
by considering CPU, RAM, and storage prices separately [120]. Another approach
by Wenge focuses on profit maximization in cloud collaborations among multiple
cloud providers in consideration of regulatory compliance [186]. The second group
of approaches aims to find a resource allocation with minimal cost among different
pricing schemes, such as on-demand, reservation, or spot pricing. Chaisiri et al. [27]
propose an approach to minimize the cost for leasing VMs from different cloud
providers by taking on-demand and reservation pricing plans into consideration.
Since long-term reservation plans induce less cost than on-demand instances, Wang
et al. [182] propose an approach for multiplexing user demands for an efficient
utilization of reserved VM instances. To ensure both, low latency and low cost, Bellur
et al. [16] formulate an optimization approach to select resources from different
providers and from different data center locations.
3.3.2.4

Price Negotiation

In contrast to the previously introduced approaches, the following publications
propose auction-based mechanisms to determine prices. These approaches aim
to increase the profit of providers [103, 193], find the users subjective value for
requested bundles of VM [133], or propose multiple–attribute auctions by considering prices and QoS parameters for requested VMs [10]. Further, with a focus on
multiple providers Hassan et al. [79] propose different game theoretic approaches
to maximize profit or social welfare by cloud providers.

3.3.3

Quality of Services

The adherence to QoS constraints is an important factor for resource allocation,
e. g., to fulfill service objective levels agreed upon in SLAs (cf. Section 2.3.2). QoS attributes can either be optimization goals, e. g., minimizing latency, or a constraint for
cost reduction approaches. Subsequently, we consider (i) performance parameters,
such as response time and throughput and (ii) traffic-aware resource placement.
3.3.3.1

Performance

The main goals of the following publications are the avoidance of congestion and
the efficient utilization of resources. Again, we can differentiate between approaches
for cloud infrastructure providers and those for brokers.
One aspect that has received much attention is the placement of VMs with respect
to server load and network utilization [19, 66, 96]. To improve network scalability
using traffic-aware VM placement, Meng et al. [126] analyze the impact of traffic
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patterns and network architectures within data centers. Data-intensive applications
often need to interact with distributed data storage components. Since this interaction depends on the network between the application server and the storage,
Piao et al. [141] propose a network-aware VM placement and migration approach
that considers the network characteristics between these components. Sharkh et al.
[159] propose an approach to tackle the resource allocation problem for a group
of cloud users. They conjointly provision computational and network resources
with the aim to minimize delay, minimize cost, maximize resource utilization, and
fulfill all user requests. To avoid SLA violations and a decreasing user satisfaction,
Morshedlou and Meybodi [129] propose a proactive resource allocation approach
which considers additional user characteristics: willingness to pay for service and
willingness to pay for certainty. Other approaches propose dynamic placement decisions for continuous streams of deployment requests [25] or consider heterogeneity
of servers to reduce the queuing delay [116].
To improve performance and ensure SLA compliance, cloud brokers can choose
between various cloud providers, in order to find the provider with the best performance, with the lowest cost associated with a fixed performance level, or with an
appropriate trade-off of both properties. For multiple cloud environments, Tordsson
et al. [174] propose scheduling algorithms for cross-site deployment of applications. Within their work, the authors enable placements by considering the trade-off
between price and performance, e. g., users can control the VM allocation by specifying a maximum budget or minimal performance. Lucas-Simarro et al. [120] analyze
optimal service deployments in multi-cloud environments with dynamic pricing.
The authors propose several scheduling algorithms to optimize parameters, such
as performance or total cost of the infrastructure. Patel and Sarje [138] argue that
user requests may exceed resource limits of a single cloud provider. Using multiple
data centers in a federated cloud environment the authors aim to reduce SLA violations. For this reason, they propose a load balancing algorithm which considers
two types of pricing models, i. e., on-demand and reserved pricing. Kessaci et al.
[99] contribute a multi-objective, pareto-based, genetic algorithm to minimize the
response time and the cost. With this approach, the authors aim to satisfy the user
requirements and to maximize the profit of a cloud broker at the same time.
3.3.3.2 Latency
Using geo-distributed clouds for service provisioning, the user satisfaction may
suffer from high latency when using highly interactive applications with real-time
constraints. Especially for these applications, a short distance between a provider
and the users is required [16, 158]. Bellur at al. [16] provide a broker approach
to select resources from different cloud providers to meet SLA requirements for
highly interactive applications. The proposed approach reduces the total cost by
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considering different pricing schemes and meeting the latency constraints of applications, such as virtual desktops and cloud gaming. Zhu et al. [199] propose
an optimization algorithm for distributed applications with dependencies in their
geo-distributed software components. Their approach focuses on minimizing the
user-perceived latency while ensuring low operational cost. Shao et al. [158] focus
on the reduction of energy cost by taking queuing delay and transmission delay
into account.
In general, the analyzed approaches for resource allocation can be categorized as
either provider-based or broker-based. Provider-based approaches mainly aim to
save cost (form a customer perspective) by using different cloud providers and/or
different pricing schemes. Brokers-based approaches aggregate resources from
single cloud providers in order to handle large customer requests. Since our focus
lies on a single cloud provider, these approaches are no applicable.
Optimization approaches for single providers focus on single or geo-distributed
data centers. For single data centers, efficient VM placement with respect to server
utilization and network characteristics plays a major role. With these approaches,
for example, the number of required servers can be reduced. In our work, we
also focus on required computational resources. Nevertheless, such optimization
approaches are not part of this thesis. Therefore, we assume an efficient placement
of VMs as a given precondition.
Given our focus on multimedia services, approaches focusing on resource allocation in geo-distributed data centers and the related latency are relevant. Most
relevant work regarding this thesis is the work of Shao et al. [158]. The authors pursue the goal to reduce the operational cost by using regions with lower energy cost
while adhering to delay constraints. Because they use existing data centers, there is
no need for considering fixed cost, which separates it from our work. Furthermore,
in our work we consider various QoS attributes for multiple heterogeneous services.

3.4

conclusion

In this chapter we analyzed related work, which considers similar problems and
solution methods as the work at hand. We focused on the topics data center and
hardware placement, cloudlet placement, and resource allocation.
The most relevant research topic with respect to this work is dealing with data
center and hardware placement. In contrast to the existing publications, we focus
on infrastructure services for QoS-aware multimedia applications. Additionally,
we consider multiple heterogeneous services and address the resource planning
for service demands that vary over time. The second area on cloudlet placement
considers computational resources that are close to potential customers. In this
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research area we go beyond the existing literature by considering fixed Wi-Fi
locations and focusing on highly interactive applications. Furthermore, we include
remote cloud locations within our analysis. The third part, resource allocation,
focuses on VM placement. Although the area is closely related and addresses
similar problems, the optimization approaches do not take long term hardware
planning into consideration.
To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first to addresses resource planning
over multiple time periods, including multiple services, with multiple QoS criteria.
Further, we analyze resource planning for local data centers, i. e., cloudlets, to
augment the cloud infrastructure for mobile devices. In the following chapter we
address our first research problem, i. e., the resource planning on a global scale.
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ver the last decades Information Technology has become an enabler for
nearly all businesses from industrial production to finance. As it has been
described in Section 2.2, data centers are the main building bock and the major
cost factor for this development. For the huge amount of heterogeneous services,
cloud infrastructure providers must be able to fulfill individual functional and
non-functional requirements of customers, i. e., QoS guarantees. Otherwise, with
inadequate QoS guarantees, a cloud provider will not be able to stand its ground
in this competitive market. Apart from that, services need to be offered at favorable
prices. According to Armbrust et al. [7] the construction and operation of largescale data centers at low-cost locations is a key enabler for cloud computing.
However, such an approach will contradict the goal of QoS guarantees required
for multimedia and business applications. To find the right balance between cost
minimization and QoS-aware service provisioning for a globally provided cloud
infrastructure, we formulate an optimization model for data center selection from
the perspective of infrastructure providers by considering the user demand for
various services with different QoS requirements. Furthermore, in accordance
with common cloud computing characteristics (cf. Section 2.1.1), we assume a
provider that is required to fulfill on-demand requests of their customers at any
time. Therefore, we propose a static planning model which assumes a sufficiently
large amount of resources over a predefined planning horizon.
Considering the huge amount of possible resources, users, services, and QoS
requirements, solving such optimization problems can be very costly in terms
of computational effort. Therefore, we develop and analyze appropriate heuristic
approaches for the described problem.
This chapter proceeds as follows: In the subsequent Section 4.1 we detail the problem statement. In Section 4.2 we present the optimal solution approach including
formal notations and the mathematical model. Section 4.3 introduces appropriated
heuristic approaches to address the problem in an efficient manner. In Section 4.4
we describe our evaluation procedure. Furthermore, we analyze the best configurations for the heuristic approaches and compare them against each other. Finally, in
Section 4.5 we give a summary of the chapter.
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4.1

problem statement

In our analysis, we assume the role of a cloud provider who aims to offer infrastructure services to its customers, e. g., higher level SaaS providers (cf. Section 2.1). The
demand for software services and, thus, the demand for underlying infrastructure
services arises from geographically distributed users. We pool these users into
so called user clusters, to estimate the aggregated demand for a whole area, such
as, a city. Each user cluster has a certain demand for particular services. Each
service is subject to various QoS constraints, defined as QoS attributes. For example,
highly interactive services with low latency requirements, such as cloud gaming,
require cloud resources in their vicinity. Financial services with certain compliance
constraints may require facilities in a specific legislation, e. g., within the European
Union (cf. Section 2.3).
To provide infrastructure services to customers, cloud providers can choose
between a set of existing or potential data centers. In this problem, we assume a discrete set of data centers with given locations. Although a continuous model would
be feasible for such an optimization, it would not reflect practical requirements,
since the location of a data center depends on several factors, such as energy supply
or the availability of network access nodes. For the utilization of data centers fixed
costs arise, e. g., for construction, long-term leasing, or IT equipment. The operation
of resource units, such as servers, causes variable cost, e. g., for maintenance and
electricity [64]. Because of the different geographical locations and the particular
characteristics of each facility, both, cost and guaranteed QoS, differ between the
data centers. The objective of a cloud infrastructure provider is to allocate resources
and services to data centers and take decisions regarding the required capacity, i. e.,
decide on the number of resource units for each data center. The overall goal is to
minimize the total cost of the solution. In the following, we refer to this problem as
Cloud Data Center Selection Problem (CDCSP).

4.2

optimization model

A model can be seen an abstract representation of a given problem to describe its
essence and enable a mathematical analysis. Referring to Operation Research [45],
an optimization model is a representation of a decision or planning model. To convert
the previously described CDCSP into an optimization model, formal notations are
required, which are stated in Section 4.2.1. Later on, in Section 4.2.2, we describe
the mathematical formalization of our problem in detail. The contents presented in
this section were published in [70, 71].

4.2 optimization model

4.2.1

Formal Notations

To formalize the CDSCP as a mathematical optimization problem, several formal
notations are required. When we first published this optimization approach in 2013
[70], we used a rather different set of mathematical notations. Due to matters of
consistency and readability within this thesis, we use the more elaborate notations
required in Chapter 5 for this section as well.
Based on the problem statement, the CDCSP consists of four basic entities. By
the means of data centers, operated by an infrastructure provider, resources are
provided to user clusters. These resources are provisioned for different services with
their individual QoS attributes. We express the entities using the following symbols:
• D = {d1 , ..., dΛ }: Set of (potential) data centers.
• U = {u1 , ..., uM }: Set of user clusters.
• S = {s1 , ..., sN }: Set of services.
• Q = {q1 , ..., qΞ }: Set of QoS attributes.
All of these basic entities can by characterized be different parameters. First, a data
center has certain capacity constraints, i. e., a minimal and a maximal capacity. The
maximal capacity is determined, for example, by the available area and technology
restrictions. The minimal capacity refers to economic considerations since data
centers can only be operated in a cost-efficient manner when a minimal number of
resources are provided.
• Kmin
∈ N: Minimal capacity of data center dλ .
dλ
• Kmax
∈ N: Maximal capacity of data center dλ .
dλ
The demand is determined by user clusters, which may request particular services,
and consequently hardware resources, in a certain amount.
• Vuµ ,sν ∈ N: Resource demand of user cluster uµ for service sν .
To provide the corresponding infrastructure services, for each data center, fixed and
variable costs arise. A detailed explanation of cost related to data center placement
and operation is provided in Section 2.2. For our model, we use the two basic cost
types, fixed and variable cost:
+
• Cfix
dλ ∈ R : Fixed cost of selecting data center dλ .
+
• Cvar
dλ ∈ R : Variable cost for operating one resource unit in data center dλ .
This cost is assumed independent of the provided service.
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IT services are characterized by their QoS attributes. Consequently, for IT service
provisioning QoS guarantees from provider side and QoS requirements by the user
side need to be stated:
+
• Qgua
dλ ,uµ ,qξ ∈ R : QoS guarantee of data center dλ w.r.t. user uµ for QoS
attribute qξ .
+
• Qreq
uµ ,sν ,qξ ∈ R : QoS requirement of user uµ w.r.t. service sν for QoS attribute
qξ .

To cover the broad spectrum of conceivable QoS criteria presented in Section 2.3,
we define them as positive real numbers R+ . The approach to match requirements
and corresponding guarantees for different QoS attributes is described in detail in
Section 4.2.2.3.
4.2.2 Mathematical Model
Based on the previously described problem and formal notations, a mathematical
optimization problem can be formulated. Such a formalized problem consists of
several major parts, such as decision variables, objective function, and constraints
[82]. Following this order, we explain the required decision variables in the succeeding section. Subsequently, we describe the objective function and the required
constraints to address the problem.
4.2.2.1 Decision Variables
Decision variables are related to the quantifiable decision of the optimization
problem, i. e., used data centers and provided resources. First, the binary variable
xdλ decides whether the corresponding data center dλ is selected and used (cf.
Equation 4.1). In this case fixed costs will arise. The decision variable ydλ ,uµ ,sν
indicates the number of resource units a data center dλ provides to a user cluster
uµ w.r.t. service sν (cf. Equation 4.2).

xdλ ∈ {0, 1} ∀dλ ∈ D

(4.1)

ydλ ,uµ ,sν ∈ N ∀dλ ∈ D, ∀uµ ∈ U, ∀sν ∈ S

(4.2)

4.2 optimization model

4.2.2.2

Objective Function

The objective of the previously described problem is to minimize the cost while
adhering to the user’s demands and the required QoS constraints. Therefore, we
formulate a mathematical function based on the earlier introduced decision variables. The first sum within our objective function calculates the fixed costs that
accrue when a data center is chosen. These costs are determined by the cost of data
center infrastructure or IT equipment (cf. Section 2.2.1). Whether a data center is
used or not depends on the decision variable xdλ . The second sum refers to the
provided resource units and, thus, the variable costs. For each provided resource
unit, variable operational costs, Cvar
dλ , are incurred. These costs depend on the
selected data center and may differ between the data centers because of regionally
fluctuating cost, such as expenses for wages or electricity. These costs do not depend
on the service type or the user operating a service.

Min. C(x, y) =

X
λ=1..Λ

4.2.2.3

xdλ × Cfix
dλ +

X
λ=1..Λ
µ=1..M
ν=1..N

ydλ ,uµ ,sν × Cvar
dλ

(4.3)

Constraints

Several constraints restrict the solution of this problem and need to be fulfilled: First,
the total resource demand Vuµ ,sν needs to be smaller or equal than the summation
of the provided resources (cf. Equation 4.4). Thus, in the planning model, we assume
that the provider estimates the whole demand for a foreseeable future and aims
to cover it completely. This assumption corresponds to the cloud characteristic of
on-demand access to an (apparently) infinite number of computing resources [7].
X

ydλ ,uµ ,sν > Vuµ ,sν

λ=1..Λ

∀uµ ∈ U, ∀sν ∈ S

(4.4)

Regarding the capacity, each data center is characterized by a minimal and a
maximal capacity bound. Equation 4.5 denotes that for every selected data center
dλ (i. e., xdλ = 1), the sum of the demand for all users over all services is higher or
equal than Kmin
dλ , such that is economical to use.
X
µ=1..M
ν=1..N

ydλ ,uµ ,sν > xdλ × Kmin
dλ

∀dλ ∈ D

(4.5)

The upper capacity bound of a data center is determined by several factors, such
as the given area, the performance of the server, and the cooling ability of the data
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center. Therefore, Equation 4.6 states that for every chosen data center dλ , the sum
of the demand for all users over all services is lower than or equal to the maximum
available capacity Kmax
dλ .
X
µ=1..M
ν=1..N

ydλ ,uµ ,sν 6 xdλ × Kmax
dλ

∀dλ ∈ D

(4.6)

The QoS requirements are given by user clusters and their requested services, and
must be adhered to. Therefore, we introduce the binary variable pdλ ,uµ ,sν , which
indicates if a data center is able to guarantee the QoS requirements for a specific
user cluster. In the case that one of the required QoS attributes is not fulfilled, a data
center cannot provide any resources to respective user cluster (cf. Equation 4.7).

ydλ ,uµ ,sν 6 pdλ ,uµ ,sν × Kmax
dλ

pdλ ,uµ ,sν =

∀dλ ∈ D, ∀uµ ∈ U, ∀sν ∈ S





1




req
if Qgua
dλ ,uµ ,qξ > Quµ ,sν ,qξ

0

else

∀qξ ∈ Q

(4.7)

(4.8)

Within the if condition in Equation 4.8 we use a greater or equal sign (>) to
emphasize that the QoS guarantees Qgua
dλ ,uµ ,qξ are required to be held and that they
are required to be at least as good as the QoS requirements Qreq
uµ ,sν ,qξ . However,
to determine the value of pdλ ,uµ ,sν two cases need to be considered. First, for QoS
criteria that require a lower or equal value, such a latency and, second, for QoS
criteria that require a higher or equal value, such as availability. Since, pdλ ,uµ ,sν is a
predefined constant, this procedure do not influence the optimization model at all.
Equation 4.9 and 4.10 show these two examples as mathematical expressions. Since,
all QoS requirements need to be fulfilled, a data center is only allowed to provide
resources, if all conditions, independently of their type, are fulfilled.

req
{Qgua
dλ ,uµ ,qLatency 6 Quµ ,sν ,qLatency } → pdλ ,uµ ,sν ,qLatency = 1

req
{Qgua
dλ ,uµ ,qAvailability > Quµ ,sν ,qAvailability } → pdλ ,uµ ,sν ,qAvailability = 1

The compete model is depicted in Model 5.

(4.9)

(4.10)

4.3 heuristic optimization approaches

4.2.2.4

Problem Complexity

The presented optimization problem constitutes a Mixed Integer Programming (MIP)
problem, which is a specific form of an Integer Programming (IP) problem. These
classes of problems consist of at least one integer or one binary decision variable,
respectively [82]. IPs and MIPs belong to the complexity class NP-hard, whereby NP
is an abbreviation for non-deterministic polynomial. Therefore, no known algorithm
exists that guarantees to solve all problem instances (including the hard ones) in
polynomial time [166]. Ways to solve these problems are complete or incomplete
enumeration. A well-known and frequently used technique for incomplete enumeration is the branch-and-bound algorithm [45]. To apply this solution technique
in a comfortable way, free or commercial solver frameworks, such as IBM CPLEX
(cf. Section 4.4.1.2), can be used. Nevertheless, NP-hard problems are often not
solvable with reasonable effort. Therefore, heuristic approaches are required to solve
combinatorial problems in practical applications, as presented in the following.

4.3

heuristic optimization approaches

Exact solution approaches for NP-hard problems may be applicable only for small
problem instances and, thus, less appropriate for practical use cases. Rather than
finding an optimal solution, heuristics aim to find good results within reasonable
computational time [147]. Domschke et al. [45] separate heuristic procedures in three
major groups: (i) start procedures, (ii) local search and improvement procedures,
and (iii) incomplete exact procedures. Start procedures aim to find a first feasible
solution for a given problem. The solution quality of this initial solution depends
on the design and configuration of the used approach and consequently influences
the computational effort. Local search and improvement procedures usually require
a feasible solution as starting point to analyze the neighborhood of a current solution.
Simple local search procedures update the current solution and stop immediately
when an iteration does not find a better value compared to the actual solution. Such
approaches tend to find solution values within local optima. However, these values
may be much worse than the global optimum. To avoid this behavior, metaheuristics
provide common guidelines and strategies to overcome local optima. The third
group of heuristic solution approaches, incomplete exact procedures, interrupts an
exact approach, before it has finished analyzing the complete solution space.
Most heuristic approaches are based on common-sense ideas. The challenge is to
design and configure heuristic algorithms, which are perfectly fitting to a specific
problem structure to achieve good results [82].
In our research, we are focusing on start and improvement procedures for the
CDCSP. In the subsequent sections, we proceed as follows: In Section 4.3.1 we
describe the concept of Linear Program (LP) relaxation as a simple method to
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transform an integer program into a linear program, such that it can be solved by
the means of efficient algorithms. Afterwards, in Section 4.3.2, we present various
start heuristics based on priority and cost allocation rules. Building on these results,
in Section 4.3.3, we introduce an improvement procedure that combines the best
start procedures to achieve a higher solution quality. Finally, in Section 4.3.4, we
present the metaheuristic tabu search as a sophisticated improvement procedure.
4.3.1 Linear Program Relaxation
The method of LP relaxation was first introduced in the Journal of Mathematics in
1954 by two different articles with the same title: The Relaxation Method for Linear
Inequalities; One by Shmuel Agmon [3] and another one by Theodore S. Motzkin
and Isaac J. Schoenberg [130]. The basic idea of this method is to relax the constraint
that variables must be integer or binary. Allowing real numbers instead, transforms
an IP problem or a MIP problem into a linear program (LP). Such problems belong
to the complexity class P and can efficiently be solved in polynomial time [45].
Finally, the solution of a linear program needs to be rounded into integer or binary
values, respectively.
The corresponding solution approach for our optimization problem is referred to
as CDCSP-REL.KOM [69]. Here, we relax the decision variables xdλ and ydλ ,uµ ,sν
and define them as real, instead of binary or integer. Thus, we end up with following
new definitions (cf. Equation 4.11 and 4.12):

xdλ ∈ R+ , 0 6 xdλ 6 1
ydλ ,uµ ,sν ∈ R+

∀xdλ ∈ D

∀dλ ∈ D, ∀uµ ∈ U, ∀sν ∈ S

(4.11)

(4.12)

The major advantage of this approach is its simplicity. Like the described IP,
it can directly be solved using an off-the-shelf solver, such as IBM CPLEX, with
low additional implementation effort. Nevertheless, the approach is not optimized
regarding the structure of the problem and our evaluation proves its inefficiency (cf.
Section 4.4). Consequently, heuristics are required, which address the problem in a
more efficient way. Therefore, in the subsequent sections we present heuristic start
and improvement approaches to address the CDCSP.

4.3 heuristic optimization approaches

4.3.2

Priority-based Start Heuristics

The most basic type of heuristic approaches to determine a first feasible solution
of an optimization problem are called start heuristics [45]. To compute such an
initial solution of a problem with low computational effort, literature proposes
greedy approaches. These approaches make choices based on current knowledge of
an analyzed problem, with the aim to improve the value of the objective function
as much as possible [45]. Thereby, greedy algorithms make local optima choices
with the aim to reach the global optimum. Depending on the specific problem and
the algorithm design, they might be able to achieve nearly optimal solutions [37].
Representatives of greedy approaches are priority-based heuristics. Such heuristics are used for various optimization problems, such as job scheduling, layout
planning, or facility location planning [5, 21, 22]. According to Borodin et al. [22],
priority-based algorithms are characterized by two properties: First, they order all
input values based on predefined rules and second, the decisions made by these
heuristics are irrevocable. A decision within an iteration directly becomes part
of the final solution. For the work at hand, these priority-based heuristics are of
importance in two ways:
1. Because of their conceptual simplicity and computational efficiency, they are
suitable to solve the CDCSP in short time. As shown later in our evaluation,
they are the best approaches regarding computational effort.
2. These heuristics form the foundation of the subsequently described advanced
heuristic solution approaches. They are part of both, the best-of-breed approach (cf. Section 4.3.3) and the tabu search heuristic (cf. Section 4.3.4).
In the subsequent sections, we describe the basic structure of the algorithm and
the design of our priority rules. The content of this section is mainly based on
our previous work [73]. We enhanced the content of our paper by an additional
entity, i. e., services. In contrast to the model presented in the paper, which is
only able to consider one service (class) per user cluster, we are now able to
analyze multiple services with their different QoS requirements for one distinct
user cluster. Furthermore, to archive consistency within this thesis we harmonized
the mathematical notions w.r.t. to Chapter 5.
4.3.2.1

Basic Structure and Function of the Approach

In an iterative procedure, priority-based approaches assign an ordered list of
elements to – for example – facilities. In the following sections we explain how the
design principles of priority-bases heuristic are adopted for the CDCSP.
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In the first step, before assigning resources, we have to initialize required lists
and determine which data centers are able to serve demand w.r.t. specific QoS
requirements. Algorithm 1 illustrates the corresponding pseudo code.
Algorithm 1 Initialization of the Assignment Procedure
Start:
per
1: Duµ ,sν ← ∅
2: Ures
s ←∅
res
3: Vuµ ,sν ← ∅
4: for all uµ ∈ U do
5:
for all sν ∈ S do
6:
if Vuµ ,sν > 0 then
res
7:
Ures
s ← Us ∪ {uµ , sν }
8:
Vuresµ ,sν ← Vuµ ,sν
9:
for all dλ ∈ D do
10:
pdλ ,µ,sν ← true
11:
for all qξ ∈ Q do
req
12:
if Qgua
dλ ,uµ ,qξ < Quµ ,sν ,qξ then
13:
pdλ ,uµ ,sν ← false
14:
end if
per
per
15:
if pdλ ,µ,sν then Duµ ,sν ← Duµ ,sν ∪ {dλ } end if
16:
end for
17:
end for
18:
end if
19:
end for
20: end for
per
21: for all dλ ∈ Duµ ,sν do
max
22:
Kres
dλ ← Kdλ
23: end for
Initially, we store both entities referring to the quantitative service demand,
i. e., user clusters uµ and services sν , in the list Ures
s . This list stores IDs of the
currently unserved service demand, i. e., key pairs of user clusters and services. For
each service demand, we determine all appropriate data centers that are able to
req
guarantee all QoS attributes Qgua
dλ ,uµ ,qξ according to the QoS requirements Quµ ,sν ,qξ
(cf. Line 9 - 17).
Therefore, we use the binary variable pdλ ,uµ ,sν , which is initially set to true (cf.
Line 10). As soon as one QoS requirement does not hold, it is set to false (cf. Line 13).
Only if a data center is able to fulfill all necessary QoS requirements and, thus,
pdλ ,uµ ,sν remains true, a data center is added to the list of permitted data centers
per
Duµ ,sν (cf. Line 15). This corresponds to the constraint stated in Model 5 in Eq. A.6.
Additionally, we store the residual demand in the list Vuresµ ,sν and the residual
capacity of each data center in the variable Kres
dλ (cf. Line 8 and Line 22).
After initializing the required lists and the residual quantities, the assignment
procedure starts and it is repeated until the whole demand is assigned to appro-
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priate data centers. The pseudo code to find an initial solution is presented in
Algorithm 2. At first, we choose a user cluster and its specific service demand out of
per
the list Vuresµ ,sν (cf. Line 4) and a data center from the list Duµ ,sν (cf. Line 5) based on
the priority and cost allocation rules (cf. Section 4.3.2.2). Hereby, the corresponding
rules are set once at the beginning of this process and remain the same over the
whole time.
Algorithm 2 Determination of an Initial Solution
Start: Dopen ← ∅
1: while |Ures
s | > 0 do
per
2:
if |Duµ ,sν | = 0 then exit without solution end if
3:
// Choose elements for demand and supply
4:
{uµ , sν } ← SelectServiceDemand(Vuresµ ,sν )
per
5:
dλ ← SelectDataCenter(Duµ ,sν )
6:
// Reduce residual quantities and save assignment
res
7:
ydλ ,uµ ,sν ← min(Kres
dλ , Vuµ ,sν )
8:
Vdass
← ydλ ,uµ ,sν
λ ,uµ ,sν
9:
Vuresµ ,sν ← Vuresµ ,sν − ydλ ,uµ ,sν
res
10:
Kres
dλ ← Kdλ − ydλ ,uµ ,sν
11:
// Add and remove elements from various lists
12:
Dopen ← Dopen ∪ {dλ }
13:
if Vuresµ ,sν = 0 then Uress ← Ures \{uµ , sν } end if
14:
if Kres
dλ = 0 then
15:
for all <uµ , sν > ∈ Ures
s do
per
per
16:
Duµ ,sν ← Duµ ,sν \{dλ }
17:
end for
18:
end if
19: end while
We assign resources depending on the residual service demand of a user cluster
and the residual capacity Kres
dλ . The assignment decision that is made in each
iteration is final and will not be changed anymore within this procedure. We store
the assignments in the list Vdass
(cf. Line 8) and reduce the residual capacity and
λ ,uµ ,sν
the residual demand accordingly (cf. Line 9 and Line 10). Furthermore, we store the
chosen data centers in the list Dopen (cf. Line 12). If we fulfill a service demand of a
user cluster completely, we do not consider it in the following iteration (cf. Line 13).
The same holds true for data centers. If the capacity is exhausted completely, we do
not take the data center into account for the next iteration (cf. Line 16).
If the complete service demand Vuresµ ,sν is assigned, the process stops with a valid
solution. Otherwise, the solution is invalid, since the constraint in Equation A.2
in Model 5 is not fulfilled. Using these open data centers Dopen and assignments
Vdass
we calculate the total cost.
λ ,uµ ,sν
Vuresµ ,sν
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4.3.2.2 Priority and Cost Allocation Rules
The purpose of priority-based rules is to order elements in a proper sequence to
assign them later on to facilities or machines. Böelte [21] divides such rules into
three groups. First, using serial procedures all elements are prioritized before the
assignment process. Thereby, the sequence will remain constant during the whole
assignment procedure. To include already assigned elements and, thus, an already
existing partial solution, alternating procedures order all remaining elements in each
iteration. This procedure benefits from the fact that information about the current
assignments are taken into consideration to find solutions with better quality. In
both approaches, independent rules are used to order elements and appropriate facilities. With simultaneous procedures, elements and the referring facilities are selected
within one single rule at the same time. Borodin et al. [22] distinguish between
fixed and adaptive priority-based rules. Using the first one, a fixed order is set at the
beginning of the assignment process, whereby, using the second group, a new order
is determined in each iteration. This classification matches with Böeltes distinction
between serial and alternating rules.
Priority Rules
The primary goal of our heuristic approach is to find a feasible solution that adheres
to all constraints stated in Model 5. Of special importance for the priority rules
is the constraint given by Equation A.2, which requires that the whole service
demand Vuµ ,sν is covered. The secondary goal is the minimization of the total cost.
Therefore, priority rules are required to determine an appropriate sequence for the
service demand before the assignment process starts. Based on that, we propose
and evaluate three different rules that sort the service demand (i) with respect to
the quantity of required resources units, (ii) with respect to the available capacities,
or (iii) both. For a better readability in the evaluation section, we introduce an
identifier ([Pi]) for each rule. For all of our rules we use the adaptive approach and
re-order the service demand in each iteration. To prioritize the service demand, we
use the following three rules:
• The Demand Priority Rule (P1) orders the service demand descending by
its residual quantity Vuresµ ,sν . Using this rule, we prefer services (w.r.t. the
user cluster) with higher demand. Here, we assume that serving the highest
quantities first it is more likely to achieve a valid solution.
• The Capacity Priority Rule (P2) focuses on the provided capacities. The service
demand with the lowest quantity of provided capacity will be served first.
Since the possible resources are selected in advance depending on the QoS
guarantees, by this rule we take resource scarcity into consideration. For
example, if a user cluster demands services which require a very low latency,
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so that only a small portion of data centers is able to guarantee such a high
QoS constraint, this service demand will be prioritized.
• The Buffer Priority Rule (P3) combines the first two rles. For this purpose, in
each iteration, a service buffer is calculated as the margin of residual capacities
and residual service demand. The user cluster and service with the lowest
buffer will be prioritized.
The first two rules are characterized by their simplicity and thus by a low computational effort. The third one matches demand and supply best. We conjecture that the
utilization of the latter rule results in two advantages: First, it is more likely to find
a feasible solution when appropriate resources are scare. Second, since only a few
data centers may be able to serve a demand with high QoS requirements, higher
costs occur by setting up additional data centers. Thus, the selection of appropriate
resources and consequently the solution quality might be improved. However, the
higher complexity will influence the computational time negatively.
Cost Allocation Rules
Apart from the quantity-based priority rules, we consider the cost of the provided
resources by the means of Cost Allocation Rules. To determine the cost per resource
unit, fixed and variable cost need to be considered (cf. Equation 4.13). While variable
cost can be easily charged regarding the used resources, the spread of fixed cost
is a challenging task. Since we assign the demand in a step-by-step manner to the
data centers, the total amount of resources each data center delivers is unknown
until the whole assignment procedure is finished. The total cost of one provided
resource unit is calculated by the following formula:

var
fix
Cunit
dλ (b) = Cdλ + Cdλ × (1/b)

(4.13)

In Equation 4.13 the fraction of the fixed cost charged for each delivered service
unit is determined by parameter b. Depending on the value of this parameter,
the share of fixed cost per service unit increases or decreases. Therefore, the strategy to estimate this parameter plays an important role for the final result of the
optimization. Within the iterative process, there are generally two basic methods
to determine this parameter. Either the parameter is calculated once prior to the
complete assignment process or, analogous to the priority rules, in each iteration.
Here, we differentiate between static and dynamic cost allocation rules.
Static Cost Allocation Rules: By the means of this class of rules, the earlier described
parameter b is determined once at the beginning of the heuristic procedure and
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remains constant during the whole assignment process. The following three rules
determine the parameter b in Equation 4.13 depending on assumptions of the final
data center utilization. For clearer reference, we introduce the identifier (C[i]) for
each cost allocation rule. We propose the following static rules:
• Using the Max Capacity Cost Allocation Rule (C1) we assume high resource
utilization close to the maximum capacity Kmax
for each data center. As
dλ
already mentioned, so far the demand exceeds the supply of a single data
center, a conclusive statement about the utilization can only be made at the
end of the assignment process. So, if this assumption is wrong, the total cost
of service provisioning will be underestimated and finally higher costs arise
per resource unit.
• Assuming a low utilization, nearby the value of the minimal capacity constraint, the Min Capacity Cost Allocation (C2) will be favorable. Using this rule,
the minimum capacity of a data center is used as value for the parameter
b and, thus, for calculation of the fixed cost share. The share of fixed cost
is higher compared to rule C1, which results in higher total cost per service
unit. If finally a higher utilization occurs, the cost per provided service unit is
overestimated.
• For the last capacity based rule, Med Capacity Cost Allocation Rule (C3), we
assume an average utilization of each data center. Therefore, we use the
average value between the minimum and maximum capacity of a data center
to calculate the parameter b.
If we assume a given set of already existing data centers, with no margin in decisionmaking (like in classic assignment problems), we can neglect the fixed cost since it
will occur in any case:
• The rule No Fixed Cost Allocation Rule (C4) sets the value of the parameter b
sufficiently large (b ← ∞), so that the fixed cost do not influence the cost per
resource unit.
These static rules are computationally efficient since they need to be calculated only
a single time at the beginning of the heuristic assignment procedure. However, they
neglect the already assigned resources. To overcome this drawback, we introduce
dynamic rules that constantly recalculate the parameter b in each iteration.
Using Dynamic Cost Allocation Rules we strive to achieve two goals: On the one
hand, we want to achieve a more precise calculation of the fixed cost and, thus, a
better solution quality. On the other hand, the implementation of strategies that, for
example, are able to primarily choose data centers that are already in use.
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• The Current Utilization Cost Allocation Rule (C5) calculates the fixed cost depending on the current utilization of a data center. At the beginning, a few
number of assignments are charged with the whole fixed cost. With an increasing utilization of a data center the share of charged fixed cost per resource
unit decreases. Thus, we reach a realistic cost model for service provisioning.
Furthermore, already utilized data centers will by preferred over non utilized
data center, which may have positive effects for the total cost.
• To achieve a better load balancing, the Prefer Minimal Utilization Cost Allocation
Rule (C6) prefers data centers with lower utilization. For this reason, data
centers with utilization beneath the minimal capacity value get a higher
priority by considering only the variable cost while calculating the cost per
unit. For all data centers with an assigned service demand above this threshold
value, we also include the fixed cost as described in the previous rule. The
advantage of this rule is two-fold: First, by this approach it is more likely that
the minimal capacity constraint (cf. Equation A.4) holds. Second, in practical
applications this may result in a more balanced workload between the data
centers.
• The last dynamic rule is the Penalize First Cost Allocation Rule (C7). Here, we
aim to achieve a low number of possible data centers by penalizing for opening
new data centers. If a new data center should be opened we add the full
amount of fixed cost to the cost function. If an already existing data center is
used, only the variable costs are considered.
4.3.2.3

Configuration of Heuristics

Within the related work (cf. Chapter 3), we separate between publications regarding
the (i) initial placement of data centers placement and (ii) resource allocation using
existing data centers. The former deals with location and capacity planning of
data centers, the latter with the problem assigning resources to existing facilities.
Therefore, we analyze two approaches; (i) a one-stage approach and (ii) a two-stage
approach. Combining one priority and one cost allocation rule, we get the one-stage
approach. Based on the described rules and their combination we are able configure
21 different heuristic approaches.
Additionally, we analyze a two-stage approach by running two configurations
subsequently. In the first phase, we choose out of a large set of available data centers
the best ones. As a result, we get a list with data centers that serve as input for
the second stage. Here, we only use these preselected data centers and again run
a priority-based heuristic, using either the same rules or a new set of rules. In
both of the phase, we can freely assign combinations of priority and cost allocation
rules. Thereby, we end up with a total number of 441 different possible heuristics.
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Rules for Phase II

C1: Max Capacity Cost Allocation Rule

C1: Max Capacity Cost Allocation Rule

P1: Demand Priority Rule
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C2: Min Capacity Cost Allocation Rule

P2: Capacity Priority Rule

C3: Med Capacity Cost Allocation Rule

P2: Capacity Priority Rule

C3: Med Capacity Cost Allocation Rule

P3: Buffer Priority Rule

C4: No Fixed Cost Allocation Rule

P3: Buffer Priority Rule

C4: No Fixed Cost Allocation Rule

…

C5: Penalize First Cost Allocation Rule

…

C5: Penalize First Cost Allocation Rule

C6: Current Util. Cost Allocation Rule

C6: Current Util. Cost Allocation Rule

…

…

Specific Heuristic Procedure

Rules for Phase I
Abstract Heuristic Procedure
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Figure 2: Composition of heuristic approaches (based on [73]).

However, some of the rules are more appropriate in one of the phases. For example,
ignoring fixed cost in the first phase will most likely result in a poor solution quality.
Figure 2 illustrates the rules and how they are combined to single heuristics.
In the second stage, we allow re-assigning the resources, including dropping, i. e.,
not choosing, unnecessary data centers. Thus, we expect an improvement in solution
quality after running both stages. As we concatenate two heuristic approaches, we
further expect the computation time to increase. A detailed analysis of solution
quality and computational effort can be found in Section 4.4.3.1.
4.3.3 Best-of-Breed Heuristic
The previously described start heuristics puts us into the position to assemble
various heuristics with different configurations. Each heuristic leads to a distinct
solution quality and has a distinct performance regarding one similar problem.
With the best-of-breed approach, we aim to combine various particular heuristics
to ensure a better and constant solution quality by maintaining a favorable performance. The basic idea behind this approach is to run multiple single heuristics
subsequently or in parallel for an identical problem instance. The result with the
best solution quality, i. e., lowest total cost, is selected as final solution.
For the included heuristics, we choose the best solution approaches from all
evaluated test cases. We named the approach Best-of-Breed (BoB) and it is published
in [74], "Short Run: Heuristic Approaches for Cloud Resource Selection". In general,
any possible heuristic may be included within this approach. However, with an
increasing number of included heuristics the required computational effort, i. e.,
the computation time, increases as well. This growth in computation time depends
on the number of included heuristics, the characteristics of each heuristic, and the
implementation of the BoB approach (serial or parallel). Thus, including all available
heuristics, e. g., each of the proposed start heuristic, may lead to a higher solution
quality, but it consequently will increase the computation time considerably.
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Therefore, the number of heuristics to be included has to be limited. The used
priority and cost allocation rules finally determine solution quality and performance
of the optimization result. Since we are using deterministic rules, for a predefined
set of input parameters, it is easy to determine the best fitting rules. However, input
parameters, such as the amount of available resources, also influence the solution
quality. In real word scenarios, these parameters vary and they cannot be controlled.
To determine which heuristics are to be included in our BoB approach, we use a
three-step procedure. First, for each single test case we determine the heuristics
with the best solution quality. Subsequently, out of this set, we determine those with
the best performance for each single test case. Third, out of all the so far determined
heuristics, we choose the minimum possible number of heuristics, that cover all
evaluated test cases.
4.3.3.1

Examination of the Solution Quality

To determine the solution quality of our various heuristic approaches, we proceed
as follows. First, we combine the proposed priority and cost allocation rules and
determine the heuristics with the best solution qualities utilizing the two-sample
t-tests. This statistical test is used to analyze the hypothesized difference between
two samples means [100]. Since we compare two samples, i. e., two algorithms and
those measurements were conducted using the same test case, i. e., as set of problem
instances with predefined input parameters, and the same computer, these samples
are dependent and are analyzed by the means of the paired two-sample t-test [95].
To analyze, whether the two samples differ from each other, we use the procedure
described by Jain [95] and apply it to all test cases separately.
1. We sort the results of all heuristics ascending and choose the heuristic approach with the best average solution quality. This approach is compared
pairwise to all other approaches.
2. We calculate the differences of the means of both samples and thus treat
them as one sample in the following calculations. Using this sample we
subsequently calculate all required statics measures, i. e., sample standard
deviation, sample variance, and the 95% confidence interval.
3. Finally, we verify whether the confidence intervals include zero or not.
If zero is included, from a statistical point of view, there is no difference between
the average best heuristic and the analyzed one [95]. As the result of this step, for
most cases, we get a group of heuristic approaches that all deliver the best solution
quality. In the second step, we analyze the heuristic in this set regarding their
computation time.
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4.3.3.2 Examination of the Computational Effort
For each single test case, we use the set of previously determined best heuristics,
to find now the fastest algorithms. Again, we use the same procedure, i. e., paired
two-sample t-tests, as in the preceding section. We determine the approach with
the average lowest computation time, use them as benchmark and compare all
other best heuristics with this fastest one. Finally, for each test case, we get a single
heuristic or a group of heuristics, which are the best in terms of solution quality
and computation time. Regarding the analyzed test cases, we get between 1 and
24 heuristics. Across all test cases, we obtain a total of 105 heuristics that meet
the selection criteria. However, to achieve a favorable low computation time, this
number must be limited.
4.3.3.3 Overall Selection of Suitable Heuristic
For the final composition of the heuristics, we have two basic requirements: First,
the number of included heuristics should be as low as possible to minimize the
computation time. Second, we aim to achieve the best solution quality for each test
case, which is possible by the means of priority-based approaches.
To narrow the number of heuristics, we proceed as follows. At first, we count the
number of occurrences of each heuristic (including all test cases) and order them
ascendingly. The heuristic with the highest number will be included by default.
Subsequently, we choose the next heuristic, which includes the most additional test
cases. We repeat the procedure, until all test cases are included at least once. In
literature, this procedure is referred to as set covering problem [188]. In Section 4.4.3.2
we present the evaluation results regarding this approach.
4.3.4 Tabu Search Heuristic
As described before, a NP-hard optimization problem can be addressed by highperformance priority-based algorithms. These algorithms are able to calculate
results in short time but tend to find only local-optimum solutions. To overcome
this drawback, such search procedures can be guided by higher level procedures,
i. e., metaheuristics.
One of the most widely known metaheuristics is tabu search, which was introduced 1986 by Fred Glover [56]. With its manageable number of parameters, it is
– compared to other approaches – efficiently applicable to various optimization
problems. Furthermore, literature shows that it commonly outperforms most other
metaheuristic approaches [57, 81, 187]. Therefore, we evaluate its applicability for
our optimization problem as well.
Being an improvement procedure, tabu search requires an initial solution as
starting point. In each iteration, an existing solution is transformed into multiple
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neighborhood solutions. This transformation is determined by predefined moves.
To overcome local optima, intermediate solutions with a worse objective value
compared to a current solution are allowed. Already acquired solutions are stored
in the tabu list for a defined number of iterations. Thus, directly cycling back to a
previously obtained better solution is avoided. Furthermore, one or more stopping
criteria are required to end the search process artificially, since – in contrast to
exact procedures – we generally cannot make exact statements regarding the
achieved solution quality. Such a stopping rule could be the number of performed
iterations [82]. The basic structure of the tabu search process is illustrated in
Figure 3. The major challenge in applying tabu search is the determination of
the relevant parameters to fit specific optimization problems. These parameters
are analyzed in the subsequent sections. First, in Section 4.3.4.1, we describe the
influence of the initial solution. Afterwards, we explain the local search procedure
in Section 4.3.4.2, followed by a description of the tabu list in Section 4.3.4.3. In
Section 4.3.4.4 we describe the used stop procedures. The content of the following
sections is mainly based on our publication: "Short Run: Heuristic Approaches for
Cloud Resource Selection" [74].
4.3.4.1

Initial Solution

Since tabu search is an improvement procedure, it requires a starting point, from
where it can iteratively begin to analyze the solution neighborhood. Scientific
evaluations show that the quality of the initial solution has a substantial impact on
the quality of the final result [54].
For the CDCSP, we analyze the influence of two different initial solutions regarding the final solution quality of one test case with a high number of data centers.
Thereby, we avoid a rapid coverage of the complete solution space after only a
few iterations. To calculate different initial solutions of the problem instances, we
use the priority-based heuristics introduced in Section 4.3.2. Out of the sample we
choose the one with the best average and the one with an in average worse solution
quality:
• Start heuristic 1 - Stage 1: Buffer Priority Rule (P3), Penalize First Cost Allocation
Rule (C7); Stage 2: Buffer Priority Rule (P3), Max Capacity Cost Allocation Rule
(C1)
• Start heuristic 2 - Stage 1: Demand Priority Rule (P1), Max Capacity Cost Allocation Rule (C1) Rule; Allocation: Demand Priority Rule (P1), Penalize First Cost
Allocation Rule (C7)
As described in detail in Section 4.4.3.3, the evaluation confirms the findings in
literature.
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Figure 3: Generic tabu search flow chart. We use candidate lists as input to determine a
neighborhood solution.
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4.3.4.2

Local Search Procedure

In this step the neighborhood is analyzed based on the initial solution. Thus, as
first step, an appropriate neighborhood needs to be defined. This step is crucial
since it influences the solution quality and the computational effort of the algorithm.
For example, the examination of the complete neighborhood may result in a better
solution quality, but also in very high computational effort [59]. The transition
of a current solution x ∈ X into neighborhood solution NB(x) is determined by
predefined moves, i. e., allowed changes regarding the current solution. A move
can consist of changes regarding one or more attributes. Consequently, these two
categories are called single-attribute and multi-attribute moves [38].
Regarding our implementation we use single-attribute-moves, i. e., to open and
to close a data center. Thus, within a single iteration it is only allowed to increase
or reduce the number of data centers by one. Such an approach is also applied
to facility location problems [168]. Varying only a single attribute, the number of
possible neighborhood solutions corresponds linearly to the number of data centers.
Thus, for a given number of m data centers, the solution space is restricted to only
m possible neighborhood solutions. For example, assuming a set of 20 potential
data centers to be used and a current solution which includes six of them, we have
14 possible candidates to open and six possible candidates to close.
Our moves, i. e., the data centers that are allowed to be opened or to be closed
are stored in candidate lists. Such lists store the next values for the neighborhood
search [59]. Referring to the two possible moves, we use two lists, one for the data
centers that are currently unused Dunused
xcurr and another one for the currently used
data centers Dused
xcurr . The latter one includes all data centers which are part of the
current solution. Both candidate lists are sorted by the total cost per resource unit
Cunit
dλ , which is calculated by Equation 4.14. To calculate the total cost, we assume
a high utilization of the data centers near to the maximum capacity, since we are
expecting that good solutions are characterized by low cost per resource unit. This
assumption is also confirmed by the evaluation results of the priority-based start
heuristics in Section 4.4.3.

var
fix
max
Cunit
dλ = Cdλ + Cdλ × (1/Kdλ )

(4.14)

The two candidate lists are sorted differently. The first one, Dunused
xcurr , is sorted in
ascending order, i. e., data centers with lower estimated units costs have a higher
priority. We assume that these data centers are more likely to be part of a better
solution. For the list Dused
xcurr , we use the reverse order. Since these data centers are
already used and are potential candidates to close, we assume that most expensive
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data centers are less likely part of a good solution. Thus, we examine solution
without those data centers first.
As starting point for the improvement process our algorithm requires a first
feasible solution. The number of iterations, i. e., the number of different solutions
analyzed, depends on the stopping criteria described in Section 4.3.4.4. As the
first step, we delete the favorite, i. e., the best solution determined in the previous
iteration (if we are in the second or a higher iteration). By doing so, we ensure that
the algorithm is able to choose a worse solution to overcome a local optimum.
The candidate lists are based on the initial solution or the solution determined
in the preceding iteration. After determining the candidate data centers, we order
them as previously discussed. Subsequently, we analyze each list separately. The
best solution out of these two steps is used for the upcoming iteration.
In Algorithm 3 we start to analyze the neighborhood by adding data centers to
the solution from the list Dunused
(cf. Line 6). Since the data centers are ordered
xcurr
with ascending cost, the first list entry is the cheapest data center.
As long as the data center is not included in the tabu list (cf. Line 7) we transform
the current solution into a neighborhood solution and calculate the objective value,
i. e., the total cost. To calculate the total cost, at first, we determine which service
demand is provided by current data centers, and, referring to this demand, we
examine which of them can be provided by the additionally opened data center
w.r.t. the requested QoS characteristics. Subsequently, we analyze, if the additional
data center may provide the demand at lower variable cost. If this is the case, we
shift the assignments towards the new one. We only consider the variable cost, since
we assume that the fixed costs accrue in any case for all data centers. Nevertheless,
if we are able to shift the whole service demand from one current data center to
the new one, we exclude the one without assignments from the solution and, thus,
from the calculation of the total costs. The result of each calculation is stored in
long term memory.
If the algorithm returns to a previously calculated solution, it checks, whether the
solution value for a set of data centers already exists in memory to avoid additional
computations. Literature shows that the effort to maintain such a memory is
sufficiently low compared to (re-)solving a problem instance [168].
Afterwards, the costs of the neighborhood solution are compared with the costs
of the currently best solution (cf. Line 13). If the new solution achieves lower cost,
the current neighborhood solution x 0 becomes the favorite one xfav . To overcome
local optima, tabu search is required to allow moves that temporarily decrease the
solutions quality. For our approach, we realize this principle by accepting the first
calculated solution in each iteration as the favorite one. Subsequently, we repeat
this process for the next data center on the candidate list until the total costs start
to increase. In this case we abort the neighborhood search for the list Dunused
xcurr and
used
start to analyze the list Dxcurr (cf. Line 17). Basically, we are following the same
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procedure, but in this part, we reduce the number of data centers. Again, we analyze
the candidate list step by step. But at this point we already have a favorite solution
from analyzing the first list. Thus, in this step, better solution values are required.
Here, the cost calculation differs from the previous part where data centers were
added. Since we are reducing the number of resources, a complete re-calculation of
the assignments is required. Therefore, we use the earlier described priority-based
approach in its single stage form. As priority role we use the Buffer Priority Rule (P3)
and as cost allocation rule the No Fixed Cost Allocation Rule (C4) (cf. Section 4.3.2).
These two rules are most appropriate for the calculation. The Buffer Priority Rule
delivers the most sophisticated order for the service demand (cf. Section 4.4.3).
Because of the given and even reduced number of data centers, we only take the
variable cost into consideration.
After analyzing the two lists, we complete the iteration by the following finishing
steps. If we have found a new and better solution we store it in xfin (cf. Line 29). In
the last iteration, this result becomes the final one. Otherwise, the initial solution
remains the result of the whole procedure. Finally, we increase the iteration counter
by one (cf. Line 31). The best solution found in this iteration is stored as starting
point for the next one (cf. Line 32) and the data center that lead to the new solution
is added to the tabu list (cf. Line 33).
4.3.4.3

Tabu List

The essential and name giving component of tabu search is the tabu list. This
short-term memory holds information on already visited solutions. Using this
information, the algorithm avoids returning directly to a previously analyzed
solution, after a worse one was chosen to overcome a local optimum.
In our implementation we use an attributive and recent-based tabu list [58].
Thereby, only attributes of recently analyzed solutions are stored, instead of all
information required to describe a complete solution. In our case, we use a list
of data centers whose states were recently changed by adding or removing them
from a solution. Elements on the list cannot be changed for a given number of
iterations. The tabu list follows the first-in-first-out principle: if the maximum of
possible entries is reached, the oldest value is deleted first [65].
A major challenge adopting tabu search to a specific optimization problem is
determining a proper size of the tabu list. A tabu list size that is too small may lead
to oscillating behavior, i. e., solutions are repeatedly visited and thus the algorithm
is not able to overcome a local optimum. In contrast, choosing a value for the tabu
list size that is too large may lead to an early termination of the search process,
since a large amount of possible solutions is forbidden. Both cases may result in
a degradation of the solution quality [59]. The evaluation shows that three is an
appropriate value for the chosen setup (cf. Section 4.4.3.3).
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Algorithm 3 Analysis of the Neighborhood
Start: Initial Solution xinit ∈ X
1: xfin ← xinit ; xcurr ← xinit
2: cIter ← 0; cnoImpr ← 0
3: while (citer <= iterMax) do
4:
xfav ← Null; costs(xfav ) ← ∞
unused
5:
determine Dused
xcurr , Dxcurr
6:
for all dλ ∈ Dunused
xcurr do
7:
if dλ 6∈ tabuList then
8:
x 0 ← transformSolutionOpen(dλ , xcurr )
9:
if cost(x 0 ) < cost(xfav ) or cost(xfav ) = ∞ then
10:
xfav ← x 0
11:
dfav
λ ← dλ
12:
else
13:
stop analyzing candidate list Dunused
xcurr
14:
end if
15:
end if
16:
end for
17:
for all d ∈ Dused
xcurr do
18:
if dλ 6∈ tabuList then
19:
x 0 ← transformSolutionClose(dλ , xcurr )
20:
if cost(x 0 ) < cost(xfav ) then
21:
xfav ← x 0
22:
dfav
λ ← dλ
23:
else
24:
stop analyzing candidate list Dunused
xcurr
25:
end if
26:
end if
27:
end for
28:
if cost(xfav ) < cost(xfin ) then
29:
xfin ← xfav
30:
end if
31:
citer ++
32:
xcurr ← xfav
33:
tabuList ← tabuList ∪ {dfav
λ }
34: end while

4.4 evaluation

4.3.4.4

Stopping Conditions

Tabu search, as a metaheuristic, does not have a natural stopping condition. Thus,
appropriate rules for ending the search process are required. Such rules must ensure
a good trade-off between solution quality and computational effort.
In their work, Glover and Tailard [59] name four possible stopping conditions:
(i) The optimal solution was found, (ii) no valid neighborhood solution can be
calculated, (iii) a predefined number of iterations without improvement were
performed, and (iv) a given number of iterations has been reached.
The first option may hold true for a low number of elements to be assigned,
but for combinatorial problems with an exponentially growing solution space, this
option requires the analysis of the complete solution space. Thus, for our approach,
this option is not applicable and we only consider the last three.
The second stopping condition comes into play if no valid solution exists or all
possible solutions are blocked by the tabu list. In our case, this rule does not apply
for two reasons: First, by adding data centers to a solution, we are relaxing the
problem. Starting with a feasible solution, additional data centers cannot turn a
valid solution into an invalid one. Furthermore, since we set the size of the tabu
list lower than the total number of data centers, this will not happen either. Thus,
the case that no valid neighborhood solution can be calculated will not occur in
our implementation. However, this procedure may lead to numerous iterations and,
thus, a bad trade-off between solution quality and computational effort. Here, the
third and the fourth stopping condition might come into play. The evaluation shows
that the average solution quality correlates with the increasing number of iterations.
This behavior is comprehensible since we finish each tabu search process with the
best solution found so far. Even with rare and small improvements, while analyzing
lots of problem instances, the average solution quality will increase with a higher
number of iterations. Therefore, we only use the fourth rule as stopping criterion
for our algorithm and we limit the total number of iterations (cf. Section 4.4.3.3).

4.4

evaluation

In the previous sections we presented solution approaches for the Cloud Data Center
Selection Problem (CDCSP). In this section we derive suitable configurations for each
heuristic approach. Furthermore, we evaluate all approaches to conclude which
of them is most suitable for the given problem. In Section 4.4.1, we describe our
prototypical implementation. Subsequently, in Section 4.4.2, we present the setup
for our evaluation. All developed heuristic approaches require a profound analysis
of their respective configuration. Therefore, in Section 4.4.3, we explain and evaluate
the configuration of our approaches. Afterwards, we compare our heuristics to each
other and discuss the results in Section 4.4.4.
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4.4.1 Prototypical Implementation
To evaluate our approaches, we prototypically implemented them using the objectoriented programming language Java and the relational data base MySQL. In the
subsequent sections, we introduce our Java code packages, the external libraries
utilized in our project, and the required evaluation databases.
4.4.1.1 Java Code Packages
For our implementation, we adopt and extend an evaluation framework based on
former results of our research group. We use a similar basic structure and the same
naming convention for all packages as described in [103]. The classes are distributed
across several packages in accordance with their functionality:
• Entities: This package includes all classes to represent basic entities of the
CDCSP, including DataCenter, UserCluster, ServiceType, and QosAttribute. Each
generated object is able to store the corresponding parameters, e. g., capacity
constraints or demand.
• Evaluation: This package includes the CdcspEvaluationHelper, which contains
all required methods for the evaluation, such as starting the optimization of a
problem instance or storing the evaluation results.
• Generator: This package contains classes to generate problem instances for
the CDCSP. For example, the UsCountiesCloudDataCenterProblemGenerator uses
information from the 2010 US Census to generate problem instances based on
real population data.
• Optimization: This package includes classes to implement the exact optimization approach CDCSP-EXA.KOM and the LP-relaxed optimization approach
CDCSP-REL.KOM. By the means of these classes, we compile and configure
the linear equation system. Furthermore, the class OptimizationManager provides methods commonly required by all optimization approaches, e. g., to
calculate the total cost, store detailed assignment information, or to verify the
validity of a problem.
The required approaches for the heuristic approaches are stored in the following
packages:
• Optimization.heuristics: This package includes all classes to run the heuristic approaches, such as the priority-based start heursitic, the BoB approach, or
the tabu search.
• Optimization.heuristics.prioritization: Here, all classes to realize the
priority rules are included.
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• Optimization.heuristics.costing: Within this package, all required classes
that realize the cost allocation rules are stored.
• Optimization.heuristics.tabu: This package features all classes required to
configure the tabu search, such as classes to set the parameters for the tabu
list and the number of iterations.
To setup and run an evaluation, we implement two different approaches. First,
we use the already described classes within the package evaluation.conf. The
classes are named using the schema Evaluation_[identifier]_[year] and include the
optimization approaches that should by evaluated, the required problem generator,
the number of analyzed basic entities, and the values of the input parameter, e. g.,
capacity constraints. Furthermore, each of these evaluation classes contains a main
method to execute the evaluation. Using this implementation, we subsequently
generate problem instances. For each single problem instance, we run all desired
optimization approaches and finally store their results. Afterwards, we generate
the next problem instance and repeat the process. This procedure is very resource
efficient regarding required storage capacity and beneficial for a low number of
optimization approaches to be evaluated.
However, to assess various heuristics with a multitude of different configurations
it is more favorable to use the same problem instances repeatedly. By doing so,
the solution of the exact optimization approach only needs to be calculated once
and heuristics with various configurations can quickly be analyzed. Therefore, we
generate test cases and related problem instances which we store in source databases
(cf. Section 4.4.1.3).
Furthermore, to minimize the influence of external factors while running an
evaluation, we disable – as far as possible – all unnecessary background processes,
such as software updates, since these processes may impact the measurement of
the computation time. Additionally, we generate executable files that are runnable
outside our Eclipse development environment. These files are started via command
line whereby the desired optimization approaches and configurations are determined using configuration files and additional command line instructions. These
configuration files also define the source database and the result database to log the
performance measures of the approaches. To implement these two improvements,
we add the following two packages:
• Generator.database: This package encompasses all classes to generate problem instances and store them within a database. Furthermore, it includes
classes to load information from the source databases and re-create the problem instances so that they can be processed by the optimization approaches.
• Runner: This package features all classes to run the evaluation through
executable jar files.
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Apart from our own source code, we also require external components, which are
described in the subsequent selection.
4.4.1.2 External Libraries
Apart from our own source code, external libraries are required. For solving the
exact and relaxed problem we use CPLEX1 , a commercial optimization engine for
solving such problems expressed as mathematical programming models [91]. Its
first version was released in 1988 by Robert Bixby as an implementation of the
simplex algorithm [20]. In 2009, IBM acquired the software company ILOG and
thus CPLEX became a part of it [89]. For our evaluation we use version 12.5 which
was released in 2012. At the time of writing, version 12.7 is available. For reasons of
comparability with our former publications, we use version 12.5 in this work.
To use CPLEX, we rely on the Java ILP interface2 . This generic interface supports
various free and commercial solver frameworks and, thus, offers the means to
switch easily between them without adjusting the source code. Java ILP is freeware,
distributed under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License (LGPL). For
our implementation we use the most recent version 1.2a released in 2011.
Furthermore, several databases are required for our evaluation (cf. Section 4.4.1.3).
We use the relational database management system MySQL. To connect the database,
we use the JDBC driver MySQL Connector/J3 , which is provided under the GNU
General Public License (GPL). We use this connector in version 5.1.22.
Finally, to import the data of the US Census (cf. Section 4.4.2), a library for parsing
delimited text data from files is required. For that purpose, we use the Opencsv
library4 , which is provided under the terms of the Apache 2.0 license. For our
implementation, we use version 3.8.
4.4.1.3 Source and Result Databases
Apart from the previously described components we require a database system
that stores the generated problem instances and the results of our evaluation.
Therefore, we use MySQL5 in version 5.6.20. The first group of databases provides
the generated test cases and the related problem instances. These databases are
named cdcsp_data_[identifier]. With the identifier, we separate between different
source datasets. These databases contain tables which describe the test case and
the problem instance: the table test_case includes the test case name, a unique
identifier, and the quantity of each basic entity, i. e., the number of data centers,
user cluster, services, and QoS attributes. The table problem stores the problem
1
2
3
4
5

http://www-03.ibm.com/software/products/de/ibmilogcpleoptistud
https://sourceforge.net/projects/javailp/files/
https://dev.mysql.com/downloads/connector/j/
http://opencsv.sourceforge.net/
https://www.mysql.com/
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name, a unique identifier, and the test case identifier to connect a test case with its
corresponding problem instances. Regarding the base entities and their parameters,
we further use the following tables to store all required information: data_center,
user_cluster, qos_attribute, qos_guarantee, qos_requirement, service, and
service_demand. The values within these source databases are generated using
the class CDCSPGenerator. In conjunction with classes from the generator package,
problem instances are generated based on predefined configurations as described
in Section 4.4.2. For the work at hand we use two different source databases. A
learning database to evaluate the configurations of the heuristics as described in
Section 4.4.3 and an evaluation database, which is used to evaluate the heuristics in
their final configurations and compare them against each other (cf. Section 4.4.4).
The second group of databases, cdcsp_logs_[identifier], is used to store the
evaluation results. These databases consist of three tables each. As described in [103],
we also use the tables test_cases and problems. The first one stores information
about the test case, e. g., the test case name and the identifier, which correspond to
the values stored in the source databases. The second table stores information about
the evaluated problem instances. This comprises the problem identifier, the used
algorithm, and the results, i. e., total cost and computation time. Apart from that, we
use an additional table, assignments, which stores the final results of the approaches,
i. e., the numeric values of the decision variables ydλ ,uµ ,sν . Thereby, we are able to
analyze the results in detail, e. g., the changes in each iteration of our tabu search
algorithm. However, storing these results requires a lot of computational effort and
I/O operations. Hence, it influences the measurements regarding the computation
time. Consequently, this table is not used for the performance evaluation. Generally,
for the whole evaluation in this thesis, only one logging database is required.
Nevertheless, we use different ones to process and compare the results with less
computational effort.

4.4.2

Experimental Setup

In this section, we present our experimental setup. With a proper design, we
efficiently aim to conduct meaningful statements regarding our solution approaches.
For our setup, we need to define the number of basic entities to be analyzed and
suitable values for all input parameters. Furthermore, we need to determine the
variables that measure the performance of our algorithms. In this context, literature
separates between independent and dependent variables. Independent variables
are those that are controlled by a researcher [127]. Those variables are factors that
influence the outcome of an experiment [95]. The configuration of a system and
the workload applied during the experiments are dependent variables. They are
characterized by their level, i. e., their assigned values.
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In contrast, dependent variables represent the measured outcome of an experiment or the performance of a system [127]. Consequently, Jain [95] denote this type
of variables as responsive variable. Regarding the analysis of heuristic approaches,
Silver [161], proposes two major measures for the outcome, i. e., the performance of
the algorithms: (i) the objective function value of a heuristic compared to the one
of the optimal solution and (ii) the computational effort required to calculate the
respective value.
Within our optimization model the independent variables are the basic entities
and their parameters. To derive statements with theoretical and practical relevance,
we aim to use realistic values for all required parameters. When determining
appropriate test cases, we also have to consider the computational effort associated
with the calculation of the exact solution. As stated earlier, our problem features
exponential time complexity in the worst case and, thus, is only applicable for small
problem instances. Without an exact solution, we cannot derive clear statements
about the solution quality of an analyzed heuristic. Therefore, we have to limit the
number of analyzed basic entities to appropriate values, which then enable us to
draw conclusions about larger test scenarios.
To generate appropriate test scenarios, we have to define the number of basic
entities and the values of the corresponding parameters. As described in the formal
notations (cf. Section 4.2.1), the model consists of four basic entities: (i) data centers,
(ii) user clusters, (iii) services, and (iv) QoS attributes. Regarding the number of
data centers, we rely on data provided by large cloud providers. Google discloses 15
data center locations [62] and Amazon offers 42 availability zones, i. e., isolated data
center locations, in 16 regions [4]. Therefore, we analyze test cases that contain 10
to 50 data centers. Regarding user clusters and services, we assume a broad range
of values to evaluate their impact on the performance of the heuristic algorithms.
Their practical characteristics largely depend on the application scenario and the
service demand. Thus, no common assumptions about their values exist. A possible
way to cluster users or determine the number of potential user clusters is to rely on
statistical data about population in metropolitan areas, e. g., large cities in the United
States [179]. To identify correlations between independent and dependent variables,
we analyze test cases that contain between 100 and 500 user clusters. Depending on
the non-functional requirements, several services have to be distinguished. Here,
we use between one and four services that differ in their QoS requirements. An
overview of the considered number of basic entities for different test cases is given
in Table 2. Within the evaluation we use different combinations of these independent
variables, which we describe in detail in the respective sections.
In our model, data centers are characterized by their capacity, costs, and QoS
guarantees. Regarding the capacity, online sources mention different values, for
instance, a capacity between 50,000 and 80,000 servers in case of Amazon [34].
Although Google does not release an official number of their data center capacities
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Table 2: Independent variables along with their assumed values.

Variable

Values

Number of data centers dΛ

10, 20, 30, 40, 50

Number of user clusters uM

100, 200, 300, 400, 500

Number of services sN

1, 2, 3, 4

[39], its largest data centers have an estimated capacity of over 400,000 servers
[140]. Such huge amounts of servers per data center may be technically possible
but not desired in all cases. For example, Amazon prefers data centers with a
total amount of servers less than 100,000, since data centers are seen as single
units of failure [128]. For our evaluation, we determine the maximum possible
capacity of a data center randomly, using the recommended values in [34]. We set
the upper bound between 50,000 and 80,000 servers. The minimal capacity is set to
10% of the selected maximal capacity. Regarding the costs for providing such cloud
resources, as well, there is no common agreement in literature (cf. Section 2.2.1). As
presented in Section 2.2.1, distinct sources assume different costs for infrastructure,
IT equipment, and operational expenses. Therefore, we are required to make
assumptions to set values for the cost variables in our model, i. e., for the fixed and
variable costs. We set their values based on the cost estimations stated in [101, 189].
These publications estimate the fixed costs, including IT equipment to account for a
share of about two-thirds of the total costs. The remaining third is accounted for
variable cost. Furthermore, we normalize the estimated cost to a period of one year.
Based on the figures given in literature (cf. Section 2.2.1), we assign accumulated
annual fixed cost of between 700 and 800 dollars (including the required data center
infrastructure) and variable cost between 300 and 350 dollars per server. For the
fixed cost we randomly select one value out of the given range and multiple it with
the average capacity of the data center. Equation 4.15 shows the calculation of the
fixed cost for one data center, whereby Cfix_rnd
is a random value out of the cost
dλ
range between 700 and 800 dollars.

Cfix
dλ =

Kmax
+ Kmin
dλ
dλ
2

× Cfix_rnd
dλ

(4.15)

The randomly chosen value for the variable costs is used without further modifications. For both, fixed and variable costs, we use random values to reflect local
price differences, e. g., for property leases, electricity prices, or labor force. Although
these assumptions may reflect realistic values, absolute values play only a minor
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role in our evaluation, since we compare cost ratios. These are calculated by dividing
the objective value of a heuristic by that of the exact approach.
The last characteristics of data centers within our model are QoS guarantees.
Due to readability, we describe this part along with the QoS requirements of
the user cluster later on in this section. Apart from these parameters, each data
center is assigned a discrete location. This location is randomly chosen based
on the US Census6 dataset. This census was conducted in 2010 and provides –
among other data – information about population and median income on county
level. Furthermore, GPS coordinates for each county are given, which we use as
coordinates for potential data center locations.
The user clusters are characterized by their service demand Vuµ ,sν and their
QoS requirements Qreq
uµ ,sν ,qξ . In our model, the service demand is expressed in
server units. This demand may be requested by higher level SaaS providers. As an
approximation for the demand we randomly select counties based on the US census
and use the population and the median income as an indicator for the service
demand. We use the medium income as an influencing factor, since we assume
that wealthier citizens are more likely to use cloud services. A user cluster states
demand for specific services, which constitutes the third basic entity in our model.
The last of the four basic entities are the QoS attributes. These QoS attributes
are non-functional characteristics of provided services (cf. Section 2.3). In contrast
to the other basic entities, the QoS attributes do not influence the number of
decision variables. They are part of the constraints and restrict the number of
data centers which are able to provide resources to certain user clusters. Thereby,
this parameter does not affect the solution space and, thus, the complexity of
the problem. Therefore, we focus on a single QoS criterion, i. e., latency. This
value depends on various factors, such as distance, network topology, and used
transmission medium between provided resources and a user [31]. Assuming
efficient routing algorithms, a large geographical distance is the most important
factor that significantly influences the latency and excludes data centers in distant
regions from multimedia service provisioning [104, 105]. Therefore, in our model,
we approximate the latency as a function of the distance between a data center and
a user cluster.
Furthermore, to consider the processing time within a data center, we add a
random value between 15 and 25 milliseconds. These values are based on the
assumption that 20 milliseconds are required for processing and rendering cloud
gaming content [30]. The resulting sum of network and computation delay is the
+
QoS guarantee Qgua
dλ ,uµ ,qξ ∈ R a data center can provide to a specific user cluster
+ is then
regarding the latency. The corresponding requirement Qreq
uµ ,sν ,qξ ∈ R
defined depending on user cluster and service. We set this requirement for the first
6 https://www.census.gov/2010census/
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service of each user cluster within a problem instance to 100 milliseconds referring
to gaming [35]. For all subsequently generated services we randomly select a value
between 60 milliseconds and 200 milliseconds to roughly reflect the requirements
stated in literature (cf. Section 2.3).
Using the preciously described independent variables, the parameters, and their
respective values, we generate 100 problem instances for each test case. We store
these instances in a source database (cf. Section 4.4.1.3) and, thus, the same problem
instances are available for various experiments. We conduct all evaluations using a
workstation equipped with an Intel Xeon CPU E5-1620 v3 with 3.50 GHz and 16
GB of memory, operating under Microsoft Windows 7.

4.4.3

Configurations of the Heuristic Approaches

In Section 4.3 we presented heuristic approaches for the CDCSP. In the following,
we evaluate the influence of their configuration parameters on the achieved solution
quality. In Section 4.4.3.1, we describe the evaluation of the priority-based start
heuristic and the assessment of the best combination of involved rules. Subsequently, we analyze the Best-of-Breed approach regarding the included heuristics
in Section 4.4.3.2. Finally, in Section 4.4.3.3, we evaluate the relevant parameters for
the tabu search heuristic.
4.4.3.1

Priority-based Start Heuristics

In Section 4.3.2.2, we described various priority and cost allocation rules to configure
different priority-based start heuristics. By means of these heuristics, we assign user
clusters to appropriate data centers following a defined sequence. Therefore, we
use priority rules to order the user clusters and cost allocation rules to calculate
the unit cost per data center and, thus, determine an appropriate order for these
entities. Regarding these rules and their possible combinations, within this section,
we address the following questions:
• Which rule combination delivers the best solution quality?
• Which category, priority or cost allocation rule influences solution quality and
computation time the most?
• How does a two-stage process perform compared to a one-stage process?
To address these questions, we first compare all priority rules against each other
in a one-stage process. Therefore, we use a single cost allocation rule, i. e., the Med
Capacity Cost Allocation Rule (C3) in all combinations to analyze only the influence
of the priority rules. For better readability, Table 3 summarizes the rules presented
in Section 4.3.2.2.
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Table 3: Overview of priority and cost allocation rules.

Priority rules

Cost allocation rules

ID

Rule

ID

Rule

P1

Demand Priority Rule

C1

Max Capacity Cost Allocation Rule

P2

Capacity Priority Rule

C2

Min Capacity Cost Allocation

P3

Buffer Priority Rule

C3

Med Capacity Cost Allocation Rule

C4

No Fixed Cost Allocation Rule

C5

Current Utilization Cost Allocation Rule

C6

Prefer Minimal Utilization Cost Allocation
Rule

C7

Penalize First Cost Allocation Rule

We analyze a set of six test cases based on the values in Table 2. For each entity
we use the smallest and largest value, while keeping the values of the remaining
entities constant, which results in the following test cases (no. data center / no.
user cluster / no. services): 10/300/3; 50/300/3; 30/100/3; 30/500/3; 30/300/1;
30/300/4. Table 4 shows the results regarding the solution quality, i. e., the ratio
of cost between the evaluated approach and the exact solution (rounded to four
digits). Clearly recognizable, the Buffer Priority Rule (P3) outperforms the other two
approaches regarding this performance indicator. Furthermore, the paired t-tests
between the Buffer Priority Rule (P3) and the other two shows a statistical significant
difference for all test cases.
Regarding the computation time presented in Table 5, there are two clear results:
First, the Demand Priority Rule (P1) outperforms the other two approaches and is the
most efficient approach regarding computational effort. Second, the Buffer Priority
Rule (P3) outperforms the Capacity Priority Rule (P2) regarding both performance
measures, i. e., solution quality and computation time.
Since we primarily focus on solution quality, we proceed with this best priority
rule and now only vary the cost allocation rules. The results (rounded to four digits)
are shown in Table 6. For better readability we highlight the best solution quality
for each test case. In most cases, the heuristic using the Current Utilization Cost
Allocation Rule (C5) or the Penalize First Cost Allocation Rule (C7) achieve the best
results. Furthermore, the paired t-test between the two heuristics using these rules
shows no statistical significant differences regarding the solution quality.
Both rules are based on the same principle that additional data centers cause
disproportionately high unit costs, which is consequently best practice approach for
the CDCSP. Thus, to answer the first question, the combination of the Buffer Priority
Rule (P3) with one of these two cost allocation rules results in the best single-stage
approaches.
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Table 4: Solution quality using different priority rules and a fixed cost allocation rule. The
highlighted combination achieves the best results for all test cases.

10 /
300 / 3

50 /
300 / 3

30 /
100 / 3

30 /
500 / 3

30 /
300 / 1

30 /
300 / 4

Heuristic [P1] [C3]

1.6724

1.2299

1.2741

1.3937

1.1516

1.4257

Heuristic [P2] [C3]

1.6327

1.1871

1.2108

1.3304

1.1233

1.3446

Heuristic [P3] [C3]

1.4776

1.0892

1.1245

1.1905

1.0669

1.2033

Table 5: Average computation time in seconds using different priority rules and a fixed cost
allocation rule. The highlighted combination achieves the best results for all test
cases.

10 /
300 / 3

50 /
300 / 3

30 /
100 / 3

30 /
500 / 3

30 /
300 / 1

30 /
300 / 4

Heuristic [P1] [C3]

0.0550

0.0612

0.0178

0.1408

0.0171

0.0927

Heuristic [P2] [C3]

0.1505

0.3084

0.0392

0.6531

0.0431

0.5054

Heuristic [P3] [C3]

0.0681

0.1120

0.0198

0.2343

0.0197

0.1493

Table 6: Solution quality using a fixed priority rule and varying cost allocation rules. The
highlighted cells show the best result per test cases.

10 /
300 / 3

50 /
300 / 3

30 /
100 / 3

30 /
500 / 3

30 /
300 / 1

30 /
300 / 4

Heuristic [P3] [C1]

1.4754

1.0926

1.1343

1.2055

1.0726

1.2038

Heuristic [P3] [C2]

1.4541

1.1290

1.1443

1.1993

1.1125

1.2205

Heuristic [P3] [C3]

1.4776

1.0892

1.1245

1.1905

1.0669

1.2033

Heuristic [P3] [C4]

1.4823

1.0990

1.1569

1.2130

1.0901

1.2236

Heuristic [P3] [C5]

1.1075

1.0740

1.0890

1.0872

1.0951

1.0891

Heuristic [P3] [C6]

3.3517

4.2624

3.9426

4.0726

4.1891

4.3762

Heuristic [P3] [C7]

1.0949

1.0739

1.0891

1.0872

1.0951

1.0891
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Table 7: Average computation time in seconds using a fixed priority rule and varying cost
allocation rules. The highlighted cells show the best result per test cases.

10 /
300 / 3

50 /
300 / 3

30 /
100 / 3

30 /
500 / 3

30 /
300 / 1

30 /
300 / 4

Heuristic [P3] [C1]

0.0667

0.1092

0.0206

0.2326

0.0193

0.1497

Heuristic [P3] [C2]

0.0667

0.1152

0.0201

0.2265

0.0199

0.1537

Heuristic [P3] [C3]

0.0681

0.1120

0.0198

0.2343

0.0197

0.1493

Heuristic [P3] [C4]

0.0659

0.1132

0.0198

0.2337

0.0208

0.1482

Heuristic [P3] [C5]

0.0631

0.1118

0.0196

0.2279

0.0197

0.1480

Heuristic [P3] [C6]

0.0735

0.1557

0.0251

0.3063

0.0250

0.2012

Heuristic [P3] [C7]

0.0658

0.1107

0.0205

0.2221

0.0195

0.1474

In the next step, we analyze the influence of the cost allocation rules regarding
the computation time. The results, stated in Table 7, generally do not show a
correlation between the used cost allocation rule and the computational effort. The
fastest heuristics (in terms of average computation time) are highlighted with a
grey background. Comparing the two approaches with the best solution quality
(Heuristic [P3][C5] and Heuristic [P3][C7]), it is notable that the Heuristic [P3][C7],
relying on the Penalize First Cost Allocation Rule, on average has lower computation
times for most test cases (the best results out of these two heuristics are highlighted
with bold font). Nevertheless, the paired t-test shows that the heuristic including
this rule is significantly better for the test cases 30/100/3 and 30/500/3, but worse
for the test case 10/300/3. For the remainder of the test cases, the t-test shows no
differences. Since there is generally no clear difference, we consider both heuristics
as equally well suited.
Still, for the evaluation of the two-stage approach, we use the Penalize First Cost
Allocation Rule since it features at least in average a better computational efficiency.
We combine it with the Buffer Priority Rule (P3) for the first stage. For the second
stage, we use all possible combinations of priority and cost allocation rules to
evaluate the influence on the final performance. Table 8 shows the results from one
test case, whereby the following common statements are true for all other test cases:
• We are able to improve the average solution quality for most test cases using
a second stage.
• All rule combinations that achieve the average best solution quality include
the Buffer Priority Rule (P3) in both stages.
• For all test cases, using the Max Capacity Cost Allocation Rule for the second
stage results in the best or second best average solution quality. Furthermore,
it is most often part of the best heuristic approach. This result is well compre-
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hensible: even assuming a good solution quality as a result of the first stage,
a low number of data centers with a high utilization was chosen. Using this
selection as input for the second stage, a cost allocation rule calculating the
unit price based on very high utilization most likely achieves the best results.
• In general, the computation time increases by between 0.02% to up to 25.02%
in the worst case using a second stage compared to using only on stage.
We additionally evaluate the Current Utilization Cost Allocation Rule (C5), which is
also appropriate for the first stage. Using this rule within the first stage, we achieve
similar results as already stated in the list above for the rules in the second stage.
With these final experiments, we answer our third question: A two-stage approach
always leads to equal or better solution quality, at the cost of higher computational
effort. As the result of this evaluation procedure, we determine the heuristic with
the following rule combination as the best with respect to the solution quality:
• Rules for the first stage: Buffer Priority Rule (P3) and Penalize First Cost Allocation
Rule (C7)
• Rules for the second stage: Buffer Priority Rule (P3) and Max Capacity Cost
Allocation Rule.
This priority-based start heuristic is part of the final evaluation (comparing all
heuristics against each other) and is further used to determine the initial solution
for the tabu search heuristic as discussed later in Section 4.4.3.3
4.4.3.2

Best-of-Breed Approach

The Best-of-Breed approach combines different single heuristic approaches, executes
them subsequently, and selects the best out of these single runs. As described in
Section 4.3.3, we include selected priority-based start heuristics within the BoB
approach. Our goal is to achieve better results than obtained by a single start
heuristic while maintaining a favorable computation complexity. The challenge lies
here in the selection of the best fitting heuristics to achieve this goal.
Here, we follow two different approaches: (i) we use the results of the previous
Section 4.4.3 and (ii) the statistical selection process described in Section 4.3.3. As
result of the evaluation of the two stage heuristic approaches, we found three rule
combinations that result in the best solution qualities for the evaluated test cases.
• Rules on stage one: Buffer Priority Rule (P3) and Penalize First Cost Allocation
Rule (C7); rules on stage two Buffer Priority Rule (P3) and Max Capacity Cost
Allocation Rule
• Rules on stage one: Buffer Priority Rule (P3) and Penalize First Cost Allocation
Rule (C7); rules on stage two Buffer Priority Rule (P3) and Penalize First Cost
Allocation Rule (C7)
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Table 8: Comparison of the one-stage approach against two-stage approach for test case
|D|=50/|U|=300/|S|=3, with 95% confidence intervals. The results are ordered
by solution quality.

Cost ratio
Heurisitc

Average

Comp. time [s]
Conf.

Average

Conf.

Heuristic [P3] [C7] - [P3] [C1]

1.0718

0.0049

0.1384

0.0035

Heuristic [P3] [C7] - [P3] [C3]

1.0720

0.0047

0.1167

0.0028

Heuristic [P3] [C7] - [P3] [C4]

1.0724

0.0047

0.1339

0.0026

Heuristic [P3] [C7] - [P2] [C1]

1.0731

0.0049

0.1907

0.0054

Heuristic [P3] [C7] - [P3] [C2]

1.0735

0.0049

0.1296

0.0026

Heuristic [P3] [C7] - [P2] [C4]

1.0736

0.0048

0.1847

0.0049

Heuristic [P3] [C7] - [P1] [C1]

1.0737

0.0048

0.0921

0.0024

Heuristic [P3] [C7] - [P2] [C7]

1.0737

0.0048

0.1762

0.0053

Heuristic [P3] [C7] - [P2] [C2]

1.0737

0.0048

0.1938

0.0050

Heuristic [P3] [C7] - [P1] [C6]

1.0737

0.0048

0.0910

0.0021

Heuristic [P3] [C7] - [P1] [C4]

1.0737

0.0048

0.0905

0.0026

Heuristic [P3] [C7] - [P2] [C5]

1.0737

0.0048

0.1715

0.0044

Heuristic [P3] [C7] - [P1] [C7]

1.0738

0.0048

0.0911

0.0026

Heuristic [P3] [C7] - [P2] [C6]

1.0738

0.0048

0.2017

0.0040

Heuristic [P3] [C7] - [P1] [C3]

1.0738

0.0048

0.0911

0.0021

Heuristic [P3] [C7] - [P2] [C3]

1.0738

0.0048

0.1905

0.0055

Heuristic [P3] [C7] - [P1] [C5]

1.0738

0.0048

0.0884

0.0020

Heuristic [P3] [C7] - [P1] [C2]

1.0738

0.0048

0.0922

0.0027

Heuristic [P3] [C7] - [P3] [C7]

1.0738

0.0048

0.1103

0.0021

Heuristic [P3] [C7] - [P3] [C5]

1.0738

0.0048

0.1310

0.0029

Heuristic [P3] [C7]

1.0739

0.0048

0.1107

0.0028

Heuristic [P3] [C7] - [P3] [C6]

1.0739

0.0048

0.1151

0.0027
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• Rules on stage one: Buffer Priority Rule (P3) and Penalize First Cost Allocation
Rule (C7); rules on stage two Buffer Priority Rule (P3) and No Fixed Cost
Allocation Rule
Utilizing these three heuristics we are able to cover all previously calculated
datasets with the best solution quality. With the second approach for selecting
suitable heuristics, we consider solution quality and computational effort as being
equally important. Therefore, we use 16 different test cases based on the evaluation
published in [74] with varying numbers of data centers and user clusters. Here,
we evaluate all possible rule combinations (excluding C4 and C6 in the first stage)
for each test case. For each heuristic and test case, we run 100 problem instances,
which leads to 504,000 result sets. Subsequently, for each test case and heuristic
we aggregate the datasets by calculating the mean values of cost ratio and total
computation time.
Further, for each test case, we select the single heuristic with the average best
solution quality and compare it with the results of all other heuristics by the means
of the paired two-sample t-test (cf. Section 4.3.3). Thus, for each single test case we
determine a group of best heuristics, whereby all approaches – in a statistical sense –
have the same solution quality. Afterwards, for each single test case, we use this
set of heuristics with the best solution quality and determine the fastest one out of
this set. Subsequently, again using the paired two-sample t-test, we compare it with
the remaining heuristics regarding the statistical significance of the difference in
computation time. This procedure reduces the number of appropriate heuristics
further to those that are the best regarding the solution quality and computation
time. Finally, out of all heuristics, we select those that cover all test cases with the
lowest number of included heuristics.
Table 9 shows the final results of this selection process. The rows list the best
heuristics and the columns show the evaluated test cases. The value 1 indicates
whether a heuristic is suitable for a test case regarding the above described analys
is. The finally chosen heuristics are highlighted by a colored background.
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Table 9: Overview of the best heuristics and the selection results.

4.4 evaluation

Figure 4 and 5 show the ratio of cost and the computation time of both BoB
configurations. According to the order we name them within the charts CDCSPBoB.KOM 1 and CDCSP-BoB.KOM 2. We analyze the cost ratio and computation
time for a varying number of data centers. Regarding the solution quality, the first
approach outperforms the second for each test case. Nevertheless, the difference
in solution quality declines with increasing test case size. The difference for the
smallest test case (10 / 300 / 3) amounts 6.73 percentage points, while this difference
decreases to 3.38 percentage points for the largest evaluated test case.
For the first BoB approach, we include heuristics that rely on more sophisticated
but also more complex algorithms, which is clearly recognizable in computation
time. The computation time of this approach increases disproportionately compared
to the second one. While the difference for the first test case amounts to only about
11 milliseconds, it increases to about 94 milliseconds for the largest one. Thus, for
larger test cases the second approach is more favorable regarding the computational
effort. Nevertheless, for a global scenario with a realistic number of data centers as
discussed in Section 4.4.2, we select the first one as more appropriate. Therefore, use
the first configuration in our comparison of all heuristics presented in Section 4.4.4.
4.4.3.3

Tabu Search

In this section, we evaluate important parameters of the tabu search heuristic, to
find a configuration that provides the best performance for the given optimization
problem. First, we analyze the influence of the initial solution regarding the solution
quality. Subsequently, we evaluate the value of the tabu list size and finally, we
analyze the influence of the number of iterations regarding the performance.
Initial solution: As already described in Section 4.3.4.1, our tabu search approach
requires an initial solution as starting point for its iterative improvement process.
To determine a first valid solution, we use a priority-based heuristic as described
in Section 4.3.2. However, as shown in Section 4.4.3.1, these start heuristics have
different performances, depending on their configurations. In this section, we show
the relation between the solution quality of the initial solution and the overall
solution quality of the tabu search after a predefined number of iterations. Utilizing
these results, we determine a suitable start heuristic for the tabu search. As start
heuristics, we use the following two approaches:
• Start heuristic 1: Selection: Buffer Priority Rule (P3), Penalize First Cost Allocation
Rule (C7); Allocation: Buffer Priority Rule (P3), Max Capacity Cost Allocation Rule
(C1)
• Start heuristic 2: Selection: Demand Priority Rule (P1), Max Capacity Cost Allocation (C1) Rule; Allocation: Demand Priority Rule (P1), Penalize First Cost
Allocation Rule (C7)
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Figure 4: Ratio of costs (based on macro-average; with 95% confidence intervals) between
the exact approach and the best-of-breed approaches by test case.
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Figure 5: Observed mean computation times (with 95% confidence intervals) by test case.

4.4 evaluation

The first approach is characterized by a better solution quality and higher computational effort compared to the second one. We determined this configuration in
Section 4.4.3.1 as the best priority-based heuristic. The second one was proven as a
heuristic with minor solution quality but low computational effort in one of our
former publications [73]. To evaluate the influence of the overall solution quality,
we evaluate the tabu search heuristic with different numbers of iterations. We use
the test case with the following amount of basic entities: Data centers |D|= 30, user
clusters |U|= 300, and services |S|= 3. Thus, we make sure that the solution space
is not completely analyzed after a few iterations.
1.3

Tabu Search - Start Heuristic 1
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Figure 6: Solution quality of two start heuristics depending on the number of iterations.

As shown in Figure 6, the solution quality of the two initial solutions significantly
differs. These initial values are illustrated at zero iterations. While the first start
heuristic calculates an average objective value that is 5.69% worse than the exact
one, the second heuristic causes a difference of 27.86%. The gap between the two
start heuristics amounts to 21.9 percentage points at the beginning. The tabu search
heuristic is able to quickly reduces this difference. After the first iteration, the
difference amounts to only 0.95 percentage points. Finally, after 20 iterations, an
average difference of only 0.21 percentage points remains. The reason can be seen
in the local search procedure used by the tabu search algorithm.
As the result, it can be stated that the initial solution influences the overall solution
quality. The tabu search is able to significantly improve an initial solution even
with a very low solution quality. Nevertheless, in average, there remains a small
difference in solution quality even after 20 iterations. In the course of this section,
we show that the number of iterations substantially influences the computation
effort of the tabu search algorithm. Therefore, a good initial solution is beneficial in
any case and, consequently, we choose the better heuristic in general for our tabu
search approach.
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Another major influence parameter of the algorithm is the tabu list size. This
parameter specifies how many solutions or attributes of solutions are temporarily
forbidden. Utilizing this list, we avoid that the algorithm directly returns to a local
optimum after switching to a worse solution. As described earlier, a small value
for the tabu list size may lead to a cycling behavior; a large value may result in a
big amount of solutions that are forbidden. Both alternatives cause a low solution
quality (cf. Section 4.3.4.3). Therefore, a suitable value for this parameter is required.
As depicted in Figure 7, to assess a proper value, we choose a fixed number for the
size of the tabu list between one and twenty. Further, for all experiments we set
the number of iterations, i. e., the number of analyzed neighborhoods, to twenty
independently of the number of the data centers.
In Figure 7a, the influence regarding the solution quality is illustrated. We
measure the solution quality as cost ratio between the tabu search heuristic and
the exact solution approach. Thereby, a cost ratio of one indicates that a heuristic
achieves the same objective value as the exact approach. Since the tabu list only
stores data centers, we focus on this basic entity, i. e., we analyze test cases with a
different amount of data centers, while keeping the number of user clusters and
services constant. Starting with a tabu list size of one and increasing its value,
the cost ratio decreases. Afterwards, with a further increasing value the cost ratio
increases again. This holds true for all test cases independently of the number
of data centers. Nevertheless, this effect is most notable in the test case with the
lowest number of data centers (|D| = 10). The achieved solution quality lies by
an average value of 1.026 using a tabu list that stores only one value. Using a list
size of four, we achieve a solution quality which is only 0.92 percentage points
worse compared to the exact approach. Increasing the size of the tabu list further
results again in a lower solution quality. In the analyzed evaluation setup, there is
no clearly recognizable relation between the number of data centers and the size of
the tabu list. For all test cases the best solution quality predominantly is achieved
using values between two and four. Thus, a value of three for the tabu list size is a
good compromise, since it results in a good solution quality for all test cases. As
illustrated in Figure 7b, there is no correlation between the tabu list size and the
computation time. Thus, to choose a proper value for this parameter, we only need
to consider the solution quality.
The number of iterations determines how many neighborhood solutions are analyzed. To find a suitable value for this parameter, we evaluate different configurations with a different amount of iterations from one to twenty. As previously
indicated, we fix the tabu list size to three. Figure 8 illustrates the results regarding
the performance of the different configurations. In contrast to the tabu list size, this
parameter influences both, solution quality and computation time. Consequently,
there is no single best value which can be set for this parameter. For example, the
cost ratio of test case three (|D| = 30) improves by 1.72 percentage points after five
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(b) Observed mean computation times. Please note the logarithmic scaling of the ordinate.

Figure 7: Evaluation results for predefined tabu list sizes.

iterations and by 3.55 percentage points after 20 iterations compared to the first one.
Clearly recognizable is the decreasing improvement with an increasing number of
iterations. Thus, the first iterations improve the objective value more than the later
iterations.
A different illustration regarding the trade-off between solution quality and
computation effort is shown in Figure 9. Here, the x-axis describes the ratio of
computation time of the tabu search approaches compared to the exact approach.
The higher computation time is the result of a larger number of iterations. The
y-axis shows the ratio of cost. Because of scaling issues, we use one chart for the
first test case (|D| = 10) and another one for the remaining test cases. Again, the
trade-off between solution quality and computational effort is clearly recogniz-
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Figure 8: Evaluation results for different numbers of iterations.

able. Additional insights can be gained using these charts. First, even with high
computational effort, we are only able to come close to the objective value of the
exact approach but cannot achieve it. This confirms our statement given in Section 4.3.4.4 that finding the optimal solution cannot be used as a stopping condition
for our tabu search approach. Second, an artificial stopping condition is required.
As illustrated in Figure 9a, using a high amount of iterations, the computational
effort of a heuristic approach may exceed the one of the exact approach, without
substantially increasing the solution quality. Third, especially large test cases benefit
from the tabu search heuristic regarding solution quality and computation time as
shown in Figure 9b.
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Figure 9: Trade off between ratio of cost and ratio of computation time.

However, for all approaches the computation time increases by a factor of about
ten when using 20 iterations instead of one. As illustrated in Figure 9a, with each
additional iteration, the average value of the cost ratio decreases, i. e., the solution
quality increases. However, the largest improvement is achieved within the first
10 iterations. This behavior is particularly visible for the test case with the lowest
number of data centers. With an increasing number of data centers, the number of
neighborhood solutions also increases. To enable the algorithm to analyze a larger
number of neighborhood solutions, correlating to the number of data centers, we
propose the following formula to determine an appropriate number of iterations:
p
i = |D| + 7. This formula, for example, results in 10 iterations for 10 data centers
and, thus, achieves high solution quality even for small test cases (cf. Figure 8a).
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Table 10: Independent and controlled variables, along with their corresponding values.
Underlined values are the controlled ones that remain constant.

Variable

Values

Number of data centers dΛ

10, 20, 30, 40, 50

Number of user clusters uM

100, 200, 300, 400, 500

Number of services sN

1, 2, 3, 4

Hence, it considers a relatively high number of iterations for test cases with a
low number of data centers and a slow rise for an increasing amount of data
centers. Nevertheless, the best value for this parameter may also depend on the
application scenario. For calculations with time constraints, a smaller value may be
more appropriate. For a higher solution quality, a larger number of iterations are
more beneficial.
To summarize the evaluation of the tabu search parameters, we can state that
the utilization of this improvement procedure is beneficial in any case. Even with
only one iteration, we are able to improve the objective value of our optimization
problem. Furthermore, we find that a good initial solution influences the overall
solution quality. Therefore, we select an approach with more complex priority rules
as the starting point of the improvement process. Regarding the tabu list size, we
determined three as a proper value for this parameter in our scenarios. Finally,
we determine a formula to calculate the number of iterations depending on the
number of data centers as stated in the previous section. Using these insights, we
configure our tabu search approach to finally compare it to all other heuristics in
the subsequent Section 4.4.4.
4.4.4 Comparison of all Heuristics
In this section, we present the last part of our evaluation regarding the CDCSP. Here,
we compare the presented heuristic approaches in their previously determined
best configuration against each other. In Section 4.4.2, we presented the decision
variables of our optimization problem, the parameters, and corresponding values.
These independent variables are used to derive suitable test cases. We use a fractional factorial experiment design to assess the impact of individual independent
variables on the achieved computational efficiency and cost, as proposed in [95].
The remaining independent variables are assumed as fixed, i. e., controlled. An
overview of the independent variables along with their values are given in Table 10.

4.4 evaluation

Thereby, we end up with a total number of 12 different test cases. For each test
case we generate 100 problem instances, yielding a total of 1,200 individual problem
instances within this final evaluation step.
As performance measures we use the cost and the computation time. Since
the cost depends to a large extent on the characteristics and specifications of
a problem, the total cost is not of significance. Hence, we rely on cost ratios,
calculated by dividing the solution of a heuristic approach by the solution of the
exact optimization approach. In the subsequent sections we present the evaluation
results for individual decision variables.
4.4.4.1

Data Centers

First, we analyze the influence of the number of data centers on the performance of
our optimization algorithms. As described before, values for this independent variable are selected based on information regarding the most important infrastructure
providers within the cloud market.
To begin with, the computation times for all optimization approaches are given
in Figure 10a. As expected, the approaches solved utilizing the CPLEX solver
framework, i. e., CDCSP-EXA.KOM and CDCSP-REL.KOM, cause the highest computation times. Both require less than 500 milliseconds for the smallest test case
with 10 data centers, but the LP-relaxed approach requires the most computation
time for this test case. Due to its exponential growth in computational complexity,
the exact approach requires for the last test case nearly 17 seconds, while the relaxed approach calculates the results in about four seconds. All remaining heuristic
approaches proposed in this thesis, achieve significantly lower computation times.
Compared to all others, the priority-based heuristic achieves the lowest computational effort and reduces the average time required to calculate a solution by
between 76.3% for the first test case and 99.4% for the largest one. For the last
test case, the BoB approach reduces the computation time by about 98.1% and the
tabu search by about 97.5% compared to the exact approach. However, the tabu
search requires with 420 milliseconds approximately 4.2 times more time than the
priority-based approach. The computation times of all three heuristics grow linear
with the number of data centers with deviations at single test cases. For example,
the computation time of the tabu search heuristic increases by a factor of about 1.5
from 270 milliseconds required for the first test case (10/300/3) to 420 milliseconds
for the last one (50/300/3), whereby it requires 562 milliseconds for the fifth test
case (40/300/3).
Regarding the solution quality, the LP-relaxed approach achieves unexpected
results. For the chosen input parameters, it delivers by far the worst solution quality.
The cost ratio indicates that the results of this approach are 71% and 82% worse
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compared to the results of the exact solution approach, which is also significantly
lower solution quality compared to the rest of the heuristics.
Therefore, to present the remaining heuristic in detail, we only illustrate the cost
ratio of these three heuristics in Figure 10b. The priority-based approach and the
BoB approach show a similar behavior regarding the cost ratio for all test cases. The
difference ranges range from 0.6 to 1.5 percentage points and remains similar for
an increasing amount of data centers.
However, for both approaches there is a trend recognizable that the solution
quality slightly decreases for an increasing number of data centers. The same holds
true for the tabu search heuristic but on a substantially lower level. The difference between the best approach (CDCSP-TS.KOM) and the second best approach
(CDCSP-BoB.KOM) increases from 4.6 to 6.5 percentage points from the first to
the last test case. Also worth mentioning is the solution quality of the tabu search.
For the first test case it achieves nearly the optimal solution value, with the result
differing by 0.1%. For the last test case with fifty data centers tabu search causes
2.9% higher cost.
4.4.4.2 User Clusters
Next, we examine the impact of variations in the number of user clusters. A user
cluster comprises a distinct number of single users, for example, in a metropolitan
area. The absolute computation times regarding the changing number of user
clusters for the optimization algorithms are given in Figure 11a.
First, in contrast to the varying number data centers, the growth in the number
of user clusters causes no consistent growth in computation time for the exact
solution approach. For example, from test case 30/300/3 to test case 30/400/3
the computation time increases significantly but remains constant on the same
magnitude of about 10 seconds for the remaining test case. An explanation regarding
this behavior might be the internal operation of the solver, which is not transparent
to us. The second main observation concerns the heuristic approaches. All of our
custom-tailored heuristics show a similar behavior regarding the computational
effort: the growth in computation time is faster than the growth of the number of
user clusters. Again, the priority-based approach is the fastest and able to calculate
a solution for the largest test case within 219 milliseconds while the exact approach
requires over 16.5 seconds, which correspond to a factor of about 75. Further,
comparing the tabu search algorithm to the exact approach, we achieve for the
first test case a reduction in computation time of 89.3% and for the last test case a
reduction of 92.2%.
The cost ratios are illustrated in Figure 11b. Again, the LP-relaxed approach
achieves results that are between 63.0% and 89.1% worse compared to the exact
approach. Therefore, we provide its result only in the text and exclude it from the
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Figure 10: Impact of different data center quantities.
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chart to provide a better readability for the remaining algorithms. For the remaining
heuristics there are no correlations between the number of user cluster and the
solution quality recognizable. The best results are achieved by the tabu search
heuristic which lead to an increase of cost between 0.06% and 2.13% compared to
the exact approach.
4.4.4.3 Number of Services
Finally we focus on the number of services. Expect for the smallest test case which
will be analyzed separately, the results are similar to those for different number
of user clusters. Regarding the computational effort, the exact approach shows an
exponentially growing behavior, while we assume a polynomial complexity for the
other approaches (according to the growth ratio between the increasing test cases).
The absolute computation times are depicted in Figure 12a.
Regarding the solution quality (cf. Figure 12b), there is no correlation between
test case size and the solution quality recognizable. The best results are achieved
by the tabu search approach, which deteriorates the solution quality compared to
the exact approach by between 0.87% for the test case with two services (30/300/2)
and 3.78% for the test case with only one service (30/300/1).
The latter test case is an outlier within the evaluation regarding computation
time and solution quality. Two main effects are recognizable: (i) the exact approach
requires a disproportionately high computation time and (ii) the solution quality of
the simpler heuristics (CDCSP-PBSH, CDCSP-BoB) are the worst within the whole
evaluation. This is cause by the selected input parameters that result in problem
instances that are difficult to solve. The exact approach finds the optimal solution by
a completely enumerating the solution space, which requires a substantial amount
of time. The simpler heuristic approaches require significantly less time but only
achieve a poor solution quality in such a case. Furthermore, the BoB approach
does not improve the results in such a case. It just requires more time without a
significant improvement of the results.
The tabu search approach clearly outperforms all other approaches. With a
computation time of only 97 milliseconds (93.6% less than the exact approach) it
achieves the best solution value of all heuristics with a degradation in solution
quality of only 3.78%.
In summary, the evaluation shows several key findings. Regarding the LP-relaxed
approach, the conducted experiments show that it is not a suitable solution approach
for the CDCSP since it performs significantly worse regarding computation time
and cost. The priority-based approach performs best regarding computational
effort. Consequently, if fast results for large problem instances are required, this
approach might be beneficial. Nevertheless, it causes the second highest total cost
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Figure 11: Impact of different user cluster quantities.
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4.5 chapter summary

for all test cases. The Best-of-Breed approach delivers slightly better results than a
single priority-based heuristic at the expenses of higher computation time. Since the
benefits regarding the solution quality are small and the increase in computational
effort compared to a single heuristic is significant, the Best-of-Breed approach is
not favorable to solve the CDCSP. The most suitable heuristic approach with the
best trade-off between solution quality and computational effort is the tabu search
heuristic. It requires more time compared to the priority-based and BoB approaches,
but it always achieves the best results out of all evaluated heuristics. Furthermore,
the results have consistently good solution quality even for problems which are
difficult to solve, as shown before.
The number of user clusters and services has the highest impact on the computation time needed by all approaches. Therefore, when determining the amount of
user clusters, their total number should be as small as possible, e. g., by including a
larger supply area. However, heterogeneous services with higher requirements for
latency will unavoidably cause a higher number of user clusters.

4.5

chapter summary

Cloud infrastructure providers have to face the trade-off between providing resources at low cost and offer an appropriate service quality. On the one hand, huge
centralized data centers are most efficient in term of cost, since they highly benefit
from economies of scale. However, on the other hand, services with high QoS
requirements, such as latency, require a more decentralized infrastructure which
causes higher total cost. Consequently, taking multiple services with various QoS
requirements into consideration an appropriate selection of data centers is vital to
address the two opposite goals.
Therefore, in this chapter we examined the Cloud Data Center Selection Problem
(CDCSP) to provide cost efficient infrastructure provisioning on a global scale while
considering heterogeneous services and their corresponding QoS requirements.
At first, we formulated the corresponding mixed integer optimization problem,
which enables us to compute the exact solution using a solver framework such as
IBM CPLEX. Since this approach exhibits exponential time complexity in the worst
case, it is hardly applicable for practical problems with a multitude of data centers,
user clusters, and services. To find solutions in reasonable time, we developed and
analyzed appropriate heuristic algorithms.
We started with a simple relaxation of the decision variables to transform the
mixed integer problem into a linear problem which could be solved as well by
utilizing off-the-shelf solvers frameworks. Since, this approach has proved to be
not suitable for the CDCSP, we developed heuristics to better fit the given problem
structure. We presented a priority-based approach that is highly efficient regarding
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computational complexity. Based on these results, we developed a Best-of-Breed approach which achieves better results compared to a single priority-based approach,
but only to a small extent. Finally, as an improvement procedure, we analyzed the
usability of tabu search for our problem.
Within the evaluation we showed that the LP relaxed approach is not suitable to
address the CDCSP, since it suffers from a significant deterioration of the solution
quality and causes high computational effort. The priority-based approach achieves
the lowest computation time but, causes results with worse solution quality. By
utilizing the Best-of-Breed approach, we are able to increase this solution quality
by combining several priority-based approaches. However, since the improvements
are very small and the approach increases the computation time notably, it is less
advantageous to address the optimization problem. The best trade-off between
computational effort and the solution quality in this comparison is provided by
tabu seach. By the means of this heuristic approach we are able to find a solution
for the CDCSP in reasonable time with a constantly good solution quality of all
evaluated test cases.

5

DYNAMIC APPROACH FOR CLOUDLET ENHANCED
INFRASTRUCTURES

C

loud Computing changed the way how software applications are provided
to customers. One decade ago, these products were mainly installed on local
desktop computers at work or at home and were used locally. Over the last years,
also the way users consume software services changed rapidly. Nowadays, mobile
devices, such as smartphones and tablets, are used for multimedia services, to
communicate with friends, or to play real-time online games. This mobile utilization
of cloud-based services is referred to as mobile cloud computing.
Especially regarding multimedia services, mobile cloud computing poses two
major challenges: (i) a cloud provisioning model which is based on large centralized
data centers and (ii) the resource limitation of mobile devices. In traditional cloud
computing resources were mainly provided by large cloud data centers to benefit
from economies of scale and lower operational cost, but at the expense of high
latency. In 2012, Choy et al. [30] published a study which shows that only 70%
of the US population can be served with highly interactive multimedia services
that require network latencies of below of 80 milliseconds using public cloud
infrastructure. This study only focuses on stationary computers and does not
consider mobile devices. Using such devices for (multimedia) service consumption
results in several additional challenges, as discussed in the following.
Inherently, mobile devices are limited in size and provide only restricted space
for the battery. Hence, computationally intensive applications or a high utilization
of cellular communication leads to a high battery drain and, thus, a short usage
lifetime [87]. Furthermore, latency in cellular networks compared to the latency in
Wi-Fi has been shown to be higher [162] or at least possess a higher variance [41].
Apart from battery drain and latency, the utilization of cellular networks causes
economical disadvantages for their user. Since real flat rates are very rare, the cost
of cellular data transfer is high in comparison to fixed subscriber lines. With regard
to the high amount of data transfer – which occurs, for example, during cloud
gaming – a cellular data link is rarely applicable for such kinds of services [104].
Nevertheless, using a Wi-Fi connection cloud gaming could be highly interesting
for mobile devices with respect to energy consumption, as the computation load is
offloaded from the mobile device into the cloud [72].
Consequently, these challenges can be addressed by locally provided, decentralized resources within the Wi-Fi range of mobile devices. Such local resources may be
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installed in different public meeting places, for example, in cafes in a metropolitan
area. In contrast to the cloud paradigm with its appearance of unlimited, costefficient resources, these local resources are limited in capacity and associated with
higher costs.
In this chapter, we examine the augmentation of cloud infrastructures by the
means of decentralized resource units, so-called, cloudlets. To take time-dependent
service demands into consideration, we analyze the placement and selection of
decentralized cloudlets using a dynamic, multi-period optimization model. The
contents presented in this chapter are in part accepted for publication at a scientific
conference [76] and were published in part as technical report [77].

5.1

problem statement

We assume again the role of a cloud provider which owns the infrastructure and
provides resources for higher level cloud services, e. g., to software as a service
providers. Thereby, the infrastructure provider is able to dispose freely over all
resources. The resource units are located in data centers with different sizes: On
the one hand, resources are provided by large and medium sized centralized cloud
data centers. They are characterized by a huge amount of available resources and
relatively low cost per resource unit but may suffer from a high distance to the
user. On the other hand, the smallest possible data centers are cloudlets. They are
characterized by a small amount of available resources, which limits the number
of users that can be served without a degradation of service quality. Furthermore,
cloudlets are characterized by additional cost per resource unit compared to large
data centers. They are located close to the potential users, which results in low
end-to-end latency. Further, we assume that the provider is in possession of global
knowledge, i. e., at each time the provider knows about its available resources and
is able to estimate the demand.
The quantity of required resources is determined by the given demand, which
itself is determined by the number of distributed users and their consumer behavior.
We aggregate all users within the Wi-Fi range of a selected hotspot into a user
cluster (cf. Section 5.2). Each user cluster constitutes a specific demand for a given
number of services that fluctuates over time. We assume different types of services:
(i) services that require cloudlets, (ii) services that benefit from cloudlets, and (iii)
services that can be easily provided by remote data centers.
The provider chooses the data centers and the corresponding resources that are
located in different locations. Augmenting the current infrastructure by cloudlets
may cause additional fixed cost for installing required infrastructure components.
This cost could be zero, if only personal computers were used as cloudlets. However,
equipping a professional server room with power and cooling capacities may cost
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several thousand euros. In our model, these fixed costs occur once for the whole
planning period and are assumed to be independent of the number of installed
servers.
Furthermore, the provisioned resource units over the planning period, i. e., buy
or leasing of servers, may incur certain fixed costs. These costs arise for the whole
planning period and do not depend on whether a resource unit is used or not. But
a data center does not necessarily have to be equipped with its maximum possible
capacity. In addition, for each provided resource unit variable costs for operation
arise, e. g., for electricity bills. Since such costs may fluctuate depending on the time
period, they are modeled as time-dependent variables.
If a provider is unable to satisfy user demand, penalty costs arise, e. g., for
violation of SLOs agreed in a SLA. The planning horizon covers multiple periods,
where the selection decision of one period depends on the previous ones. By
migration, the physical location where services are provided can be changed to
accomplish an efficient resource utilization. If services are moved, i. e., migrated,
migration costs arise. These costs are assumed to be independent of the type of
data center or the distance between the data centers. A detailed explanation of all
cost types is presented in Section 5.5.2.
The goal of a cloud infrastructure provider is to allocate resources and services to
data centers and take decisions regarding the required capacity, i. e., decide on the
number of resource units for each data center to minimize the overall cost of the
solution. In the following, we refer to this problem as Dynamic Cloudlet Placement
and Selection Problem (DCPSP).

5.2

system architecture

This section explains the augmentation of the core cloud infrastructure by locally
installed cloudlets. Therefore, we first explain the basic concepts and different
characteristics of cloudlets in Section 5.2.1. Afterwards, in Section 5.2.2 we describe
their integration in the global cloud context via a metropolitan area.

5.2.1

Cloudlets

The core cloud infrastructure is based mainly on large, centralized data centers
placed in a few location dispersed over the whole world. The provided resources are
used to offload computation and data from proprietary, local resources to remote
cloud data centers. Since especially mobile devices suffer from limited resources
and a finite battery capacity, offloading computation and data to the cloud is a very
promising concept for mobile applications. The resources of mobile devices are
inherently poor compared to servers in data centers. Thus, even with advances in
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technology over the last years, mobile devices are limited by factors such as battery
capacity, weight, and size. These limitations are inherently to the system and will
not be changed in the future [152].
By using cloud resources, tasks with high computational effort can be offloaded
to more powerful remote resources. However, by using distant and centralized
cloud resources, users suffer from a high Wide Area Network (WAN) latency which
decreases their satisfaction when using mobile applications [181]. Furthermore,
for highly interactive remote applications, even a moderate end-to-end latency of
about 150 milliseconds may degrade their usability [173]. In addition to the network
latency, which increases with the distance between the compute resources and a
user, bandwidth limitations cause additional delays [152]. Especially graphic and
processing intensive tasks, such as video capturing and cloud gaming are natural
candidates for offloading. To provide these tasks as remote software services an
appropriate bandwidth is required. Due to technical limitations and cost for data
transfer volume in cellular networks, these conditions cannot be guaranteed in any
case.
To address these challenges, literature proposes the utilization of resources at
the edge of the network [30], often referred to as cloudlets. The term cloudlet has
multiple different definitions. The first and most prominent definition is given
by Satyanarayanan et al. [152]: "A cloudlet is a trusted, resource-rich computer or
cluster of computers, that’s well-connected to the Internet and available for use by nearby
mobile devices." Later on, Verbelen et al. [181] state that all nearby devices within
a local area network that offer computational resources can be seen as a cloudlet.
This also includes other smartphones that offer free resources to each other in a
Peer-to-Peer (P2P) manner [29].
Cloudlets are located at the edge of the Internet and may be just one hop away
from the user’s mobile device. According to Satyanarayanan et al. [153], they pose
different advantages for mobile applications: First, they offer computation power
close to the customer and, thus, form a basis for providing compute-intensive and
latency-sensitive applications. Second, they reduce the bandwidth consumption
between a remote cloud data center and the mobile devices. Third, cloudlets can
serve as a proxy and, thus, enhance the robustness and availability for provided
cloud services.
In literature, two ways are proposed to connect mobile devices to cloudlets.
The first approach proposes a commonly used Local Area Network (LAN), where
cloudlets are provided by enhanced Wi-Fi hotspots, a personal computer, a cluster
of servers, or even a small data center. Furthermore, also mobile devices such as
notebooks or smartphones can form a cloudlet to provide free resources within
a LAN [152, 181]. Using such a LAN-based approach, users benefit from a low
propagation delay and a high bandwidth. The second proposed approach is the
realization of cloudlets within a provider’s cellular infrastructure, i. e., in the base
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stations of a cellular network [26]. The major advantage of this deployment is the
utilization of the existing infrastructure. Thus, no additional locations for deploying
hardware are required and, compared to Wi-Fi hotspots, a wider area can be
covered, which enables increased user mobility. Nevertheless, in contrast to a Wi-Fi
connection, the utilization of a cellular connection poses some drawbacks: (i) it
requires more energy compared to a Wi-Fi connection and (ii) depending on the
number of users, the available bandwidth is substantially decreased.
Edge resources can be provided utilizing different hardware devices, which
results in two different cloudlet types: (i) stationary and (ii) ad hoc cloudlets [181].
Stationary cloudlets consist of permanently installed hardware, such as servers. In
contrast, ad hoc cloudlets are built by dynamic nodes, which may join or leave a
cloudlet at any time. Such cloudlets register themselves to a local repository or they
organize themselves in a P2P network [29, 181].
Regarding the ownership, two different deployment models can be distinguished.
First, cloudlets may be owned and offered by providers within their owned infrastructure. Hence, such a provider bears the entrepreneurial risk, but owns the
complete profits [152, 181]. In contrast to this top-down approach, cloudlets can
be deployed in a bottom-up manner. Hence, they are installed by local business
owners on their premises in cafés or medical offices to provide their customers
additional services such as free Wi-Fi today [152]. Furthermore, cloudlets can be
deployed and used within companies or private homes [181].
To provide services via cloudlets, different software deployment methods are
proposed in literature: (i) based on virtual machines [26, 152] and (ii) based on
component offloading [181]. Utilizing VM-based environments leads to a simple
and stringent separation of different services. Nevertheless, the major drawback
of this approach is its inefficient resource utilization. Since cloudlet resources are
very limited, only a limited amount of VMs can be supported at the same time. To
address this challenge, Verbelen et al. [181] propose a component-based offloading
approach. Components are software programs with defined interfaces that can be
called via remote procedure calls (RPC) and offer a more flexible and efficient way
for resource allocation.
Literature especially emphasizes the advantages of cloudlet-enhanced environments for applications with high computational effort and low latency requirements.
For example, due to their fast Internet connection cloudlets are used as caches for
video streaming [50]. In sophisticated application scenarios, cloudlets are used for
live video content analysis [153] or for augmented reality applications [152, 181].
Further, cloudlets are proposed for cooperative file editing, real-time data analytics,
or local servers for multiplayer gaming [50, 153]. They are also utilized to offer
desktop as a service applications to provide office programs to mobile devices independently of the underlying hardware architecture. Here, nearby compute resources
execute the guest operating system, such as Microsoft Windows, and transfer the
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Figure 13: Integration of cloudlets within a metropolitan area.1

video stream to a smartphone or tablet [153]. Since this approach is not limited
to Microsoft operating systems and software, any business-driven application and
service can be provided this way.
In our model, we focus on stationary installed cloudlets, which are connected
via Wi-Fi to the users. As deployment model we assume a top-down approach,
were the provider decides where to place the cloudlets. As possible location we
assume cafes that already provide Wi-Fi to their customers. Although the provider
makes the placement decisions, cooperation contracts between the provider and
local shops are necessary, which is out of the scope of this theses. We also do not
consider a dedicated software deployment method since we estimate the required
resources as service units. If different software deployment methods cause different
resource demand, these demands could be modeled with the input parameters of
our model.
5.2.2 Local Integration of Cloudlets
As described in the previous section, to augment a global cloud infrastructure
by local resources, we are focusing on stationary installed cloudlets that provide
their services via Wi-Fi to customers. Further, in our proposed approach a provider
decides where to place cloudlets. As possible locations we propose local businesses
that are already equipped with Wi-Fi hotspots. Figure 13 presents the integration of
1 Starbucks coordinates in Manhattan: https://nycstarbucks.com/the-list/; Map data ®Google
2017
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cloudlets in (i) a metropolitan area and (ii) the connection to the cloud. We illustrate
the stores of a single café chain in Manhattan with an approximation of their Wi-Fi
ranges (red circles). Adding more fast food chains or other local businesses, a broad
area of Manhattan could be covered by Wi-Fi and, hence, by local computation
resources. Users within the Wi-Fi range of a restaurant form a user cluster un . The
number of user clusters depends on the number of considered restaurants. We
further assume that all or at least some of these restaurants could be equipped with
hardware to build a cloudlet. We denote a cloudlet as data center dn that is placed
in a restaurant that offers Wi-Fi connectivity to the user cluster un (cf. Figure 13).
The particular cafés are connected via a Metropolitan Area Network (MAN)
and can communicate with each other. This approach corresponds to findings in
literature that cloudlets provide a delay reduction if the maximum number of hops
does not exceed two [50]. The cloud, i. e., remote cloud data centers, are connected
via a WAN to the local user clusters. In our model the cloud is represented as data
center dn+1 . Since the cloud resources are located far away from the user clusters,
we assume a notably higher latency compared to the locally installed cloudlets. In
the following section we combine all described aspects into a common optimization
model.

5.3

optimization model

To address the described problem, we use different optimization approaches. The required formal notations are stated in Section 5.3.1. Subsequently in Section 5.3.2 we
define our exact optimization approach DCPSP-EXA.KOM. A heuristic optimization
approach for the problem is stated in Section 5.4.

5.3.1

Formal Notations

To provide a mathematical model, several formal notations are required. First, we
formally define the basic entities of the Dynamic Cloudlet Placement and Selection
Problem (DCPSP).
• D = {d1 , ..., dΛ }: Set of (potential) data centers. The term data center encompasses large centralized data centers and micro data centers, i.e., cloudlets.
• U = {u1 , ..., uM }: Set of user clusters. A user cluster encompasses all users in
range of a Wi-Fi hotspot.
• S = {s1 , ..., sN }: Set of demanded services.
• Q = {q1 , ..., qΞ }: Set of considered QoS attributes.
• T = {t1 , ..., tO }: Set of discrete time slots within the planning period.
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Based on the previously introduced basic entities, subsequently we describe the
required parameters regarding resource demand and supply:
• Vuµ ,sν ,to ∈ N: Service demand of user cluster uµ for service sν at time to .
• Kmin
∈ N: Minimal capacity of data center dλ .
dλ
• Kmax
∈ N: Maximal capacity of data center dλ .
dλ
The connection to users in a user cluster is determined by link capacities for the
LAN and the MAN connection as illustrated in Figure 14. We distinguish between
download and upload capacities:
down
• KLAN
∈ R+ : LAN download capacity of user cluster uµ .
uµ

LANup

• K uµ

∈ R+ : LAN upload capacity of user cluster uµ .

down
• KMAN
∈ R+ : MAN download capacity of user cluster uµ .
uµ

MANup

• K uµ

∈ R+ : MAN upload capacity of user cluster uµ .

For service provisioning various types of costs may arise for an infrastructure
provider:
+
• Cfix
dλ ∈ R : Fixed costs for choosing or constructing a data center dλ .
+
• Chw
dλ ∈ R : Fixed costs for buying or leasing hardware for data center dλ .
+
• Cop
dλ ,to ∈ R : Variable costs for operating one resource unit for one time unit
in data center dλ at time to . This cost is assumed agnostic of the service
running on top.

• Cmig
∈ R+ : Migration costs for moving service sν from one data center
sν
to another between two subsequent time periods. The migration costs are
assumed to be independant of the time.
+
• Cpen
uµ ,sν ∈ R : Penalty cost per service unit not provided to user uµ w.r.t.
service sν .

For service provisioning QoS guarantees and QoS requirements are needed:
+
• Qgua
dλ ,uµ ,qξ ∈ R : QoS guarantee of data center dλ w.r.t. user uµ for QoS
attribute qξ .
+
• Qreq
uµ ,sν ,qξ ∈ R : QoS requirement of user uµ w.r.t. service sν for QoS attribute
qξ .

Further, each service requires a predefined data rate for download and upload:
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• Ldown
∈ R+ : Required downstream for service sν per resource unit.
sν
+
• Lup
sν ∈ R : Required upstream for service sν per resource unit.

Lastly, in order to model the DCPSP as optimization problem, various decision
variables are required.
• xdλ ∈ {0, 1} ∀dλ ∈ D: Indicates whether a data center dλ will be used or not.
• ydλ ,uµ ,sν ,to ∈ N ∀dλ ∈ D, ∀uµ ∈ U, ∀sν ∈ S, ∀to ∈ T : Number of resources
a data center dλ provides to a user cluster uµ regarding a service sν in time
period to
• ymig
dλ ,uµ ,sν ,to ∈ N ∀dλ ∈ D, ∀uµ ∈ U, ∀sν ∈ S, ∀to ∈ T Number of resources
that are migrated from one to another data center in between the time periods
to−1 and to .
• ypen
uµ ,sν ,to ∈ N ∀uµ ∈ U, ∀sν ∈ S, ∀to ∈ T : Demand that is not satisfied by
the provider. These not provided resources will cause penalty costs for the
provider.
• zdλ ∈ N ∀dλ ∈ D: Number of hardware resource units provided within
a data center dλ . This number represents the upper bound of the available
resources.

5.3.2

Mathematical Model

Based on the problem description from Section 5.1 and on the formal notations from
Section 5.3.1, we formulate a mathematical optimization model. In the following
subsections we describe the decision variables, followed by the objective function
and the corresponding constraints. Finally, to formulate a Mixed Integer Program,
we describe the required auxiliary constructs.
Based on the previously described problem, we formulate the objective function.
Therefore, due to readability, we use an abbreviated notation for the sum. The lefthand side formula shows our abbreviation, the right hand side formula the complete
notation (cf. Equation 5.1). This example applies to all subsequent summations.
X
λ=1..Λ
µ=1..M

... =
b

Λ X
M
X

...

(5.1)

λ=1 m=1

The goal of the optimization function is to minimize the total cost depending on
the values of the decision variables (cf. Equation 5.2).
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Min.C(x, y, z) =
+

X

(

X

X
λ=1..Λ

xdλ × Cfix
dλ

ydλ ,uµ ,sν ,to × Cop
dλ ,to +

o=1..O λ=1..Λ
µ=1..M
ν=1..N
O
X X
+
ymig
dλ ,uµ ,sν ,to
o=2 λ=1..Λ
µ=1..M
ν=1..N

× Cmig
sν +

X
µ=1..M
ν=1..N

X
λ=1..Λ

pen
ypen
uµ ,sν ,to × Cuµ ,sν )

zdλ × Chw
dλ

(5.2)

The first summand depends on the decision variable xdλ . It represents the fixed
cost which occurs when a data center is used, e. g., for installation or long-term
lease of the facilities. In case of cloudlets placed in decentralized locations, such
as cafes, this cost will be expenses for installing a rack, air conditioning, or an
appropriate power supply. This fixed cost occurs once for the planning period and
does not depend on whether a data center provides resource units to user clusters
or not.
The second part of the term refers to resource units that are provided in a
certain time period. For the provisioning of one resource unit ydλ ,uµ ,sν ,to variable
operational costs Cop
dλ ,to arise. These costs depend on which data centers are used
and the time period. The cost per data center may differ because of different wages
and other regional factors influencing the variable operational cost. In addition, the
variable cost may change during the course of time. With this time dependency, we
are, for example, able to reflect fluctuating electricity prices throughout the day.
The third summand refers to the capacities that cause penalty costs ypen
uµ ,sν ,to .
Such capacities are requested by a user cluster uµ but they are not provided by
one of the data centers. This under-provisioning may come into place, when the
provisioning of additional resources may cause higher total cost compared to the
penalty cost Cpen
uµ ,sν .
The forth summand reflects the migration cost. This cost depends on the number
of resource units ymig
dλ ,uµ ,sν ,to which are affected by a migration, e. g., if software
components of a provided service need to be moved from one location to another.
The migration cost Cmig
uµ ,sν includes the data transfer cost from one data center to
another. Migration cost occurs only from the second time period on, since in our
model, launching a new service does not cause migration cost. Because of their
complexity, the calculation and the mathematical formulation of the migration cost
are described separately in Section 5.3.2.2.
The fifth and last summand refers to the hardware units zdλ that need to be
bought or leased. Installing such resource units, even if they are not used in a time
period leads to the cost for servers Chw
dλ ,sν .

5.3 optimization model

5.3.2.1

Constraints

To guarantee a valid solution, the objective function is subject to several constraints,
which are explained subsequently. We begin with the demand for resources Vuµ ,sν ,to .
Each user cluster demands a specific amount of resources regarding different
services in each time period. In our optimization approach, the provider has the
choice to fulfill the demand or not. The summation of the provided and not provided
capacities (with the latter causing penalty cost) must be equal or greater to the
resource demand of all user clusters and all requested services at each point in time
(cf. Equation 5.3).

ypen
uµ ,sν ,to +

X

ydλ ,uµ ,sν ,to > Vuµ ,sν ,to

λ=1..Λ

∀uµ ∈ U, ∀sν ∈ S, ∀to ∈ T

(5.3)

Each data center has a minimal and a maximal capacity. The maximal capacity of
a data center is obvious and limited by the available area and technology restrictions.
The minimal capacity refers to economic considerations. Large data centers can
only be cost-efficiently operated when a minimum number of resources is provided.
Because of the decentralized nature of cloudlets this value can be very low compared
to remote cloud data centers. These lower and upper capacity bounds determine
the number of hardware resources zdλ , basically servers, which can be provided by
each data center. Furthermore, a data center dλ may only provide resources, if it is
actually selected in the initial placement and, thus, the binary variable xdλ is equal
to one (cf. Equation 5.4 and 5.5).
X

ydλ ,uµ ,sν ,to 6 zdλ

µ=1..M
ν=1..N

∀dλ ∈ D, ∀to ∈ T

zdλ 6 xdλ × Kmax
dλ

∀dλ ∈ D

zdλ >

∀dλ ∈ D

xdλ × Kmin
dλ

(5.4)

(5.5)

Further, all agreed QoS requirements must be met. The binary variable pdλ ,uµ ,sν
determines whether a data center is able to provide resources or not (cf. Equation 5.6). Only if all QoS guarantees Qgua
dλ ,uµ ,qξ are equal to or better than the QoS
req
requirements Quµ ,sν ,qξ , the variable pdλ ,uµ ,sν gets the value one and thus a data
center is given the permission to provide resources.
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ydλ ,uµ ,sν ,to 6 pdλ ,uµ ,sν × Kmax
dλ



pdλ ,uµ ,sν =




∀dλ ∈ D, ∀uµ ∈ U, ∀sν ∈ S, ∀to ∈ T

1

req
if Qgua
dλ ,uµ ,qξ > Quµ ,sν ,qξ ∀qξ ∈ Q

0

else

(5.6)

(5.7)

Within the case differentiation in Equation 5.7 we use the greater or equal sign
(>) to emphasize that the QoS guarantees are required to at least fulfill the QoS
requirements. Nevertheless, to calculate the value of pdλ ,uµ ,sν two cases have to
be considered separately. First, QoS criteria which need to be minimized, such as
latency, and second, QoS criteria that need to be maximized, such as availability.
Therefore, in the implementation we differentiate these two cases. Equation 5.8 and
5.9 show two corresponding examples. Only if all of these conditions are fulfilled
for all QoS criteria qξ , a data center is able to provide resources to a specific user
cluster w.r.t. a specific service.

req
Qgua
dλ ,uµ ,qLatency 6 Quµ ,sν ,qLatency → pdλ ,uµ ,sν ,qLatency := 1

(5.8)

req
Qgua
dλ ,uµ ,qAvailability > Quµ ,sν ,qAvailability → pdλ ,uµ ,sν ,qAvailability := 1

(5.9)

Each user cluster is connected to two different networks: A LAN, i. e., Wi-Fi
to connect the users within a café, and a MAN to connect other user clusters
including their cloudlets, as well as to connect to a remote cloud data center. Each
service that is used within a user cluster requires a specific average amount of
bandwidth, regardless of whether the service is provided by the local cloudlet or
remote resources. The total amount of required bandwidth must be less than or
equal to the avialable download and upload capacities. We differentiate between
LAN
down
download capacity, KLAN
, and upload capacity, Kuµ up , to reflect the different
uµ
requirements of the services, e. g., high download requirements for cloud gaming.
The corresponding conditions are represented in the subsequent equations (cf.
Equation 5.10 and 5.11). The different data links are illustrated in Figure 14.
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X

X

λ=1..Λ ν=1..N

down
ydλ ,uµ ,sν ,to × Ldown
6 KLAN
sν
uµ

∀uµ ∈ U, ∀sν ∈ S, ∀to ∈ T
(5.10)

X

X

λ=1..Λ ν=1..N

LANup

ydλ ,uµ ,sν ,to × Lup
sν 6 Kuµ

∀uµ ∈ U, ∀sν ∈ S, ∀to ∈ T (5.11)

A user cluster requires the MAN connection to consume services provided by
remote resources, i. e., other cloudlets within and cloud data centers. Additionally,
the MAN is used to provide services to other user clusters within a common
metropolitan area. For all services which are provided by the local cloudlet and
used by the local users, no MAN capacities are required at all. In Equation 5.12
and Equation 5.13, we consider multiple services with their specific bandwidth
requirements and differentiate between download and upload capacities.
X

X

λ=1..Λ ν=1..N
λ6=α

ydλ ,uα ,sν ,to × Ldown
+
sν

down
6 KMAN
uα

X

X

λ=1..Λ ν=1..N
λ6=α

X

µ=1..M ν=1..N
µ6=α

ydα ,uµ ,sν ,to × Lup
sν

∀dα ∈ D, ∀uα ∈ U, ∀sν ∈ S, ∀to ∈ T

ydλ ,uα ,sν ,to × Lup
sν +

MANup

6 Kuα

X

X

X

µ=1..M ν=1..N
µ6=α

(5.12)

yda ,uµ ,sν ,to × Ldown
sν

∀dα ∈ D, ∀uα ∈ U, ∀sν ∈ S, ∀to ∈ T

(5.13)

The complete optimization approach is depicted in the Models 6 and 7 in Section
A.2. The calculation of the migration cost requires a case differentiation and a
transformation to a linear equation system. Both are explained in detail in the
subsequent section.
5.3.2.2

Transformation of the Migration Condition

In Section 5.5.2 we described in detail the reasons and the assumed values for the
migration cost. The calculation of the total amount is stated in the fourth summand
of the objective function. The isolated term is given subsequently in Equation 5.14.
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X
λ=1..Λ
µ=1..M
ν=1..N
ø=1..O

mig
ymig
dλ ,uµ ,sν ,to × Csν

(5.14)

Migration cost can arise starting from time period two, when provided capacities
are shifted from one data center to another. The identification and modeling of the
migrated units are crucial parts of the optimization and require a case analysis,
followed by a transformation to a linear equation system. To determine the amount
of migrated resource units, we differentiate between two cases:
1. The aggregated number of resources provided to one user cluster uµ w.r.t. a
specific service is either constant or increases from one planning period (to−1 )
to the next (to ), while the resource share provided by the considered data
center dα decreases.
2. The aggregated number of resources provided to one user cluster uµ w.r.t. a
specific service decreases from one planning period (to−1 ) to the next (to ),
while the resource share provided by the considered data center dα increases.
In both case, we assume that, for example, the data center d1 is used to provide
resources for a specific service sν . In the subsequent period the resources are used
for another purpose and the service that is provided to the user cluster is moved to
another data center d2 . Shutting down one service in a data center and starting the
required software components in another one, as well as transferring the required
data, implicate additional effort compared to continuous service provisioning.
Hence, if a service sν for a user cluster uµ is terminated at dλ and a new
instance of this service sν is spawned at another data center, e. g., dλ+1 , we define
this as a migration. Therefore, migration cost arise. If neither the first nor the
second condition holds true, zero resource units are migrated. The mathematical
formulation of these conditions is represented in Equation 5.15.
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Table 11: Decomposition of the two if conditions

Part p1
X
X
Cond.
ydα ,uµ ,sν ,to >
ydα ,uµ ,sν ,to−1
α=1..Λ
α=1..Λ
c1
X
X
ydα ,uµ ,sν ,to <
ydα ,uµ ,sν ,to−1
Cond.
α=1..Λ
α=1..Λ
c2

ymig
dλ ,uµ ,sν ,to =









































Part p2
ydλ ,uµ ,sν ,to 6 ydλ ,uµ ,sν ,to−1
ydλ ,uµ ,sν ,to > ydλ ,uµ ,sν ,to−1

ydλ ,uµ ,sν ,to−1 − ydλ ,uµ ,sν ,to if
P
P
α=1..Λ ydα ,uµ ,sν ,to >
α=1..Λ ydα ,uµ ,sν ,to−1
∧ ydλ ,uµ ,sν ,to 6 ydλ ,uµ ,sν ,to−1
ydλ ,uµ ,sν ,to − ydλ ,uµ ,sν ,to−1 if
P
P
α=1..Λ ydα ,uµ ,sν ,to <
α=1..Λ yda ,uµ ,sν ,to−1
∧ ydλ ,uµ ,sν ,to > ydλ ,uµ ,sν ,to−1
0

else
∀dλ ∈ D, ∀uµ ∈ U, ∀sν ∈ S, ∀to ∈ T

(5.15)

To transfer this case differentiation to a linear equation system, various transformation steps are required. The required transformation of the if condition and the
logic and operations were adopted based on the instructions and examples in [167].
Each of the two cases consist of an if condition (c1 and c2) and both conditions
again consist of two parts (p1 and p2), which are connected via an and operator (cf.
Table 11). This nomenclature is reflected later on in the naming of various auxiliary
variables. Table 11 illustrates the conditions and their parts. First, to calculate the
final amount of the migrated resource units, we introduce two additional auxiliary
variables which refer to the amount of migrated resources, each resulting from one
of the two conditions (cf. Equation 5.16 and 5.17).

1
ymig,c
dλ ,uµ ,sν ,to ∈ N

(5.16)

2
ymig,c
dλ ,uµ ,sν ,to ∈ N

(5.17)
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The sum of the two conditions results in the total amount of migrated units (cf.
Equation 5.18).

mig,c1
mig,c2
ymig
dλ ,uµ ,sν ,to = ydλ ,uµ ,sν ,to + ydλ ,uµ ,sν ,to

(5.18)

To calculate the migrated resource units, we split the two conditions in two
separate case differentiations (cf. Equations 5.19 and 5.20). Within the two new case
differentiations, we replace the if conditions by two auxiliary variables, that state
whether condition c1 or c2 is fulfilled.

1
ymig,c
dλ ,uµ ,sν ,to =





ydλ ,uµ ,sν ,to−1 − ydλ ,uµ ,sν ,to




0

if hcd1λ ,uµ ,sν ,to = 1

else
∀dλ ∈ D, ∀uµ ∈ U, ∀sν ∈ S, ∀to ∈ T

2
ymig,c
dλ ,uµ ,sν ,to =





ydλ ,uµ ,sν ,to − ydλ ,uµ ,sν ,to−1




0

(5.19)

if hcd2λ ,uµ ,sν ,to = 1

else
∀dλ ∈ D, ∀uµ ∈ U, ∀sν ∈ S, ∀to ∈ T

(5.20)

The first auxiliary variable (cf. Equation 5.21) is assigned a value of one if the
first condition (c1) is fulfilled and the second auxiliary variable (cf. Equation 5.22)
indicates the corresponding value for the second condition (c2).

hcd1λ ,uµ ,sν ,to ∈ {0, 1}

(5.21)

hcd2λ ,uµ ,sν ,to ∈ {0, 1}

(5.22)

Only if at least one of both auxiliary variables is assigned a value of one, a migration
occurs, i. e., the amount of migrated resources exceeds the value of zero. Furthermore, the value of resource units that can be migrated is restricted to the maximal
capacity of a data center and is calculated as follows. Subsequently, we explain the
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1
calculation and transformation of the first case differentiation ymig,c
dλ ,uµ ,sν ,to in detail.
2
The second one ymig,c
dλ ,uµ ,sν ,to is calculated and transformed analogously.
If condition c1 is true, hcd1λ ,uµ ,sν ,to is assigned the value one. In this case, the
resource units that need to be migrated are calculated as stated in Equation 5.23
and 5.24. If the binary variable hcd1λ ,uµ ,sν ,to has a value of one, the right-hand side of
the inequation becomes zero and the units to be migrated are calculated using the
difference between the provided units in the previous time period and the provided
units in the current time period.

max
1
ymig,c
× (1 − hcd1λ ,uµ ,sν ,to ) (5.23)
dλ ,uµ ,sν ,to − (ydλ ,uµ ,sν ,to−1 − ydλ ,uµ ,sν ,to ) 6 Kdλ

max
1
(ydλ ,uµ ,sν ,to−1 − ydλ ,uµ ,sν ,to ) − ymig,c
× (1 − hcd1λ ,uµ ,sν ,to ) (5.24)
dλ ,uµ ,sν ,to 6 Kdλ

c1
1
The second case requires that ymig,c
dλ ,uµ ,sν ,to ← 0 if hdλ ,uµ ,sν ,to ∈ {0, 1} = 0. To
express this requirement, we use Equation 5.25. The maximum number of migrated
units for one data center is restricted by its maximum capacity.

max
1
ymig,c
× hcd1λ ,uµ ,sν ,to
dλ ,uµ ,sν ,to 6 Kdλ

(5.25)

For condition c2 we use the same approach. Only if hcd2λ ,uµ ,sν ,to is equal to one,
2
ymig,c
dλ ,uµ ,sν ,to can exceed the value zero. The calculations are stated in Equation 5.28
to 5.27.

max
2
ymig,c
× (1 − hcd2λ ,uµ ,sν ,to ) (5.26)
dλ ,uµ ,sν ,to − (ydλ ,uµ ,sν ,to − ydλ ,uµ ,sν ,to−1 ) 6 Kdλ

max
2
(ydλ ,uµ ,sν ,to − ydλ ,uµ ,sν ,to−1 ) − ymig,c
× (1 − hcd2λ ,uµ ,sν ,to ) (5.27)
dλ ,uµ ,sν ,to 6 Kdλ

max
2
ymig,c
× hcd2λ ,uµ ,sν ,to
dλ ,uµ ,sν ,to 6 Kdλ

(5.28)

Up to now, we have considered the if conditions as one single construct which is
represented by a binary variable that can be either one or zero to state wether the
condition is true or false. However, both conditions consist of two parts that are con-
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nected by an and operation and, thus, both parts of each condition must be true for
the whole condition to become true. Therefore, we use dedicated boolean variables
which represent the two parts of the logic and relationship (cf. Equation 5.29 to
5.32). Each of the variables need to become one if the respective right hand side of
the inequation is true.
X

1
hcd1λ,p
,uµ ,sν ,to ∈ {0, 1} :

ydα ,uµ ,sν ,to >

α=1..Λ

X

1
hcd2λ,p
,uµ ,sν ,to ∈ {0, 1} :

X

ydα ,uµ ,sν ,to−1

(5.29)

ydα ,uµ ,sν ,to−1

(5.30)

α=1..Λ

ydα ,uµ ,sν ,to <

α=1..Λ

X
α=1..Λ

2
hcd1λ,p
,uµ ,sν ,to ∈ {0, 1} :

ydλ ,uµ ,sν ,to < ydλ ,uµ ,sν ,to−1

(5.31)

2
hcd2λ,p
,uµ ,sν ,to ∈ {0, 1} :

ydλ ,uµ ,sν ,to > ydλ ,uµ ,sν ,to−1

(5.32)

To determine the values of the binary variables for the first part p1 of each of the
conditions we proceed as follows. Depending on the difference between the total
resource provisioning of two succeeding time periods, these variables require the
value zero or one to fulfill the conditions in Equation 5.33 and 5.34.
X
α=1..Λ

X
α=1..Λ

X

yda ,uµ ,sν ,to −

yda ,uµ ,sν ,to−1 6

α=1..Λ

yda ,uµ ,sν ,to−1 −

X
α=1..Λ

X
α=1..Λ

yda ,uµ ,sν ,to <

X
α=1..Λ

1
Kmax
× hcd1λ,p
da
,uµ ,sν ,to

(5.33)

1
Kmax
× hcd2λ,p
da
,uµ ,sν ,to

(5.34)

For the second part of each condition, we use the same approach as described
before.

2
ydλ ,uµ ,sν ,to−1 − ydλ ,uµ ,sν ,to 6 Kmax
× hcd1λ,p
dλ
,uµ ,sν ,to

(5.35)

2
ydλ ,uµ ,sν ,to − ydλ ,uµ ,sν ,to−1 < Kmax
× hcd2λ,p
dλ
,uµ ,sν ,to

(5.36)
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To ensure that (only) one of both binary variables becomes one for part p1 and part
p2, respectively, we introducing the following Equations 5.37 and 5.38.

c2 ,p1
1
hcd1λ,p
,uµ ,sν ,to + hdλ ,uµ ,sν ,to = 1

(5.37)

c2 ,p2
2
hcd1λ,p
,uµ ,sν ,to + hdλ ,uµ ,sν ,to = 1

(5.38)

Each of the entire conditions (c1 or c2) becomes true when both parts (p1 and p2) of
each condition are true. These relationships can be expressed though multiplications
of the binary auxiliary variables (cf. Equation 5.39 and 5.40).

c1 ,p2
1
hcd1λ ,uµ ,sν ,to = hcd1λ,p
,uµ ,sν ,to × hdλ ,uµ ,sν ,to

(5.39)

c2 ,p2
1
hcd2λ ,uµ ,sν ,to = hcd2λ,p
,uµ ,sν ,to × hdλ ,uµ ,sν ,to

(5.40)

However, since these multiplications are again non-linear expressions, they require an additional transformation. The linear equivalents of Equation 5.39 are
stated in Equations 5.41 to 5.43. The transformation of Equation 5.40 follows in
Equations 5.44 to 5.46.

c1
1
−hcd1λ,p
,uµ ,sν ,to + hdλ ,uµ ,sν ,to 6 0

(5.41)

c1
2
−hcd1λ,p
,uµ ,sν ,to + hdλ ,uµ ,sν ,to 6 0

(5.42)

c1 ,p1
c1
2
hd
+ hcd1λ,p
,uµ ,sν ,to − hdλ ,uµ ,sν ,to 6 1
λ ,uµ ,sν ,to

(5.43)

c2
1
−hcd2λ,p
,uµ ,sν ,to + hdλ ,uµ ,sν ,to 6 0

(5.44)

c2
2
−hcd2λ,p
,uµ ,sν ,to + hdλ ,uµ ,sν ,to 6 0

(5.45)

c2 ,p1
c2
2
hd
+ hcd2λ,p
,uµ ,sν ,to − hdλ ,uµ ,sν ,to 6 1
λ ,uµ ,sν ,to

(5.46)
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All of these calculations, equations, and inequations are required to express the
case differentiation in Equation 5.15 as a linear equation system. By the means of
this transformation we are able to relate the service provisioning of different time
periods with each other. The complete linearization is presented in Model 8 and 9.
The presented optimization problem constitutes a Mixed Integer Programming
(MIP) problem and, thus, belong to the complexity class NP-hard as described in
Section 4.2.2.4. For these problems, no known algorithms exists that are able to
solve all problem instances in polynomial time. Hence, NP-hard problems are often
not solvable with reasonable effort, which requires heuristic approaches to solve
such combinatorial problems in practical applications. A heuristic approach to solve
the DCPSP is presented in the following Section.

5.4

heuristic optimization approach

Within a dynamic multi-period optimization problem, in each time period, the
optimization decisions depend on the recent input parameters and on decisions
made in the previous periods [45]. With the presented DCPSP, we minimize the
cost for the augmentation of the existing cloud infrastructure with locally installed
resource units. In Chapter 4, we focus on heuristic approaches for a single period
optimization problem. In this section, we address a problem with multiple dependent periods and we analyze appropriate strategies that can be used by our
heuristic approach.
The goal of our optimization model is the minimization of the total costs that
hw
depend on the fixed cost Cfix
dλ , the hardware cost Cdλ , the variable costs for
mig
operating the resource units Cop
for moving the
dλ ,to , the migration costs Csν
pen
service from one location to another, and the penalty costs Cuµ ,sν per service unit
that is not provided to a user cluster. Regarding the different types of costs and
their occurrence, we focus on two different strategies for our heuristic approach: (i)
a strategy to cover as much service demand as possible to avoid penalty cost and (ii)
a strategy to limit the provided resources to the average service demand to avoid
over-provisioning for peak loads and, thus, reducing fixed costs for infrastructure
and hardware. To address these aspects, we implement a heuristic approach for
both strategies. For this approach additional variable are required:
• lLAN ∈ N: Lot size of a LAN for an additional quantity of services.
• lMAN ∈ N: Lot size of a MAN for an additional quantity of services.
• kmax ∈ N: Maximal number of provided capacities by cloudlets (only required for second strategy).

5.4 heuristic optimization approach

• kmax
count ∈ N: Counter for capacities provided by cloudlets (only required for
second strategy).
Furthermore, for our implementation several lists to store interim results are necessary:
per

• Duµ ,sν : List of permitted data centers hinge on QoS requirements and guarantees.
• Ures
s : List of residual user clusters and their requested services.
• Kres
dλ : List of data centers with their residual (unused) capacities.
• Nres
uµ : List of residual network capacities of a user cluster (incl. LAN, MAN,
down link, and up link capacities).
• Vdass
: Already assigned demand w.r.t. user cluster and data center.
λ ,uµ ,sν
Algorithm 4 illustrates the corresponding pseudo code. The value of kmax (cf.
Line 2) defines the used strategy. The initialization process of required data structure
is implemented according to Algorithm 1 presentment in Section 4.3.2.1.
The first approach DCPSP-HEU1.KOM can freely dispose over all available
resources subject to the constraints given by the Models 6 and 7. This strategy
trades higher fixed cost against low penalty cost, with the practical implication of
a higher user satisfaction. With the second approach DCPSP-HEU2.KOM, we aim
to minimize over-provisioning for single peak loads. Covering these potentially
scarce events would increase the overall fixed costs, although the resources may be
required in a single period. To avoid such a provisioning, we limit the resources
provided by cloudlets to the average utilization over all time slots.
Although both approaches follow different strategies, they have several components in common that are explained subsequently. For the two approaches, we use
a start procedure as described in Section 4.3.2 in the initial iteration. By the means
of this approach, we are able to compute a solution with minimal computational
effort, but with the drawback that allocation choices most likely result in locally
optimal solutions [37]. However, due to their efficiency and our goal to find an
appropriate strategy to link decisions between subsequent periods, we focus on
these approaches. To avoid migration as well as penalty costs, from the second
period on, both strategies consider the assignment decisions made in the previous
time period (cf. Line 8 to 17). As described in Section 5.1 and 5.5.2, we consider
three services with different migration and penalty costs in our simulation. The
first service causes the highest migration and penalty cost and the second service
is assumed to cause the second highest migration costs. To consider both aspects,
we assign the required demand for the first and for the second service to the same
resources as in the prior period (cf. Line 11). The third service is not considered,
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which gives us the possibility to provide the free resources to additional demands
for the two more sophisticated services. Hence, for the third service we accept
additional cost to ensure that resources are available for the most expensive and
restrictive service classes.
As mentioned, the two heuristic approaches differ in the number of resources
they are allowed to assign. With the first approach, DCPSP-HEU1.KOM, we pursue
the goal to provide as much as possible resources to cover the whole demand and
to avoid penalty cost. The risk regarding this strategy is that resources are provided
for a single peak load only and, thus, cause additional costs. To take peak loads into
consideration, we implemented a second strategy, DCPSP-HEU2.KOM, that limits
the available resources. Comparable to the exact solution approach, we assume
global knowledge and calculate the average service demand per time slot for the
first and the second service (cf. Line 2). Hence, the value of kmax defines the upper
bound for the provided resources.
Utilizing this average demand, we limit the provided resources to this value.
As stated in Section 5.1 only the first service type requires cloudlets. However,
we include the second service type as well to increase the number of available
resources. Hence, we are able to cover demand fluctuations and avoid penalties. The
resources used for all time periods are determined in the initial solution and do not
change in the following periods. During the assignment process, we differentiate
between remote and local resources as well as between different network types.
Consequently, we are able to provide local resources even when the maximum
MAN capacity of a user cluster is reached (cf. Line 28). In the subsequent section,
we evaluate the applicability of our approaches.

5.5

evaluation

In the previous sections we described the Dynamic Cloudlet Placement and Selection
Problem (DCPSP) and different solution approaches to solve it. In this section we
evaluate and compare these approaches. First, in Section 5.5.1, we describe the
basic aspects of our prototypical implementation. Subsequently, in Section 5.5.2,
we explain the setup of our evaluation and give an overview of the relevant input
parameters and their values. Finally, in Section 5.5.3, we compare the performance
of our approaches against each other.
5.5.1 Prototypical Implementation
To evaluate our approaches, we prototypically implement them relying on the
framework, the external components, and the database as described in Section 4.4.1.
As earlier described, we use the object-oriented programming language Java and
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Algorithm 4 Determination of a Solution for the DCPSP
Start:
per
res
1: Duµ ,sν ← ∅, Vu
← ∅, Vuassµ ,sν ,to−1 ← ∅
µ ,sν
2: kmax ← SetMaximalProvidedCapacity(), kmax
count ← 0
3: for all t do
per
4:
Duµ ,sν ← InitilizeDataCenters()
5:
Vuresµ ,sν ← InitilizeResidualDemand()
6:
Kres
dλ ← InitilizeResidualCapacity()
7:
Nres
uµ ← InitilizeNetworkCapacities()
8:
// Transfer previous assignments
9:
for all Vuassµ ,sν ,to−1 do
10:
if ν = 1 or ν = 2 then
11:
ydλ ,uµ ,sν ← CalculateLotSize(Vdass
, Vuresµ ,sν )
λ ,uµ ,sν ,to−1
12:
Vdass
← ydλ ,uµ ,sν
λ ,uµ ,sν ,to
13:
Vuresµ ,sν ← Vuresµ ,sν − ydλ ,uµ ,sν
res
14:
Kres
dλ ← Kdλ − ydλ ,uµ ,sν
res
15:
Nuµ ← CalculateResidualNetworkCapacities(Nres
uµ , ydλ ,uµ ,sν )
16:
end if
17:
end for
18:
// Assign open demand
max do
19:
while |Vuresµ ,sν | > 0 or kmax
count < k
20:
// Choose element for demand
21:
<uµ , sν > ← SelectServiceDemand(Vuresµ ,sν )
22:
lLAN ← CalculateLotSizeLAN(Nres
uµ , sν )
23:
lMAN ← CalculateLotSizeMAN(Nres
uµ , sν )
24:
// Choose element for supply
25:
if lMAN >= 1 then
per
26:
dλ ← SelectDataCenter(Duµ ,sν )
27:
else if ExistLocalCloudlet then
per
28:
dλ ← SelectLocalCloudlet(Duµ ,sν )
29:
else
30:
Vuresµ ,sν ← Vuresµ ,sν \{uµ , sν }// no assignment possible
31:
end if
32:
// Reduce residual quantities and save assignment
res
33:
ydλ ,uµ ,sν ← CalculateLotSize(Vuresµ ,sν , Kres
dλ , Nuµ )
34:
Vdass
← ydλ ,uµ ,sν
λ ,uµ ,sν ,to
35:
Vuresµ ,sν ← Vuresµ ,sν − ydλ ,uµ ,sν
res
36:
Kres
dλ ← Kdλ − ydλ ,uµ ,sν
res
37:
Nuµ ← CalculateResidualNetworkCapacities(Nres
uµ , ydλ ,uµ ,sν )
+
=
y
end
if
38:
if (dλ isCloudlet) then kmax
dλ ,uµ ,sν
count
39:
// Add and remove elements from various lists
40:
if
(Vuresµ ,sν
=
0
or
Kres
=
0
or
lLAN
<
dλ
res
res
1 or (!ExistLocalCloudlet and lMAN = 0)) then Vuµ ,sν ← Vuµ ,sν \{uµ , sν }
end if
41:
if Kres
dλ = 0 then
per
per
42:
for all <uµ , sν > ∈ Vuresµ ,sν do Duµ ,sν ← Duµ ,sν \{dλ } end for
43:
end if
44:
end while
45: end for
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the relational database management system MySQL2 . We embed the additionally
developed classes using the package structure explained in Section 4.4.1.1. We
implement classes to generate problem instances for the DCPSP and to solve the
exact optimization approach DCPSP-EXA.KOM as well as the heuristic approaches
DCPSP-HEU1.KOM and DCPSP-HEU2.KOM. Furthermore, all required components such as classes to store generated problem instances within a source database
and classes to run the evaluation through executable jar files are implemented for
the new problem.
As described in Section 4.4.1.2, several external libraries are used for our implementation. First, for the exact solution approach, we use the commercial optimization engine CPLEX 12.5 provided by IBM3 . To access this solver, we utilize the
generic Java ILP interface4 in the most recent version 1.2a. To store the problem
instances and the results of the evaluation we use MySQL in version 5.6.20, which
is accessed by the JDBC driver in version 5.1.22MySQL Connector/J5 .
The databases that store the generated problem instances are named regarding the
problem type dcpsp_data_[identifier]. With the identifier, we are able to separate
between different source datasets. These source databases contain tables to define
the test cases and their problem instances. The basic characteristics of a test case
such as case name, a unique identifier, and the quantity of each basic entity are
stored in the table test_case. The corresponding problem instances for each test
case are stored in the table problem. This table includes columns for the problem
name, the unique identifier of each problem, and the test case identifier to connect
a test case with its corresponding problem instances. Regarding the basic entities
and their parameters, we further use the following tables to store the associated
information: data_center, data_center_cost_var, user_cluster, qos_attribute,
qos_guarantee, qos_requirement, service, service_demand, service_penalty.
By the means of such a database, we are able to store all required parameters as
described within the formal notations (cf. Section 5.3.1), e. g., network capacities,
hardware costs, or the characteristics of the assessed services. All stored problem
instances are generated based on the predefined configurations as described in the
subsequent Section 5.5.2.
Apart from the source database we use the database dcpsp_logs_[identifier]
to store the evaluation results. Since we use the same performance measures as
described in Chapter 4, i. e., computation time and cost ratio, we rely on the same
data base structure as described in Section 4.4.1.3. In the first table test_cases we
store information as test case name and the identifier. In the second table, problems,
we the store the measured evaluation results for each algorithm.
2
3
4
5
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5.5.2

Experimental Setup

In this section we describe the experimental setup for our evaluation. As already
stated in Section 4.4.2, a proper evaluation setup requires a proper declaration of
independent and dependent variables. The independent variables that are controlled
by a researcher, are defined a priory to an experiment and directly influence its
results [95, 127]. Here, they include the number of basic entities, such as data centers
and the corresponding parameters. Dependent variables represent the measured
outcome of an experiment [127]. In accordance with Silver [161], we focus on the
performance measures computational effort and cost ratio. To derive statements
with theoretical and practical relevance, we use realistic values for all required
parameters conducted by a literature review.
Additionally, the computational effort associated with the calculation of the exact
solution needs to be considered while determining the test cases to be evaluated. To
derive statements about the solution quality of the analyzed heuristic, the solution
of the exact approach is required. Due to the fast-growing number of decision
variables when considering multiple time periods, we focus on smaller problem
instances and derive statements for scenarios with a large amount of entities.
To generate test cases, we have to define the number of basic entities and the
values of the corresponding parameters. As described in the formal notations (cf.
Section 5.3.1), the model consists of five basic entities: (i) data centers, (ii) user
clusters, (iii) services, (iv) QoS attributes, and (v) discrete time slots. Regarding
the number of data centers, we differentiate between remote cloud data centers
and locally installed cloudlets. As representation for the cloud we choose a single
remote data center, which could be the closest to a considered metropolitan area.
We augment the global cloud infrastructure with local compute units. As described
in Section 5.2.1 possible locations to install cloudlets are local businesses, such as
cafes or restaurants. 6
In our model, each café forms a user cluster determined by the range of its Wi-Fi.
Since each single café may host computation resources, we assume an equal number
of (local) data centers and user clusters. As illustrated in Figure 13, even a single
café chain may provide over 200 stores only in Manhattan [124]. Including other
restaurants in metropolitan areas, hundreds or even thousands possible cloudlet
locations exist. Due to the complexity of the problem, we are required to focus on a
substantially smaller number of considered entities. Therefore, to achieve results
with reasonable computation effort, we limit the number of local data centers
and user cluster to 20 each (plus an additional cloud data center). A detailed

6 For the sake of readability in the following descriptions and explanations, we use cafés as a representation for local businesses that provide Wi-Fi hotspots to their customers and, thus, that are possible
locations for deploying cloudlets.
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analysis of the impact of the number of data centers and user clusters regarding
the performance of heuristics is given in Section 4.4.4.
Data centers are characterized by their capacity, costs, and QoS guarantees.
Within the model we distinguish between two types of data centers: (i) large remote
cloud data centers and (ii) small local data centers, i. e., cloudlets. According to
the commonly agreed cloud characteristics (cf. Section 2.1.1), we assume that the
remote data center provides sufficient resources to be able to cover the entire service
demand according to its provided QoS guarantees. Therefore, we set the number
of available resources, i. e., the maximal capacity Kmax
dλ , substantially higher than
the demand of a (single) considered city. We set this value to 80.000 resource units,
which corresponds to the findings in Section 4.4.2. Since we augment the existing
cloud infrastructure by local resources, we assume that (remote) cloud resources
already exist and no additional cost for construction accrue. Again, according to
the cloud characteristics, these resources can be accessed on-demand and charged
in a pay-as-you-go manner. Consequently, we set the minimum capacity constraint
Kmin
for this data center to zero. Furthermore, for this already existing remote data
dλ
center, we consider only variable unit cost.
The locations to deploy cloudlets, i. e., cafés, are limited in their capacity to
host hardware resources. The reason of this restriction lies in limited space for IT
equipment and in infrastructure constraints such as electricity supply and cooling
capacity. Thereby, we set the maximal capacity of cloudlets between 1 to 20 resource
units. Consequently, if a cloudlet is deployed in a dedicated location, at least one
server is required. Furthermore, we limit the maximum capacity to 20 servers,
which approximately corresponds to the space provided by a single server rack.
To operate a cloudlet, we assume different costs for infrastructure, IT equipment,
and operational expenses. In Section 2.2 we analyzed the related work regarding
the cost arising when operating data centers and we found no consensus on the cost
distribution between different cost types. Possible reasons include the size of the
data centers and the assured availability level. Based on the findings in the literature,
we set the fixed costs in our static model in Section 4.4.2 to account for a share of
about two-thirds of the total costs and the remaining one-third is set to account
for variable cost. Within this model, we roughly stick to this cost distribution.
However, we separate the fixed cost into two parts: (i) fixed cost for infrastructure
and (ii) fixed cost for hardware. By doing so, we can equip the cloudlets with a
flexible number of servers and provide a planning model that is able to consider the
demand fluctuations of multiple time slots. Hence, we are able to plan the resource
provisioning to cover an average load and avoid over-provisioning when focusing
on serving the entire demand.
Regarding the absolute values of these costs, we approximately use the distribution given in [64, 68]: 50% expenditures for servers, 25% for infrastructure cost, and
25% for variable operational cost.
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If we assume 3,000 dollars for the price of a server used in cloud data centers [64]
and a five year amortization period, we end up with annual fixed cost per server
of 600 dollars. To reflect variations when acquiring hardware and infrastructure
elements, we assume cost ranges. For a (cloudlet) server we set a cost range between
about 550 to 650 dollars. Assuming cloudlets with medium capacity of 10 servers,
we end up with an estimated range between 2,800 and 3,300 dollars annual cost
for infrastructure, when taking the described cost ratios into consideration. Due
to the fact that different cloudlets provide different maximal capacities, we take
different fixed cost for infrastructure into consideration. If a cloudlet provides only
one server, no fixed cost occurs. Up to a medium capacity of 10 servers we assume
a value of 60% of the annual fixed cost for infrastructure regarding the above stated
value, since, for example smaller cooling capacity is required. For higher capacities
we set the fixed infrastructure cost to the described range between 2,800 and 3,300
dollars. In our model, the variable costs are defined to be fluctuating between
different time slots, e. g., to reflect fluctuations in electricity prices. As stated in
Section 2.2 expenses for energy are the major part of the variable cost. Since, the
energy consumption additionally depends on the used hardware and the overall
utilization of a server, we assume the annual variable cost per server in a range
between 280 and 330 dollars. For the evaluation of test cases having more than one
time slot (t > 1), we split this value depending on the considered discrete time
slots.
Generally, for a fully equipped cloudlet, we assume higher annual unit costs
compared to the unit cost in a remote data center to reflect the fact that small data
centers cause relatively higher cost [175, 176]. For the resources provided by the
remote data center we assume only variable unit cost. According to Section 4.4.2
we set this cost to an annual value of 1,000 dollars. Since we assume this value
to be a variable cost, we split it depending on the considered discrete time slots.
The last characteristic of data centers within our model are QoS guarantees. Due to
readability, we describe this part along with the QoS requirements of the different
services later on in this section.
To connect data centers and user cluster, we consider three different network
types within our model: Wide Area Networks (WANs), Metropolitan Area Networks
(MANs), and Local Area Networks (LANs) (cf. Figure 14). A WAN connects the
remote cloud data center with a dedicated area, such as a city. From a modeling
perspective, we treat a remote data center as a cloudlet with sufficient capacity for
computation resources and network bandwidth to cover the entire demand of a
single city w.r.t. the offered QoS guarantees.
Within our model, the considered cafés in a metropolitan area and, hence, the
cloudlets are connected via a MAN with each other. Sticking to our example of cafés
in New York City, we consider the most common network bandwidth in this area.
According to the NYC Broadband Map published by the New York City Economic
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Figure 14: Integration of cloudlets within a network typology.

Development Corporation (NYCEDC) [135], in most parts of New York City an
Internet connection with a symmetric bandwidth of 1 Gbps, provided via fiber
channel network is available. Consequently, we assume this value for all considers
MAN
down
user clusters for both, download capacity KMAN
and upload capacity Kuµ up .
uµ
We associate these capacities with the user clusters, since the network connection is
also required, if only Wi-Fi is provided to the users without an additional cloudlet.
Within the LAN the users’ mobile devices are connected via Wi-Fi. The available
LAN
down
download capacity KLAN
and the upload capacity Kuµ up of this connection
uµ
depend on various factors. First of all, the maximal possible bandwidth depends
on the utilized standard, such as IEEE 802.11n7 or IEEE 802.11ac8 . Furthermore,
the available capacity in influenced by the number of provided access points
and environmental factors, such as interferences or walls. Sticking to the most
recent standard, IEEE 802.11ac, a theoretical physical layer bit rate of 6.7 Gbps
is possible when using eight spatial streams with a bit rate of 867 Mbps each.
However, measurements show that a bit rate of about 500 Mbps up to a distance of
approximately 15 meter is more likely [42]. To increase the overall capacity within a
Wireless Local Area Network (WAN), multiple Wi-Fi routers are combined. Hence,
7 http://standards.ieee.org/findstds/standard/802.11n-2009.html
8 http://standards.ieee.org/findstds/standard/802.11ac-2013.html
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to take full advantage of the potential MAN capacity with a bit rate of 1 Gbps, we
assume that at least two Wi-Fi routers are installed within a café. Since, depending
on the store size, additional routers may be beneficial, we set a range between two
and six routers per café, whereby the final number of routers deployed in a café is
randomly determined in our simulation.
As illustrated in Figure 14 there is also a connection between the Wi-Fi router
and the local computation resources required. However, in our model, we do not
consider this hard-wired connection, since we assumed a sufficient large capacity to
cover the whole traffic to provide services via Wi-Fi to the local users and to other
user clusters via the MAN.
Apart from data centers and user clusters, services are the third entity in our
model. As described in Section 5.2.1, the utilization of cloudlets can be beneficial
for different types of applications, such as cloud gaming, video streaming, or even
simple programs such file editing or chatting [50, 153]. Therefore, we define three
different services classes for our evaluation:
1. Cloud services with high computation effort, real-time constraints, and high
bandwidth requirements, e. g., cloud gaming.
2. Cloud services that require a high bandwidth, but do not necessarily have
real-time constraints, e. g., on-demand video streaming.
3. Cloud services that pose low QoS requirements regarding latency or bandwidth, e. g., chat tools.
For the first class of services, we assume that cloudlets are required to achieve
appropriate service quality. This class requires stringent QoS guarantees and, thus,
a prioritized allocation on cloudlets. We further assume that such services are
provided as premium services that cause the highest loss of profit for a provider if
they are not available. Regarding the second class of services, the service quality can
be enhanced by a high bandwidth offered via Wi-Fi hotspots. In case of this service
class, users benefit from locally provided content by an economical utilization of
smartphone resources in terms of reduced utilization of the available cellular data
volume or in terms of energy consumption. For these kinds of services cloudlets are
not necessarily required but offer additional benefits to the customers. Regarding
the third group of services, cloudlet-enhanced infrastructures only offer marginal
benefits, since these services can easily be provided by the current means of cellular
networks and cloud data centers. Nevertheless, if capacities are available, these
services can be provided by cloudlets. QoS attributes and network requirements
of the considered services are presented in the remainder of this section. For each
service, we assume a demand for resource units in a range from 1 to 20.
To reflect the characteristics of our dynamic model, we introduce two additional
cost types: (i) penalty cost and (ii) migration cost. Penalty cost occurs if a provider is
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not able to fulfill the promised or required service demand. Penalty cost, Cpen
uµ ,sν , can
be interpreted in three different manners: (i) opportunity cost, (ii) cost to acquire
resources on short term, or (iii) real penalty cost as specified within SLAs.
Opportunity cost reflects the loss of profit if a service or a product cannot be
provided [172]. In such a case an infrastructure provider will not be able to earn
money due to a lack of free resources and, in the worst case, lose customers. The
second way to interpret penalty cost, are the expenses of a provider to acquire
resources from its competitors on short term to fulfill some demands. Assuming
a provider with cost-efficient resource utilization, leasing resources from other
providers is more expensive than utilizing own equipment since the profit margin
of the competitor also has to be paid [189]. In the last case, penalty costs could be
seen as real penalty cost, which are specified within SLAs for violation of SLOs
(cf. Section 2.3.2). For example, Google promises to their customers a monthly up
time percentage of at least 99.95%. If this SLO is missed and the up time falls below
95.00%, customers are eligible to receive 50% of their monthly payment [61].
In the work at hand, we assume that a provider may completely fail to offer
the demanded resources at a certain point of time. In our simulation scenario
with complete knowledge, this would be the case, when it is uneconomical to
provide resources to cover a single peak load. To calculate the penalty cost, we
use the average unit price and multiply it by 1.2 to reflect the loss in revenue,
including a 20% profit margin. Hence, we end up with the following calculation:
(3000/10 + 600 + 300) × 1.2. Since, we assume the first service as a premium service
that requires local resources, we assume higher penalty cost and increase it again
by the factor 1.2.
The second additional cost type is the migration cost Cmig
sν . This cost is associated
with moving services from one system to another. The origin of this cost can be
manifold, e. g., cost for data transfer between two data centers or a negative impact
of business due to downtime [84, 88]. Primarily, migration cost occurs in the context
of large scale and planned migration projects, such as data migration to roll out
new storage resources. Nevertheless, this type of cost also occurs for smaller scale
migrations.
Related work states that the real value of migration costs is hardly to be determined due to the fact that these costs are often hidden [88]. Consequently, for the
work at hand the value of migration cost can only be estimated based on data
transfer prices given by public cloud computing providers. Furthermore, this cost is
also highly dependent on the amount of data that needs to be migrated. As a consequence, we set different values for the migration cost for each service individually.
According to Amazon’s cost overview9 one GB transfer volume is charged with
$0.090 (whereby this value depends also on the monthly used transfer volume).
9 https://aws.amazon.com/s3/pricing/
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Table 12: Characteristics of the assumed services.

Service 1

Req. download capacity Ldown
(Mbps)
sν

40

40

20

10

10

20

50

100

250

Req. upload capacity Lup
sν (Mbps)
Latency requirement Qreq
uµ ,sν ,qξ (ms)

0.75 *
1.00 *

Cmig
uµ
Cpen
uµ

Service 3

1.00 *
1.20 *

Cmig
uµ
Cpen
uµ

Service 2

Migration cost Cmig
uµ ,sν
pen
Penalty cost Cuµ ,sν

0.50 * Cmig
uµ
1.00 * Cpen
uµ

Assuming a data volume of 500 GB to be transferred for a server with all required
data, migration cost, Cmig , of 50 dollars occur. Since the transferred data volume
highly depends on the server operation system, the service, and overall implementation, this value is only a rough estimation. To reflect different services and assess
the approaches in such a heterogeneous scenario, we assume the following value
for the three described service classes: Cmig
= 100% ∗ Cmig , Cmig
= 75% ∗ Cmig ,
s1
s2
and Cmig
= 50% ∗ Cmig .
s3
Apart from the cost, the provided services are also characterized by their bandwidth requirements and the QoS constraints. The bandwidth an application requires
is hard to estimate. For example, network traffic caused by a video stream is substantially influenced by the used streaming strategy [145]. Such strategies are able
to reduce the video quality in case of low available bandwidth. Therefore, we determine the corresponding requirements by considering the service characteristics.
For the first two services, we assume high download requirements and low upload
requirements as it is the case for cloud gaming or on demand video streaming. For
the third service, e. g., file editing, we assume a similar amount of required download and upload bandwidth. The assumed average values per provided resource
units are presented in Table 12.
In accordance with the explanations in Section 4.4.2, we focus on the QoS criterion
latency. As shown in the analysis in Section 2.3.1.1, related work suggests latency between 20 milliseconds and 150 milliseconds for interactive multimedia applications
[136, 165, 173]. Since first person shooter games require latencies below 75 milliseconds [14], we set the latency requirement for the first service to 50 milliseconds. The
requirement for the second service is set to 100 milliseconds as an appropriate value
for less latency sensitive games or desktop services [173]. Regarding applications
with less stringent latency constraints, we set the latency requirements of service
three to 250 milliseconds. Table 12 summarizes the specification for each service.
To assure stringent QoS constraint, we augment the cloud infrastructure by local
resource units to reduce the high latencies caused by large geographical distances
[104, 105]. Depending on the involved network, we assume different QoS guarantees
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Qgua
dλ ,uµ ,qξ . If a service is provided by the means of locally installed computation
resources, i. e., a cloudlet is installed in a café, we only consider a LAN latency of
five milliseconds. If a service is provided by a cloudlet that is installed in another
café within the MAN, we consider an additional latency of 35 milliseconds. Finally,
if a service is provided by the remote cloud data center we add the latency caused
by the WAN. We approximate this latency by the geographical distance between
the user cluster, i. e., the considered café and the data center. On top of this network
latency, we add the processing time within a data center. Based on the assumption
that 20 milliseconds are required for processing and rendering cloud gaming content
[30], we add a uniform random value between 15 and 25 milliseconds. The resulting
sum of network and computation delay is the QoS guarantee a data center can
provide to a specific user cluster regarding the latency.
Finally, we have to determine the number of discrete time slots. Since we assume
a rapid growth in computation time for the exact solution approach, we limit this
number in this work to a value of five time slots. Hence, with predefined numbers
of data centers, user clusters, services, and QoS attributes, we generate five test
cases in total. Using the previously described independent variables, the parameters,
and their respective values, we generate 100 problem instances for each test case
and we store these instances in a source database (cf. Section 5.5.1). We conduct
all experiments using a workstation equipped with an Intel Xeon CPU E5-1620 v3
with 3.50 GHz and 16 GB of memory, operating under Microsoft Windows 7.
5.5.3 Comparison of all Heuristics
In this section we compare the two heuristic approaches against the exact approach
to assess their practicability in the above described scenario. In Section 5.5.2, we
described the decision variables of our optimization problem, relevant parameters,
and their values. This dynamic problem links several static problems into an overall
problem, where the decisions at each stage depend on the previous ones. While the
exact approach is able to analyze all assignment decisions as a single problem, the
decisions of the heuristics in each dedicated time slot depend on the decisions of
the previous slot. Since we use a predefined number of services and QoS attributes,
the evaluation focuses and the number of data centers, i. e., cloudlets, the number
of user cluster, and the number of discrete time slots.
5.5.3.1 Discrete Time Slots
An important influencing variable in our dynamic model are the considered time
slots since the decisions of related time slots depend on each other. While we evaluate the number of time slots, all remaining independent variables, i. e., number of
data centers, number of user clusters, number of services, and number of attributes
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are fixed. We set these values to |D|=20, |U|=20, |S|=3, and |Q|=1. As described
in Section 5.4, the heuristic approaches follow two different strategies. The first one,
DCPSP-HEU1.KOM, disposes freely over all available resources, only limited by
the capacity constraints, i. e., resource units and bandwidth. The second approach,
DCPSP-HEU2.KOM, avoids the coverage of peak loads by limiting the available
resources to the average value for all time periods.
Due to the computational effort of the exact approach, we limit the overall number
of time slots to five. To begin with, the computation times for all optimization
approaches are given in Figure 15a. As expected, the exact approach DCPSPEXA.KOM causes the highest computation times. Furthermore, this value is rapidly
growing with an increasing number of considered time slots. For the first test case
(t=1) a computation time of only 84 milliseconds is required. However, due to its
rapid growth in computational complexity, the exact approach requires over 103
seconds for the last test case (t=5), which is an increase in computation time by a
factor of about 1230. In contrast, the heuristic approaches, show a linear growth in
computation time. Both require a similar amount of time which amounts for the
approach DCPSP-HEU1.KOM by about 1.2 milliseconds for the first test case and
4.1 milliseconds for the last test case. These results reduce the computation time of
about 98.6% for the first test case and over four orders of magnitude for the last
one compared to the exact solution approach.
The solution quality, i. e., the cost ratios of the two heuristics are illustrated
in Figure 15b. Here, two basic results are notable: (i) the first heuristic approach
achieves better results than the second one and (ii) the solutions quality deteriorates
with an increasing number of time slots but stabilizes from the fourth time slot
on. Regarding the used strategy, limiting the resources to the average demand of
service one and two is not a promising strategy for the chosen evaluation scenario.
For all test cases the first heuristic (DCPSP-HEU1.KOM) is between about 3.6 and
3.8 percentage points better compared to the second one. These differences are
caused by a high amount of not provided resources, i. e., high penalty cost. The
reasons why the second strategy (DCPSP-HEU2.KOM) failed are manifold. One
reason can be seen in the uniform distribution of the workload in a predefined
range. Because of this assumption no period with an outstanding peak workload
exists, in which the approach is able to show its advantages. Furthermore, the
resource restriction is determined by the requested resources only; the bandwidth
demand is not considered. This may lead to an underestimated number of provided
locations.
The second main result of this evaluation is the depicted overall trend of the
solution quality as a function of time. Focusing on the better approach (DCPSPHEU1.KOM), it is notable that the cost ratio deteriorates with an increasing number
of time slots. For the first time slot the difference to the exact approach amounts
about 1.4% and it increases up to the fifth time slot to about 5.8%. However, the
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Figure 15: Impact an increasing number of time slots, i. e., the evolution of the optimization
problem with time.
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growth between each time slot decreases notably and, thus, for the fourth and fifth
time slot nearly the same solution quality is achieved. The reason here lies in the
used strategy to fulfill as much demand as possible. For each provided resource
unit fixed costs for the entire planning horizon occur. Since we assume a service
demand in a given range, by a certain point in time no additional resources are
needed or can be provided due to the given constraints, such as network bandwidth.
Since these boundaries also apply for the exact solution approach we infer that the
solution quality will stay at this level also for a higher number of time slots.
5.5.3.2

Data Centers and User Clusters

In this section we analyze the influence of the number of data centers and user
clusters on the performance of our optimization algorithms. We increase both
entities equally since each café or business location provides space for computation
units and provides the resources to a user cluster through its Wi-Fi. While we
increase the number of these entities, the number of the remaining entities are
assumed as constant, i. e., |S| = 3, |Q| = 3, and |T| = 3. The computation times for
all optimization approaches are given in Figure 16a. The ordinate shows the number
of considered cafés and, thus, the number of considered data centers, i. e., cloudlets,
and user clusters. It should be noted that only local data centers are included. The
additional remote cloud data center is not included within this number.
The exact solution approach causes the highest computational effort, which
ranges from about 2.8 seconds for the first test case (|D|/|U| = 10) to 61.9 seconds
for the last evaluated test case (|D|/|U| = 30). Compared to the increase of
computation time caused by an increased number of time slots, the influence of
these entities is relatively small. However, both of our evaluated heuristics reduce
the time required to find a solution by at least three orders of magnitude for the
last test case. The difference between the two heuristics themselves lies in any case
under a value of one millisecond and, thus, can be seen as negligible.
As mentioned in the previous subsection, the limitation of the resources in the
given test cases is not a promising strategy for a good solution quality. This holds
also true for different amounts of data centers/ user clusters. Because of this resource limitation of the second heuristic, the first heuristic achieves results that are
between 3.4 and 3.7 percentage points better. A surprise here is the trend of the
solution quality regarding an increasing number of data centers and user clusters.
This performance measure slightly improves with a higher number of considered
entries. While the difference between exact approach and the first heuristic approach
(DCPSP-HEU1.KOM) amounts to 5.0% for the first test case (|D|/|U| = 10) it
reduces to 3.3% for the last test case (|D|/|U| = 30). Here, the reasons for this
result can be traced back to a higher number of available resources. Even with an
increased demand, the capacity restrictions are softening since more entities are
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able to provide resources. Hence, the inefficient resource allocation becomes less
relevant, which generally causes a reduction of penalty cost. Furthermore, with a
higher number of data centers and user clusters the overall number of provided
resources and, hence, the total costs increase. Therefore, single wrong assignment
decisions become less influential to the cost ratio.
To summarize, our heuristic approaches significantly outperform the exact approach regarding the computation time. The achieved solution quality depends
on the number of considered time slots, i. e., the time length of the problem, and
number of data centers and user clusters. With increasing number of time slots the
solution quality of the heuristics decreased. Nevertheless, regarding the trend of this
result, we see a maximum cost increase by 6% with a stabilization of the solution
quality degradation. With an increasing number of data centers and user clusters,
the solution quality of our heuristics improves since the assignment decisions are
easier to make due to the fact that user clusters with fluctuating demand can easier
be served by a higher number of cloudlets.

5.6

chapter summary

Over the last years, the utilization of mobile devices and, thus, consumption of
mobile cloud services have increased. To provide services with stringent QoS
requirements, such as cloud gaming, an augmentation of the centralized cloud
infrastructure by locally installed cloudlets is a beneficial approach to improve the
customers’ satisfaction. Such an approach helps to overcome the technical and economical limitations of mobile devices associated with computational resources and
the utilization of cellular networks. However, the augmentation of the infrastructure
may be costly for a provider. Furthermore, due to capacity constrains regarding the
space to host resources and limitations in the available bandwidth, services cannot
be offered in an arbitrary amount.
Therefore, we examined in this chapter the Dynamic Cloudlet Placement and
Selection Problem (DCPSP) to provide the means of a cost-efficient infrastructure
augmentation by locally installed resource units. First, we formulated the corresponding mixed integer optimization problem, which enables us to compute the
exact solution using a solver framework such as IBM CPLEX. By the means of the
approach we are able to address time varying service demand, resource migration,
and penalty costs. Due to the high time complexity of the exact approach, we developed two heuristic approaches that implement different strategies. The first one
focuses on a resource supply that covers as much demand as possible subject to the
given constraints, such as network capacities. Hence, it focuses on a minimization
of penalty costs and, as a practical implication, on high user satisfaction. With the
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Figure 16: Impact of different (local) data centers and user clusters
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second approach, we follow the strategy to avoid the resource provisioning for peak
load demands. The evaluation shows that the first heuristic approach is the most
promising one in a scenario with homogeneous demands, providing resources in a
cost-efficient manner. It reduces the required time to find a solution by over three
orders of magnitude compared to the exact approach, while decreasing the solution
quality by only 5.8% in the worst case.

6

S U M M A RY A N D O U T L O O K

I

n this final chapter, we summarize the work at hand and emphasize our major
contributions and key findings. In Section 6.1, we briefly summarize the content
of the previous chapters, present the main contributions, and the obtained results.
Section 6.2 provides an outlook on potential future work.

6.1

summary

In Chapter 1 we motivated and explained the research challenges. Furthermore, we
outlined our main contributions. To achieve our research goal, i. e., a cost-efficient
cloud resource provisioning in heterogeneous environments, the work at hand
provides two optimization approaches on a global and on a local level.
In Chapter 2 we provided an overview of the cloud computing paradigm, including its characteristics, the service models, and deployments models. Based on this
foundation, we analyzed the costs and pricing schemes for different cloud service
models and the involved market participants. Afterwards, we outlined the most
relevant Quality of Service (QoS) attributes in the context of multimedia communication. In Chapter 3 we presented and discussed related work and closely related
research topics. We presented current approaches for data center and cloudlet
placement, as well as, approaches for resource allocation with the focus on cost and
QoS parameters.
Chapter 4 presents our first main contribution. Here, we focused on the issue of
QoS-aware and cost-efficient resource provisioning in a global context. With our first
contribution, we address the trade-off between cost minimal service provisioning
and the quality requirements of multimedia services that are facilitated by cloud
infrastructure providers. We formulated the underlying Cloud Data Center Selection
Problem (CDCSP) as a mathematical optimization problem. We prototypically
implemented the exact solution approach (CDCSP-EXE.KOM) that has been solved
using the commercial solver framework CPLEX provided by IBM. The resulting
mixed integer problem exhibits NP-hardness and exponential time complexity. In
consequence, the optimal solution is suitable only for small problem instances. To
solve the problem efficiently, we designed suitable heuristic approaches for the
optimization problem.
As the first heuristic optimization approach we used a linear program relaxation
(CDCSP-REL.KOM). Therefore, the mixed integer program was transferred to
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a linear program that can be solved by more efficient algorithms, as provided
by the IBM CPLEX solver framework. Since this approach is not fitted to the
specific characteristics of our problem, it performs poor regarding both performance
measures, solution quality and computation time.
Consequently, we developed and examined three customized approaches: (i)
priority-based heuristics (CDCSP-PBSH.KOM), (ii) a best-of-breed approach (CDCSPBoB.KOM), and (iii) tabu search (CDCSP-Tabu.KOM). To begin with, we used
priority-based heuristics which conduct a resource assignment based on predefined
priority rules. We developed and analyzed various priority and cost allocation
rules. By the means of a comprehensive evaluation, we determined a configuration
that most likely delivers the best results for different problem instances. To realize
further improvements in solution quality, we analyzed the results of over 500,000
measurements for over 300 configurations of the priority-based start heuristics using
statistical testing methods. The best heuristics found within this procedure were
bundled to the Best-of-Breed approach. This approach runs the selected heuristics
subsequently and uses the best result of the included heuristics as the final one. As
the most sophisticated approach, we implemented and examined the metaheuristic
tabu search. In addition, all optimization approaches were evaluated in a quantitative manner. Using realistic input data based on scientific studies, we generated
multiple test cases considering different independent variables, such as the number
of data centers, user clusters, and services. We found that all heuristic approaches
significantly reduce the required computation time compared to the exact approach.
We also observed the deterioration in solution quality, where the Linear Program
relaxed approach delivers the worst results regarding this performance measure.
The tabu search heuristic provides a significant enhancement in solution quality
across all considered test cases. Additionally, even for large problem instances
it requires only minimal more computation time compared to all other heuristic
optimization approaches.
Our second main contribution in Chapter 5 deals with the Dynamic Cloudlet
Placement and Selection Problem (DCPSP). In this model we augmented the global
cloud infrastructure with local resources to provide higher service quality (e. g., w.r.t.
end-to-end latency) and to efficiently provide mobile cloud services via local area
networks. This model considers different network types and a fluctuating service
demand. We formalize the DCPSP as a mathematical model. Considering multiple
time periods, the exact optimization approach (DCPSP-EXA.KOM) is suitable only
for small problem instances and it is hardly applicable in real-world scenarios.
Therefore, we developed a heuristic multi-period approach. The evaluation results
show a significant reduction of the computation time of over 99.9% by a reduction of
the solution quality by only about 5.8%. Hence, we showed the practical applicability
for this approach for large problem instances.

6.2 outlook

In summary, this thesis provides approaches for resource provisioning in heterogeneous environments. First, we provide a static approach for large and centralized
data centers on a global scale. Second, we contribute a dynamic approach for an
augmented infrastructure that also includes regionally provided resources. With the
presented heuristic optimization approaches we find a reasonable trade-off between
solution quality and required computational effort. This allows a infrastructure
provider to analyze and implement an efficient resource planning over multiple
time spans with manageable effort.

6.2

outlook

Based on the work at hand we identify several research directions. The first possible research direction refers to the number of considered decision variables. In
environments with multiple data centers and user clusters, the number of decision
variables can easily reach several millions. Especially for future scenarios, with an
increasing number of units that might offer computational power, such as router
and switches, even for the fastest presented heuristics, the time required to calculate
a solution might be too high for practical applications. Therefore, algorithms that
pool data center and user cluster might be required. The same holds true for data
centers. For example, well connected cloudlets with similar characteristics, could be
aggregated to larger virtual data centers and, thus, the amount of different assignment possibilities can be reduced. A second research direction, with regard to the
dynamic approach, is the aggregation of time periods to reduce their number and,
thus, decreasing the computational effort. Here, an interesting research question
is the appropriate length of these time intervals to find a good trade-off between
computational effort and an efficient resource provisioning for a given time.
Our third identified research direction concerns prior knowledge about the service
demand. In our model we assume to have complete knowledge of the service
demand in each period of time. This approach is very beneficial for evaluating the
performance of the heuristic approaches and to select appropriate heuristics for
the optimization. Nevertheless, in real market situations, a provider is only able
to estimate the service demand with a certain probability based on historical data.
Therefore, an interesting research challenge might to develop efficient algorithms
that consider such demand estimates.
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CDCSP Cloud Data Center Selection Problem
CaaS Communication as a Service
DaaS Desktop as a Service
DBaaS Databases as a Service
DCPSP Dynamic Cloudlet Placement and Selection Problem
HaaS Hardware as a Service
IP

Integer Programming
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PaaS Platform as a Service
PC

Personal Computer

QoS Quality of Service
SaaS Software as a Service
SLA Service Level Agreement
SLO Service Level Objective
WAN Wide Area Network
WAN Wireless Local Area Network
XaaS Everything as a Service
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APPENDIX

I

n this appendix, we provide the complete optimization models presented in
Chapters 4 and 5.

a.1 optimization model for the cloud data center selection problem
This optimization approach addresses the challenges of cost minimal and QoSaware data center selection for multiple services on a global scale.

Model 5 Cloud Data Center Selection Problem (CDCSP)
Min. C(x, y) =

X
λ=1..Λ

X

xdλ × Cfix
dλ +

ydλ ,uµ ,sν > Vuµ ,sν

λ=1..Λ

X
µ=1..M
ν=1..N

X
µ=1..M
ν=1..N

X
λ=1..Λ
µ=1..M
ν=1..N

ydλ ,uµ ,sν × Cvar
dλ

∀uµ ∈ U, ∀sν ∈ S

(A.1)

(A.2)

ydλ ,uµ ,sν > xdλ × Kmin
dλ

∀dλ ∈ D

(A.3)

ydλ ,uµ ,sν 6 xdλ × Kmax
dλ

∀dλ ∈ D

(A.4)

ydλ ,uµ ,sν 6 pdλ ,uµ ,sν × Kmax
dλ

pdλ ,uµ ,sν =

∀dλ ∈ D, ∀uµ ∈ U, ∀sν ∈ S




1



req
if Qgua
dλ ,uµ ,qξ > Quµ ,sν ,qξ

0

else

∀qξ ∈ Q

(A.5)

(A.6)

...................................................................................
xdλ ∈ {0, 1} ∀dλ ∈ D

ydλ ,uµ ,sν ∈ N ∀dλ ∈ D, ∀uµ ∈ U, ∀sν ∈ S

(A.7)
(A.8)
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a.2

optimization model for the dynamic cloudlet placement and
selection problem

This dynamic optimization approach focuses on the selection and capacity planing
of local resources, i. e., cloudlets. It considers a time-depended service demand for
services with different QoS characteristics. Apart from the capacity constraints for
computation units, it also considers different types of networks and the bandwidth
restrictions. Due to the complexity of the model, we divide it into several parts. The
Models 6 and 7 present the basic form including a non-linear expression for the
migration cost.

A.2 optimization model for the dynamic cloudlet placement and selection problem

Model 6 Dynamic Cloudlet Placement and Selection Problem (Part 1)
X

Min.C(x, y, z) =
+

X

(

X

λ=1..Λ

xdλ × Cfix
dλ

ydλ ,uµ ,sν ,to × Cop
dλ ,to +

o=1..O λ=1..Λ
µ=1..M
ν=1..N
O
X X
+
ymig
dλ ,uµ ,sν ,to
o=2 λ=1..Λ
µ=1..M
ν=1..N

ymig
dλ ,uµ ,sν ,to


















=

× Cmig
sν +

X
µ=1..M
ν=1..N

X
λ=1..Λ

pen
ypen
uµ ,sν ,to × Cuµ ,sν )

zdλ × Chw
dλ

ydλ ,uµ ,sν ,to−1 − ydλ ,uµ ,sν ,to if
P
P
α=1..Λ ydα ,uµ ,sν ,to >
α=1..Λ ydα ,uµ ,sν ,to−1
∧ ydλ ,uµ ,sν ,to 6 ydλ ,uµ ,sν ,to−1
ydλ ,uµ ,sν ,to − ydλ ,uµ ,sν ,to−1 if
P
P
α=1..Λ ydα ,uµ ,sν ,to <
α=1..Λ yda ,uµ ,sν ,to−1


















∧ ydλ ,uµ ,sν ,to > ydλ ,uµ ,sν ,to−1
0

else
∀dλ ∈ D, ∀uµ ∈ U, ∀sν ∈ S, ∀to ∈ T

ypen
uµ ,sν ,to +

X

ydλ ,uµ ,sν ,to > Vuµ ,sν ,to

λ=1..Λ

X

ydλ ,uµ ,sν ,to 6 zdλ

m=1..n
ν=1..N

zdλ 6 xdλ × Kmax
dλ
zdλ >

(A.9)

xdλ × Kmin
dλ

∀uµ ∈ U, ∀sν ∈ S, ∀to ∈ T

∀dλ ∈ D, ∀to ∈ T

∀dλ ∈ D

∀dλ ∈ D

(A.10)

(A.11)

(A.12)

(A.13)
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Model 7 Dynamic Cloudlet Placement and Selection (Part 2)
ydλ ,uµ ,sν ,to 6 pdλ ,uµ ,sν × Kmax
dλ

pdλ ,uµ ,sν =
X

∀dλ ∈ D, ∀uµ ∈ U, ∀sν ∈ S, ∀to ∈ T




1



req
if Qgua
dλ ,uµ ,qξ > Quµ ,sν ,qξ ∀qξ ∈ Q

0

else

X

λ=1..Λ ν=1..N

down
ydλ ,uµ ,sν ,to × Ldown
6 KLAN
sν
uµ

(A.14)

(A.15)

∀uµ ∈ U, ∀sν ∈ S, ∀to ∈ T
(A.16)

X

X

λ=1..Λ ν=1..N

X

X

λ=1..Λ ν=1..N
λ6=α

LANup

ydλ ,uµ ,sν ,to × Lup
sν 6 Kuµ

ydλ ,uα ,sν ,to × Ldown
+
sν

down
6 KMAN
uα

X

X

λ=1..Λ ν=1..N
λ6=α

MANup

X

X

µ=1..M ν=1..N
µ6=α

ydα ,uµ ,sν ,to × Lup
sν

∀dα ∈ D, ∀uα ∈ U, ∀sν ∈ S, ∀to ∈ T

ydλ ,uα ,sν ,to × Lup
sν +

6 Kuα

∀uµ ∈ U, ∀sν ∈ S, ∀to ∈ T (A.17)

X

X

µ=1..M ν=1..N
µ6=α

(A.18)

yda ,uµ ,sν ,to × Ldown
sν

∀dα ∈ D, ∀uα ∈ U, ∀sν ∈ S, ∀to ∈ T

(A.19)

...................................................................................
xdλ ∈ {0, 1} ∀dλ ∈ D
ydλ ,uµ ,sν ,to ∈ R+
+
ymig
dλ ,uµ ,sν ,to ∈ R
+
ypen
uµ ,sν ,to ∈ R

∀dλ ∈ D, ∀uµ ∈ U, ∀sν ∈ S, ∀to ∈ T
∀dλ ∈ D, ∀uµ ∈ U, ∀sν ∈ S, ∀to ∈ T

∀uµ ∈ U, ∀sν ∈ S, ∀to ∈ T

zdλ ∈ N ∀dλ ∈ D

(A.20)

A.2 optimization model for the dynamic cloudlet placement and selection problem

Model 8 Linearization Migration Cost (Part 1)

ymig
dλ ,uµ ,sν ,to


















=


















ydλ ,uµ ,sν ,to−1 − ydλ ,uµ ,sν ,to if
P
P
α=1..Λ ydα ,uµ ,sν ,to >
α=1..Λ ydα ,uµ ,sν ,to−1
∧ ydλ ,uµ ,sν ,to 6 ydλ ,uµ ,sν ,to−1
ydλ ,uµ ,sν ,to − ydλ ,uµ ,sν ,to−1 if
P
P
α=1..Λ ydα ,uµ ,sν ,to <
α=1..Λ yda ,uµ ,sν ,to−1
∧ ydλ ,uµ ,sν ,to > ydλ ,uµ ,sν ,to−1
0

else
∀dλ ∈ D, ∀uµ ∈ U, ∀sν ∈ S, ∀to ∈ T

(A.21)

...................................................................................
mig,c1
mig,c2
ymig
dλ ,uµ ,sν ,to = ydλ ,uµ ,sν ,to + ydλ ,uµ ,sν ,to

1
ymig,c
dλ ,uµ ,sν ,to =




ydλ ,uµ ,sν ,to−1 − ydλ ,uµ ,sν ,to



0

(A.22)

if hcd1λ ,uµ ,sν ,to = 1

else
∀dλ ∈ D, ∀uµ ∈ U, ∀sν ∈ S, ∀to ∈ T

2
ymig,c
dλ ,uµ ,sν ,to

=




ydλ ,uµ ,sν ,to − ydλ ,uµ ,sν ,to−1



0

(A.23)

if hcd2λ ,uµ ,sν ,to = 1

else
∀dλ ∈ D, ∀uµ ∈ U, ∀sν ∈ S, ∀to ∈ T

(A.24)

max
1
ymig,c
× hcd1λ ,uµ ,sν ,to
dλ ,uµ ,sν ,to 6 Kdλ

(A.25)

max
2
ymig,c
× hcd2λ ,uµ ,sν ,to
dλ ,uµ ,sν ,to 6 Kdλ

(A.26)

max
1
ymig,c
× (1 − hcd1λ ,uµ ,sν ,to )
dλ ,uµ ,sν ,to − (ydλ ,uµ ,sν ,to−1 − ydλ ,uµ ,sν ,to ) 6 Kdλ

max
1
(ydλ ,uµ ,sν ,to−1 − ydλ ,uµ ,sν ,to ) − ymig,c
× (1 − hcd1λ ,uµ ,sν ,to )
dλ ,uµ ,sν ,to 6 Kdλ

(A.27)

(A.28)
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Model 9 Linearization Migration Cost (Part 2)
max
2
ymig,c
× (1 − hcd2λ ,uµ ,sν ,to )
dλ ,uµ ,sν ,to − (ydλ ,uµ ,sν ,to − ydλ ,uµ ,sν ,to−1 ) 6 Kdλ

max
2
(ydλ ,uµ ,sν ,to − ydλ ,uµ ,sν ,to−1 ) − ymig,c
× (1 − hcd2λ ,uµ ,sν ,to )
dλ ,uµ ,sν ,to 6 Kdλ

X
α=1..Λ

X
α=1..Λ

X

yda ,uµ ,sν ,to −

yda ,uµ ,sν ,to−1 6

α=1..Λ

yda ,uµ ,sν ,to−1 −

X

X
α=1..Λ

yda ,uµ ,sν ,to <

α=1..Λ

X
α=1..Λ

(A.29)

(A.30)

1
Kmax
× hcd1λ,p
da
,uµ ,sν ,to

(A.31)

1
Kmax
× hcd2λ,p
da
,uµ ,sν ,to

(A.32)

2
ydλ ,uµ ,sν ,to−1 − ydλ ,uµ ,sν ,to 6 Kmax
× hcd1λ,p
dλ
,uµ ,sν ,to

(A.33)

2
ydλ ,uµ ,sν ,to − ydλ ,uµ ,sν ,to−1 < Kmax
× hcd2λ,p
dλ
,uµ ,sν ,to

(A.34)

c2 ,p1
1
hcd1λ,p
,uµ ,sν ,to + hdλ ,uµ ,sν ,to = 1

(A.35)

c2 ,p2
2
hcd1λ,p
,uµ ,sν ,to + hdλ ,uµ ,sν ,to = 1

(A.36)

A.2 optimization model for the dynamic cloudlet placement and selection problem

Model 10 Linearization Migration Cost (Part 3)
c1
1
−hcd1λ,p
,uµ ,sν ,to + hdλ ,uµ ,sν ,to 6 0

(A.37)

c1
2
−hcd1λ,p
,uµ ,sν ,to + hdλ ,uµ ,sν ,to 6 0

(A.38)

c1 ,p2
c1
1
hcd1λ,p
,uµ ,sν ,to + hdλ ,uµ ,sν ,to − hdλ ,uµ ,sν ,to 6 1

(A.39)

c2 ,p1
−hd
+ hcd2λ ,uµ ,sν ,to 6 0
λ ,uµ ,sν ,to

(A.40)

c2 ,p2
−hd
+ hcd2λ ,uµ ,sν ,to 6 0
λ ,uµ ,sν ,to

(A.41)

c2 ,p1
c2
2
hd
+ hcd2λ,p
,uµ ,sν ,to − hdλ ,uµ ,sν ,to 6 1
λ ,uµ ,sν ,to

(A.42)

...................................................................................
mig,c1
mig,c2
+
ymig
∀dλ ∈ D, ∀uµ ∈ U, ∀sν ∈ S, ∀to ∈ T
dλ ,uµ ,sν ,to , ydλ ,uµ ,sν ,to , ydλ ,uµ ,sν ,to ∈ R

hcd1λ ,uµ ,sν ,to , hcd2λ ,uµ ,sν ,to ∈ {0, 1}

c1 ,p1
2
hd
, hcd1λ,p
,uµ ,sν ,to ∈ {0, 1}
λ ,uµ ,sν ,to

c2 ,p1
2
hd
, hcd2λ,p
,uµ ,sν ,to
λ ,uµ ,sν ,to

∈ {0, 1}

∀dλ ∈ D, ∀uµ ∈ U, ∀sν ∈ S, ∀to ∈ T
∀dλ ∈ D, ∀uµ ∈ U, ∀sν ∈ S, ∀to ∈ T
∀dλ ∈ D, ∀uµ ∈ U, ∀sν ∈ S, ∀to ∈ T
(A.43)
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